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PREFACEPREFACE

F-series balance weight type forklift trucks with engine are designed on the base ofF-series balance weight type forklift trucks with engine are designed on the base of

the advanced features available from both local and foreign designs. These trucks arethe advanced features available from both local and foreign designs. These trucks are

suitable to handle, transport and stack goods in factories, mines, stations, ports, freightsuitable to handle, transport and stack goods in factories, mines, stations, ports, freight

yards, warehouses and used widely in food yards, warehouses and used widely in food processing, textiles and other light industries.processing, textiles and other light industries.

The use of forklift trucks fiThe use of forklift trucks fitted with kinds of attachments will become extensive.tted with kinds of attachments will become extensive.

F-series forklift trucks feature a wide-vision mast system, full hydraulic steering unit,F-series forklift trucks feature a wide-vision mast system, full hydraulic steering unit,

self-boost brake, stepless speed control, parking brake device with foot pedal, integralself-boost brake, stepless speed control, parking brake device with foot pedal, integral

overhead guard and high quality large screen combination meter, so they have a lot ofoverhead guard and high quality large screen combination meter, so they have a lot of

advantages such as good performance, easy operation, wide vision, flexible steering,advantages such as good performance, easy operation, wide vision, flexible steering,

reliable braking, powerful and reliable braking, powerful and aesthetic appearance.aesthetic appearance.

This manual states the specifications, operation, maintenance, main assemblies’This manual states the specifications, operation, maintenance, main assemblies’

constructions and working principles of F-series forklift trucks so as to help operators toconstructions and working principles of F-series forklift trucks so as to help operators to

use the trucks correctly and attain the highest functions. It is necessary to read over theuse the trucks correctly and attain the highest functions. It is necessary to read over the

manual before operating or maintaining the forklift trucks. The rules and notices in thismanual before operating or maintaining the forklift trucks. The rules and notices in this

manual should be abided seriously by all relative persons to enable these trucks inmanual should be abided seriously by all relative persons to enable these trucks in

optimized working state for long optimized working state for long period and bring the period and bring the highest efficiencyhighest efficiency..

The relevant content in this manual might not correspond with the actual conditionThe relevant content in this manual might not correspond with the actual condition

because of technical improvement. Our products are subject to improvements andbecause of technical improvement. Our products are subject to improvements and

changes without notice.changes without notice.
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. Ab. About F-series out F-series forklift truckforklift truck

1. External view and technical parameter 1. External view and technical parameter   

Fig1.1 External viewFig1.1 External view
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Technical parameterTechnical parameter

   G   G
  e  e
  n  n
  e  e
  r  r  a  a
   l   l

ManufacturerManufacturer KION BaoliKION Baoli

ModelModel
CPCD20FCPCD20F

CPQ(Y)D20FCPQ(Y)D20F

CPCD25FCPCD25F

CPQ(Y)D25FCPQ(Y)D25F

CPCD30FCPCD30F

CPQ(Y)D30FCPQ(Y)D30F

CPCD35FCPCD35F

CPQ(Y)D35FCPQ(Y)D35F

Power typePower type Diesel/Gasoline/LPGDiesel/Gasoline/LPG

Rated capacityRated capacity kg kg 2000 2000 2500 2500 3000 3000 35003500

Load centerLoad center mm 500mm 500

   P   P
  e  e
  r  r   f   f  o  o
  r  r  m  m
  a  a
  n  n
  c  c
  e  e

OverallOverall

dimensiondimension

Length to fork faceLength to fork face L1 L1 mm mm 2564 2564 2634 2634 2775 2775 28142814

Overall widthOverall width B1 B1 mm mm 1150 1150 12361236

Mast lowered heightMast lowered height H1 H1 mm mm 2050 2050 2080 2080 22302230

Mast extended heightMast extended height H3 H3 mm mm 4040 4040 42734273

Overhead guard heightOverhead guard height H2 H2 mm mm 2150 2150 21802180

Lift heightLift height H H mm mm 30003000

Free lift heightFree lift height H4 H4 mm mm 140 140 145145

Fork sizeFork size L×W×TL×W×T   mmmm 1070×120×401070×120×40  1070×120×451070×120×45   1070×125×451070×125×45   1075×130×451075×130×45  

Mast tilt angleMast tilt angle α/βα/β   deg deg 6 6 / / 1111

Front overhangFront overhang X X mm mm 484 484 489 489 494 494 500500

Turning Turning radius radius R R mm mm 2220 2220 2290 2290 2400 24902400 2490

Self Self weight weight kg kg 3510 3510 3810 3810 4320 4320 46204620

   C   C
   h   h
  a  a
  s  s
  s  s
   i   i  s  s

TyreTyre
FrontFront 7.00-12-12PR7.00-12-12PR 28×928×9-15-12PR-15-12PR 28×928×9-15-14PR-15-14PR

Rear Rear 6.00-9-10PR 6.00-9-10PR 6.50-10-106.50-10-10PRPR

TreadTread
FrontFront B2 B2 mm 970 mm 970 10001000

Rear Rear B3 B3 mm mm 970970

Wheelbase Wheelbase Y Y mm mm 1650 1650 1700 1700 17601760

Ground clearanceGround clearance

(full load/no load)(full load/no load)

MastMast MM
mmmm

85 85 / / 105 105 110 110 / / 135135

FrameFrame F F 140 140 / / 145 145 170 170 / / 175175

F-series forklift trucks mentioned in this manualF-series forklift trucks mentioned in this manual correspondcorrespond inin differentdifferent

engines, please refer to the following table.engines, please refer to the following table.

Model Model of of forklift forklift truck truck Model Model of of engineengine

DieselDiesel

CPCD20F CPCD20F XINCHANG XINCHANG BPG490,ISUZU BPG490,ISUZU C240,YANMAC240,YANMAR R 4TNE924TNE92

CPCD25FCPCD25F
XINCHANG BPG490,DACHAI CA498,ISUZU C240,ISUZU 4JG2PE,YANMARXINCHANG BPG490,DACHAI CA498,ISUZU C240,ISUZU 4JG2PE,YANMAR

4TNE924TNE92

CPCD30FCPCD30F
XINCHANG BPG490,XINCHANG BPG495,XINCHANG BPG498,DACHAIXINCHANG BPG490,XINCHANG BPG495,XINCHANG BPG498,DACHAI

CA498,ISUZU C240,ISUZU 4JG2PE,YANMAR 4TNE98CA498,ISUZU C240,ISUZU 4JG2PE,YANMAR 4TNE98

CPCD35FCPCD35F
XINCHANG BPG495,XINCHANG BPG498,DACHAI CA498,ISUZU 4JG2PE,XINCHANG BPG495,XINCHANG BPG498,DACHAI CA498,ISUZU 4JG2PE,

YYANMAR 4ANMAR 4TNE98TNE98

GasolineGasoline
CPQ(Y)D20/25F CPQ(Y)D20/25F MITSUBISHI MITSUBISHI 4G64-31ZG,NISSAN 4G64-31ZG,NISSAN K21,NISSAN K21,NISSAN K25K25

CPQ(Y)D30/35F CPQ(Y)D30/35F MITSUBISHI MITSUBISHI 4G64-31ZG,NISSAN 4G64-31ZG,NISSAN K25K25

Notice: Please refer to AD sheet of F-series forklift truck about other technicalNotice: Please refer to AD sheet of F-series forklift truck about other technical

parameterparameters or new s or new engine configuration not mentioned in engine configuration not mentioned in this manual.this manual.
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2. 2. CharacteristicCharacteristic

(1) The hydraulic steering device and transverse steering axle makes steering(1) The hydraulic steering device and transverse steering axle makes steering

flexible and the flexible and the turning radius minor.turning radius minor.

(2) The braking system employs hydraulic brake, makes it possible to manipulate(2) The braking system employs hydraulic brake, makes it possible to manipulate

conveniently and brake reliably.conveniently and brake reliably.

(3) Hydraulic transmission type forklift trucks are provided with a (3) Hydraulic transmission type forklift trucks are provided with a drive unit including adrive unit including a

hydraulic torque converter and an electron transmission box. They feature the following:hydraulic torque converter and an electron transmission box. They feature the following:

··Hydraulic torque converter can change the speed automatically with no limitationHydraulic torque converter can change the speed automatically with no limitation

and output torque makes the forklift truck and output torque makes the forklift truck have good performance of drawing.have good performance of drawing.

··The inching device makes it easy for the drivers to aim the fork to the cargo.The inching device makes it easy for the drivers to aim the fork to the cargo.

··The use of hydraulic transmission ensures the engine operate smoothly for theThe use of hydraulic transmission ensures the engine operate smoothly for the

sudden increase of load. At work, the forklift truck that needs starting and shiftingsudden increase of load. At work, the forklift truck that needs starting and shifting

frequently, electron transmission device can achieve smooth shift and raise workingfrequently, electron transmission device can achieve smooth shift and raise working

efficiencyefficiency, simplify operation, , simplify operation, reduce the driver’s reduce the driver’s labor intensity and reduce labor intensity and reduce requirement ofrequirement of

the driver’s operation skill.the driver’s operation skill.  

(4) The mast is high intensity and wide vision for the use of two stage CC extension(4) The mast is high intensity and wide vision for the use of two stage CC extension
type mast and hidden-type tilt cylinder device. The forklift truck can be fitted with 2-stagetype mast and hidden-type tilt cylinder device. The forklift truck can be fitted with 2-stage

or 3-stage full free or 3-stage full free lift mast having different lifting height, even all lift mast having different lifting height, even all kinds of the attachmentskinds of the attachments

according to the needs of the clients.according to the needs of the clients.

(5) The forklift truck can be chosen(5) The forklift truck can be chosen different height mast and driver’s different height mast and driver’s cabcab according toaccording to

the operating into the operating into container or out container.container or out container.

(6) Specific outline adopts streamline design, wider operating vision and larger(6) Specific outline adopts streamline design, wider operating vision and larger

driving space. It has advantages such as low noise, vibration damping, dustproof,driving space. It has advantages such as low noise, vibration damping, dustproof,

comfortable operation, safety and comfortable operation, safety and reliabilityreliability..

3. Main system3. Main system  

No. No. Name Name ContentsContents

1 1 Power Power systemsystem
engine mounting, fuel, exhaust and cooling system(inc.engine mounting, fuel, exhaust and cooling system(inc.
torque converter oil cooler) etc.torque converter oil cooler) etc.

22
TransmissionTransmission
systemsystem

torque converter, gear box, transmission shaft, gearshift etc.torque converter, gear box, transmission shaft, gearshift etc.

3 3 Drive Drive axle axle axle axle housing, housing, half half shaft, shaft, brake, brake, front front wheel wheel etc.etc.

4 4 Brake Brake system system wheel wheel brake brake and and parking parking brake brake etc.etc.

5 5 Steering Steering system system steering steering wheel, wheel, cycloid cycloid gear gear type type powered powered steering steering unit unit etc.etc.

6 6 Hydraulic Hydraulic system system pump, pump, valve, valve, HP HP oil oil pipe, pipe, LP LP oil oil pipe, pipe, connectors connectors etc.etc.

7 7 Electric Electric system system lamps lamps and and lanterns, lanterns, batterybattery, , meter, meter, harness harness etc.etc.

8 8 Lifting Lifting systemsystem
mast, fork, lift bracket, load backrest, tilt cylinder, liftmast, fork, lift bracket, load backrest, tilt cylinder, lift
cylindercylinder, lift chain, mast , lift chain, mast roller etc.roller etc.
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4. Main components4. Main components

Fig1.2Fig1.2

Size & Size & slinging parameter of the main parts that can slinging parameter of the main parts that can be disassembledbe disassembled

Max. outline size (mm)Max. outline size (mm) Min. slinging Min. slinging capacitycapacity

Counter Counter weight weight 11301130××739739××955 1700955 1700

Standard mastStandard mast 1935×854×6001935×854×600  730  730

Lift bracketLift bracket

(with load backrest)(with load backrest)
1200×1197×2601200×1197×260  170  170

ForkFork 1150×1150×6660×12560×125   8080

Notice: The above-mentioned size and capacity is only for a reference, whichNotice: The above-mentioned size and capacity is only for a reference, which
may be adjusted because of may be adjusted because of configuration difference or technology optimization.configuration difference or technology optimization.

1. 1. Outer Outer mast mast 2. 2. Inner Inner mast mast 3. 3. Lift Lift chainchain

4. 4. Lift Lift cylinder cylinder 5. 5. Load Load backrest backrest 6. 6. Fork Fork location location pinpin

7. 7. Lift Lift bracket bracket 8. 8. Fork Fork 9. 9. Driving Driving wheelwheel

10. 10. Tilt Tilt cylinder cylinder 111. 1. Turning Turning wheel wheel 12. 12. Engine Engine hoodhood

13. 13. Refueling Refueling lid lid 14.14. Operator’s seatOperator’s seat   15. 15. Counter Counter weightweight

16. 16. Flasher Flasher (option) (option) 17. 17. Rear Rear combination combination lamp lamp 18. 18. Overhead Overhead guardguard

19. 19. Head Head lamp lamp 20. 20. Front Front combination combination lamp lamp 21. 21. Steering Steering wheelwheel
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5. Operation device and instrument panel5. Operation device and instrument panel

Fig1.3Fig1.3

1. 1. Direction Direction control control lever lever 2. 2. Steering Steering wheel wheel 3. 3. Horn Horn buttonbutton

4. 4. Integrated Integrated light light and and turn turn signal signal switch switch 5. 5. Lifting Lifting leverlever

6. 6. Tilting Tilting lever lever 7. 7. Operating Operating leverlever, , attachment attachment 8. 8. Combination Combination metermeter

9. 9. TTool ool kit kit 10. 10. AccelerAccelerator ator pedal pedal 11. 11. Brake Brake pedalpedal

12. 12. IgnitioIgnition n switch switch 13. 13. Release Release leverlever, , parking parking brake brake 14. 14. Inching Inching pedalpedal

15. 15. Adjust Adjust leverlever, , steering steering wheel wheel 16. 16. Parking Parking brake brake pedal pedal 17. 17. Adjust Adjust leverlever, , parking parking brakebrake

18. Cover, refuel and check brake 18. Cover, refuel and check brake fluidfluid
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5.1 Switch (Fig.1.3)5.1 Switch (Fig.1.3)

No. No. Name Name Operation Operation and and attentionattention

1 1 Ignition Ignition switchswitch O (OFF):O (OFF): Engine stop position. Key insertion and Engine stop position. Key insertion and withdrawwithdraw

are performed in this position.are performed in this position.

I (ON):I (ON): Engine operation position. Locate one positionEngine operation position. Locate one position

clockwise from O (OFF) position.clockwise from O (OFF) position.

The intake heater is preheated before starting the dieselThe intake heater is preheated before starting the diesel
forklift.forklift.

START:START: Engine start position. Locate one positionEngine start position. Locate one position

clockwise from the I (ON) clockwise from the I (ON) position.position.

 After engine start,  After engine start, release the release the key and key and it it will return will return to theto the

I(ON) I(ON) position automaticallyposition automatically..

Caution:Caution:

．．Never operate the ignition switch before sitting on theNever operate the ignition switch before sitting on the

seat.seat.

．．For the sake of For the sake of safety it is safety it is recommenrecommended to always startded to always start

the engine with the transmission gear shift lever shifted inthe engine with the transmission gear shift lever shifted in

the neutral position.the neutral position.

．．Do not turn the switch to the START position while theDo not turn the switch to the START position while the

engine is running.engine is running.

．．Do not leave the switch in the ON position when theDo not leave the switch in the ON position when the

engine is stopped. It may cause over discharge of theengine is stopped. It may cause over discharge of the

battery.battery.

．．Do not operate the starter motor for more than 15Do not operate the starter motor for more than 15

seconds continuously. Return the switch to the OFFseconds continuously. Return the switch to the OFF

position and wait at least 30 seconds prior to attemptingposition and wait at least 30 seconds prior to attempting

restart.restart.  

2 2 Integrated Integrated light light and and turn turn signalsignal

switchswitch

(1) Left turn(1) Left turn

(2) Right turn(2) Right turn

This switch serves as both two-position light control andThis switch serves as both two-position light control and

turn signal switch.turn signal switch.

Light control switchLight control switch

Lamp nameLamp name   Step1Step1   Step2Step2  

Head lampsHead lamps ——   ○○  
Side clearance lampsSide clearance lamps ○○   ○○  

Caution:Caution:

Do not keep lamps such as head lamps kept on for a longDo not keep lamps such as head lamps kept on for a long

time when the engine is stopped. It may cause overtime when the engine is stopped. It may cause over

discharge of the battery to make engine startingdischarge of the battery to make engine starting

impossible.impossible.

Turn signal switchTurn signal switch

Make the turn signal lamps blink.Make the turn signal lamps blink.

Left turn…………………Left turn…………………..Push forward..Push forward

Right turn…………………Right turn…………………Pull backwardPull backward

Caution:Caution:

The signal switch will operate when the ignition switch isThe signal switch will operate when the ignition switch is

ON.ON.
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5.2 Control 5.2 Control componentcomponents (Fig.1.3)s (Fig.1.3)

No. No. Name Name Operation Operation and and attentionattention

1 1 Direction Direction control control leverlever

(Fig. 1.3-1)(Fig. 1.3-1)

(1) (1) Forward Forward (2) (2) ReverseReverse

Lever for shifting between forward and reverse.Lever for shifting between forward and reverse.

Forward……………………Push forwardForward……………………Push forward  

Reverse……………………Pull backwardReverse……………………Pull backward  

The neutral position is halfway between the forward andThe neutral position is halfway between the forward and

reverse position.reverse position.

Caution:Caution:

The engineThe engine can’tcan’t be started unless the control lever is at be started unless the control lever is at

the neutral position.the neutral position.

Stop the vehicle before shifting between forward andStop the vehicle before shifting between forward and

reverse.reverse.

2 2 Horn Horn buttonbutton

(Fig. 1.3-3)(Fig. 1.3-3)

(1) Press(1) Press

Press the button in the center of the steering wheel toPress the button in the center of the steering wheel to

sound this horn.sound this horn.

The horn will sound even when the ignition switch off.The horn will sound even when the ignition switch off.

3 3 Lifting Lifting leverlever

(Fig. 1.3-5)(Fig. 1.3-5)

(1) (1) Lower Lower (2) (2) RaiseRaise

Raise and lower the forks.Raise and lower the forks.

Raise…………………….Pull backwardRaise…………………….Pull backward  

Lower……………………Push forwardLower……………………Push forward  

The lifting speed can be adjusted by the degree ofThe lifting speed can be adjusted by the degree of

accelerator pedal depression and lever operating stroke.accelerator pedal depression and lever operating stroke.

The lowering speed can be adjusted only by the degree ofThe lowering speed can be adjusted only by the degree of

lever operating stroke.lever operating stroke.

CautionCaution：：  

 Always operat Always operate the lifting leve the lifting lever while correer while correctly seated.ctly seated.

4 4 Tilting Tilting leverlever

(Fig. 1.3-6)(Fig. 1.3-6)

(1) Forward tilting(1) Forward tilting

(2) Backward tilting(2) Backward tilting  

Tilt the mast forward and backward.Tilt the mast forward and backward.

Forward……………………..Push forwardForward……………………..Push forward  

Backward……………………Pull backwardBackward……………………Pull backward  

The forward or backward tilting speed can be adjusted byThe forward or backward tilting speed can be adjusted by

the degree of accelerator pedal depression and leverthe degree of accelerator pedal depression and lever

operating stroke.operating stroke.

Caution:Caution:

 Always operat Always operate the tilting lever e the tilting lever from a seafrom a seated position.ted position.
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5 5 Steering Steering wheel wheel adjustmentadjustment

leverlever

(Fig. 1.3-15)(Fig. 1.3-15)

(1) Raised(1) Raised

1. The steering wheel position may be adjusted back and1. The steering wheel position may be adjusted back and

forth.forth.

2. Lowering the directional lever at the proper position2. Lowering the directional lever at the proper position

fixes the steering wheel at that position.fixes the steering wheel at that position.

3. After the adjustment, try to move the steering wheel3. After the adjustment, try to move the steering wheel

back and forth to see that it is fixed.back and forth to see that it is fixed.

Caution:Caution:

The steering wheel position must be adjusted beforeThe steering wheel position must be adjusted before

starting the vehicle. Adjustment during traveling must bestarting the vehicle. Adjustment during traveling must be

avoided.avoided.

66   Accelerator pedal (Fig. 1.3-10)Accelerator pedal (Fig. 1.3-10)

Brake pedal (Fig. 1.3-11)Brake pedal (Fig. 1.3-11)

Inching pedal (Fig. 1.3-14)Inching pedal (Fig. 1.3-14)

From the right: accelerator pedal, brake pedal and inchingFrom the right: accelerator pedal, brake pedal and inching

pedal.pedal.

Note:Note:

When control lever is shifted to forward-reverse, theWhen control lever is shifted to forward-reverse, the

vehicle will move even the accelerator pedal stays neutral.vehicle will move even the accelerator pedal stays neutral.

7 7 Parking Parking brake brake pedalpedal

(Fig. 1.3-16)(Fig. 1.3-16)

Parking brake release leverParking brake release lever

(Fig. 1.3-13)(Fig. 1.3-13)

(1) Press down(1) Press down

(2) Release lever(2) Release lever

Use the parking brake pedal Use the parking brake pedal when parking or stopping.when parking or stopping.

1. When engaging the parking brake, while stepping on1. When engaging the parking brake, while stepping on

the brake pedal, fully press down on the parking brakethe brake pedal, fully press down on the parking brake

pedal.pedal.

2. To disengage the parking brake pedal, while stepping2. To disengage the parking brake pedal, while stepping

on the brake pedal, pull the release lever toward you.on the brake pedal, pull the release lever toward you.

Warning:Warning:

．．Before operating the parking brake pedal, step on theBefore operating the parking brake pedal, step on the

brake pedal and always confirm that brake pedal and always confirm that the vehicle has comethe vehicle has come

to a stop.to a stop.

．．When parking on a slope, apply wheel chocks to theWhen parking on a slope, apply wheel chocks to the

wheels.wheels.

．．TraveTraveling without releasing the brake will ling without releasing the brake will spoil the brakespoil the brake

performance.performance.
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5.3 Body components (Fig. 1.2)5.3 Body components (Fig. 1.2)

No. No. Name Name Operation Operation and and attentionattention

11 Operator’s seatOperator’s seat   (Fig. 1.2-14)(Fig. 1.2-14) The operator’s seat and seat belt are provided for yourThe operator’s seat and seat belt are provided for your

safety.safety.

The seat can be moved back and forth for positionThe seat can be moved back and forth for position

adjustment while the adjust lever is pulled right.adjustment while the adjust lever is pulled right.  

2 2 Engine Engine hood hood (Fig. (Fig. 1.2-12)1.2-12)

(1) Engine hood lock release lever(1) Engine hood lock release lever

(1) Push(1) Push  

OpeningOpening：：  

1. Pulling up on the engine hood lock release lever will1. Pulling up on the engine hood lock release lever will

release the engine hood lock, and the engine hood will poprelease the engine hood lock, and the engine hood will pop

up slightly.up slightly.

2. Lift the engine hood.2. Lift the engine hood.

3. Open the engine hood all the way, then shake the hood3. Open the engine hood all the way, then shake the hood

slightly to check that the hood damper has been securelyslightly to check that the hood damper has been securely

fastened before letting go.fastened before letting go.

Closing:Closing:

1. Lifting up the engine hood and press the hood damper1. Lifting up the engine hood and press the hood damper

lock to release the lock.lock to release the lock.

2. Close the engine hood quietly, and press down on the2. Close the engine hood quietly, and press down on the

hood until you hear a clickihood until you hear a clicking sound.ng sound.

Caution:Caution:

Operating the vehicle without firm locking of the engineOperating the vehicle without firm locking of the engine

hood is very dangerous. Be sure to check firm lockinghood is very dangerous. Be sure to check firm locking

before operating the vehicle.before operating the vehicle.

3 3 Fork Fork (Fig. (Fig. 1.2-8)1.2-8)

(1) Fork stopper (1) Fork stopper   

Lift each fork stopper and turn to release so that forks canLift each fork stopper and turn to release so that forks can

be moved left and right. Adjust the forks in the positionbe moved left and right. Adjust the forks in the position

most appropriate for the load.most appropriate for the load.

When adjusting the forks, make sure that the center ofWhen adjusting the forks, make sure that the center of

gravity of the load corresponds to the center of the gravity of the load corresponds to the center of the vehicle.vehicle.

 After  After adjustmenadjustment, t, turn turn the the stoppers stoppers to to lock lock the the forks forks inin

place.place.

Warning:Warning:

Make the forks are locked before carrying load.Make the forks are locked before carrying load.

4 4 Draw Draw barbar The draw bar is located at the back of the counterweight,The draw bar is located at the back of the counterweight,

and is used to pull the vehicle when its tyres drop into aand is used to pull the vehicle when its tyres drop into a

gutter. It can also be used for loading the forklift onto agutter. It can also be used for loading the forklift onto a

truck or another vehicle.truck or another vehicle.

Caution:Caution:

The draw bar should not be used for towing the forkliftThe draw bar should not be used for towing the forklift

truck or for towing another vehicle using the forklift truck or for towing another vehicle using the forklift truck.truck.
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. Safety instruction and operation of forklift truck. Safety instruction and operation of forklift truck

It is important for It is important for drivers and managers to remember the principle ofdrivers and managers to remember the principle of “first safety” and“first safety” and

ensure the safety operation as the description of Operation & Service Manual. Pleaseensure the safety operation as the description of Operation & Service Manual. Please

read this manual thoroughly. This will give you a complete understanding of Baoli forkliftread this manual thoroughly. This will give you a complete understanding of Baoli forklift

truck and you will operate them truck and you will operate them correctly and safelycorrectly and safely..

1. Handling a new 1. Handling a new forklifforklift truckt truck
The performance and service life of the forklift truck depends heavily upon the wayThe performance and service life of the forklift truck depends heavily upon the way

you handle it during the break-in period. Drive with special caution while becomingyou handle it during the break-in period. Drive with special caution while becoming

familiar with a new forklift truck.familiar with a new forklift truck.

(1) Always warm up your vehicle before putting it to work irrespective of season.(1) Always warm up your vehicle before putting it to work irrespective of season.

Don’t run engine at high rpm without load needlessly. Operate theDon’t run engine at high rpm without load needlessly. Operate the vehicle under the lightvehicle under the light

load, avoid suddenly speeding and braking.load, avoid suddenly speeding and braking.

(2) Replace gear oil in (2) Replace gear oil in the differential and reducer after the new forklift the differential and reducer after the new forklift truck workingtruck working

for 100 hours.for 100 hours.

(3) Renew the oil in engine oil pan, transmission, driving axle and hydraulic oil tank;(3) Renew the oil in engine oil pan, transmission, driving axle and hydraulic oil tank;

check and readjust the clearance of the driving and driven gear in the reducer after thecheck and readjust the clearance of the driving and driven gear in the reducer after the

new forklift truck working for 200 new forklift truck working for 200 hours.hours.

2. Inspection before operation2. Inspection before operation

Please pay attention to the following items in order to make the vehicle working withPlease pay attention to the following items in order to make the vehicle working with

high efficiency and lengthen its service life.high efficiency and lengthen its service life.

(1) The forklift truck adopts the home or imported engine, please read the manual(1) The forklift truck adopts the home or imported engine, please read the manual

accompanied with the engine carefully when accompanied with the engine carefully when using and maintenance.using and maintenance.

(2) Check the tyre(2) Check the tyre inflation pressure, if doesn’t enough, charge air in time.inflation pressure, if doesn’t enough, charge air in time. Check the Check the

bolts of all wheels for bolts of all wheels for tightness.tightness.

(3) Check the amount of oil in the working oil tank for sufficiency, the position of(3) Check the amount of oil in the working oil tank for sufficiency, the position of

lubrication should be lubricated. The oil level should be at lubrication should be lubricated. The oil level should be at the middle position between thethe middle position between the

upper and lower scale marks of oil upper and lower scale marks of oil level meter. The contamination level of the hydraulic oillevel meter. The contamination level of the hydraulic oil

should be lower than grade 12.should be lower than grade 12.

(4) Check the radiator, and add antifreeze if necessary.(4) Check the radiator, and add antifreeze if necessary.

(5) Check hydraulic oil and brake fluid for leakage. Check if any leak or damage(5) Check hydraulic oil and brake fluid for leakage. Check if any leak or damage

found on the oil pipes, water hoses, vent-pipes and the piping joints, pumps and valvesfound on the oil pipes, water hoses, vent-pipes and the piping joints, pumps and valves

etc.etc.

(6) Check for all the terminals and plugs in normal state. Check the meters, lamps,(6) Check for all the terminals and plugs in normal state. Check the meters, lamps,

switches and electric circuit iswitches and electric circuit if they are f they are running properlyrunning properly..

(7) Check every pedal for free stroke and the levers for looseness and smooth(7) Check every pedal for free stroke and the levers for looseness and smooth
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operation. Check lifting system, actuate the lifting and tilting levers to be certain that theoperation. Check lifting system, actuate the lifting and tilting levers to be certain that the

lift bracket moves up lift bracket moves up and down properly and and down properly and the mast can be the mast can be tilted smoothlytilted smoothly. Check brake. Check brake

system and steering system system and steering system for flexibility and for flexibility and reliabilityreliability..

(8) Check the traveling brake: the free stroke of brake pedal is 4-8 mm, when(8) Check the traveling brake: the free stroke of brake pedal is 4-8 mm, when

achieving effective brake, the clearance between the front floor and the pedal should beachieving effective brake, the clearance between the front floor and the pedal should be

more than 20mm.more than 20mm.

(9) Check the parking brake: the unload truck can park on 20% slope, when the(9) Check the parking brake: the unload truck can park on 20% slope, when the

parking brake is locked.parking brake is locked.

(10) Check all connectors and fasteners for looseness.(10) Check all connectors and fasteners for looseness.

3. Start and stop of the engine3. Start and stop of the engine

(1) Start of the engine(1) Start of the engine

(a) First set the shift lever at the neutral position and the parking brake at the braking(a) First set the shift lever at the neutral position and the parking brake at the braking

position.position.

(b) When starting, put the key into the start switch, turn it in the counter clockwise,(b) When starting, put the key into the start switch, turn it in the counter clockwise,

preheat 10-15 seconds, and thpreheat 10-15 seconds, and then turn it ien turn it in the clockwise to “Sn the clockwise to “STTART” so theART” so the starting motorstarting motor

works. When hand is away from the key, it automatically returns toworks. When hand is away from the key, it automatically returns to “ON” by spring f “ON” by spring f orce.orce.

Every starting time shouldn’tEvery starting time shouldn’t be morn than 15 seconds. Restarting should be after 30be morn than 15 seconds. Restarting should be after 30

secondsseconds. As the engine doesn’t work . As the engine doesn’t work after some times starting, should check andafter some times starting, should check and removeremove

the trouble, do not keep the starting motor engaged for a long timethe trouble, do not keep the starting motor engaged for a long time..  

(c) Follo(c) Following the start of the engine, it’s necessary to set the engine on idle runningwing the start of the engine, it’s necessary to set the engine on idle running

for five minutes. Full for five minutes. Full load operation can’t be started until water load operation can’t be started until water temperature of the enginetemperature of the engine

rises above 60rises above 60℃℃..

When the engine is on When the engine is on idle running, you must idle running, you must check water thermometer, oil manometer,check water thermometer, oil manometer,

ammeter, fuel measurer, and so on for the data, whether to meet the specification, andammeter, fuel measurer, and so on for the data, whether to meet the specification, and

check each pedal for free stoke, braking performance for its relcheck each pedal for free stoke, braking performance for its reliabilityiability, steering operation for, steering operation for

its flexibility, tyre pressure for its conformance to the standard. If there is no trouble,its flexibility, tyre pressure for its conformance to the standard. If there is no trouble,

operation may be allowed.operation may be allowed.

(2) Stop the engine(2) Stop the engine

First set the engine on First set the engine on idle running for five minutes, so as to idle running for five minutes, so as to cool the engine graduallycool the engine gradually,,

and then turn off the iand then turn off the ignition switch, so the engine is stopped to gnition switch, so the engine is stopped to work.work.

NoticeNotice：：  

．．While the engine running, does not While the engine running, does not turn the start switch to turn the start switch to “ST“START” position, sinceART” position, since

there is a there is a danger of damage to the starting motor.danger of damage to the starting motor.

．．Do noDo not keep the start switch at the “ON”t keep the start switch at the “ON” position while the engine is shut down. This position while the engine is shut down. This

will result in battery diwill result in battery discharge.scharge.
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4. Parking and storing4. Parking and storing

(1) Safe parking(1) Safe parking

(a) Park your forklift truck on a level ground preferably in a wide area. If parking on a(a) Park your forklift truck on a level ground preferably in a wide area. If parking on a

slope is unavoidable, press down the parking brake device and block the wheels toslope is unavoidable, press down the parking brake device and block the wheels to

prevent accidental roll. The truck is forbidden parking on a steep slope.prevent accidental roll. The truck is forbidden parking on a steep slope.

(b) Park your forklift truck in the area where designated or traffic conditions permit. If(b) Park your forklift truck in the area where designated or traffic conditions permit. If
necessarynecessary, put a , put a signpost or signal lisignpost or signal lights around the truck.ghts around the truck.

(c) Park your forklift truck on the solid ground. Avoid soft ground, deep mud or(c) Park your forklift truck on the solid ground. Avoid soft ground, deep mud or

slippery surfaces.slippery surfaces.

(d) If you can not lower the forks on the ground due to break-down of the lifting(d) If you can not lower the forks on the ground due to break-down of the lifting

system, put a warning flag to system, put a warning flag to the fork end and park in the fork end and park in the traffic conditions permitting.the traffic conditions permitting.

(2) Storing(2) Storing

．．Before storingBefore storing

Before storing your forklift truck, clean it Before storing your forklift truck, clean it thoroughly and perform inspection using thethoroughly and perform inspection using the

following procedures.following procedures.

(a) Wipe away grease, oil, etc. adhering to the body of the truck with waste cloth and(a) Wipe away grease, oil, etc. adhering to the body of the truck with waste cloth and

water, if needed.water, if needed.

(b) While washing the body of the truck, check general condition of the truck.(b) While washing the body of the truck, check general condition of the truck.

Especially check the truckEspecially check the truck’s’s body for recess or damage and tyres for wear and nails or body for recess or damage and tyres for wear and nails or

stones in the tread.stones in the tread.

(c) Fill the oil tank up with the appointed fuel.(c) Fill the oil tank up with the appointed fuel.

(d) Check for leakage of hydraulic oil, engine oil, fuel or coolant.(d) Check for leakage of hydraulic oil, engine oil, fuel or coolant.

(e) Apply grease where (e) Apply grease where needed.needed.

(f) Check for looseness of hub nuts and cylinder piston rod joints. Check the surface(f) Check for looseness of hub nuts and cylinder piston rod joints. Check the surface

of piston rod for damage.of piston rod for damage.

(g) Check mast (g) Check mast rollers to see rollers to see that they rotate smthat they rotate smoothlyoothly..

(h) Full oil into the lift cylinders by lifting the lift cylinders at the full stroke.(h) Full oil into the lift cylinders by lifting the lift cylinders at the full stroke.

(i) In (i) In cold weather,cold weather, don’t draw off long antifreeze,don’t draw off long antifreeze, if there if there is cooling water, run it away.is cooling water, run it away.

．．Daily storageDaily storage  

(a) Park the forklift truck (a) Park the forklift truck at a specified place and block the at a specified place and block the wheels.wheels.

(b) Place the shift lever in (b) Place the shift lever in the neutral position and press the parking brake pedal.the neutral position and press the parking brake pedal.

(c) Put the key switch in(c) Put the key switch in “OFF”“OFF” position and turn off the engine, operate the lever of position and turn off the engine, operate the lever of

the control valve several times and the control valve several times and release the residual pressure of the cylinder or pipes.release the residual pressure of the cylinder or pipes.

(d) Remove the key and keep it (d) Remove the key and keep it in a secure place.in a secure place.

．．Long time storageLong time storage
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Perform the following service and checks in addition to thePerform the following service and checks in addition to the “Daily storage” service“Daily storage” service::

(a) Taking the rainy season into consideration, park the truck at a higher and hard(a) Taking the rainy season into consideration, park the truck at a higher and hard

ground.ground.

(b) Av(b) Avoid parking on soft oid parking on soft grounds such as asphalted road grounds such as asphalted road in summer.in summer.

(c) Apply antirust oil (c) Apply antirust oil to the exposed parts such as piston rods and shafts which tendsto the exposed parts such as piston rods and shafts which tends

to rust.to rust.
(d) Cover components which may be (d) Cover components which may be caught with humiditycaught with humidity..

(e) The truck should be operated at least once a week. Fill the cooling system, if(e) The truck should be operated at least once a week. Fill the cooling system, if

cooling water is discharged. Remove grease from the piston rods and shafts. Start thecooling water is discharged. Remove grease from the piston rods and shafts. Start the

engine and warm up thoroughlyengine and warm up thoroughly. Move the truck . Move the truck slowly forwards and backwards. Operateslowly forwards and backwards. Operate

the hydraulic controls several times.the hydraulic controls several times.

．．Operate the forklift truck after long tOperate the forklift truck after long time storageime storage

(a) Remove antirust oil f(a) Remove antirust oil from the exposed parts.rom the exposed parts.

(b) Discharge the engine oil in crankshaft case of the engine, discharge the gear oil(b) Discharge the engine oil in crankshaft case of the engine, discharge the gear oil

or hydraulic transmission oil in differential and or hydraulic transmission oil in differential and gear box, after cleaning up then renew oil.gear box, after cleaning up then renew oil.

(c) Discharge foreign matter and water f(c) Discharge foreign matter and water from the hydraulic reservoir and fuel rom the hydraulic reservoir and fuel tank.tank.

(d) Remove the cylinder (d) Remove the cylinder cap, check the valves and cap, check the valves and the rocker shafts for the the rocker shafts for the clearanceclearance

in normal data.in normal data.

(e) Add cooling fluid to specified level.(e) Add cooling fluid to specified level.

(f) Perform (f) Perform pre-operation checks carefullypre-operation checks carefully..

(g) Warm up the engine before operation.(g) Warm up the engine before operation.

Warning:Warning:

If at any time your forklift truck is found to be in need of repair, defective, or in anyIf at any time your forklift truck is found to be in need of repair, defective, or in any

way unsafe, the condition should be reported to the supervisor, and the truck should beway unsafe, the condition should be reported to the supervisor, and the truck should be

taken out of service until it has taken out of service until it has been restored to safe operating condition.been restored to safe operating condition.

5. Shipping, loading and 5. Shipping, loading and unloading, slinging and towing of forklift truckunloading, slinging and towing of forklift truck

(1) Ship the forklift truck(1) Ship the forklift truck

(a) Apply the parking brake when shipping the forklift trucks by container or freight(a) Apply the parking brake when shipping the forklift trucks by container or freight

car.car.

(b) Fix the mast and the balance weight with steel wire and use jacks to prevent the(b) Fix the mast and the balance weight with steel wire and use jacks to prevent the

forklift trucks from moving in forklift trucks from moving in the cabin.the cabin.

(c) Pay attention to the overall length, width, height when loading, unloading and(c) Pay attention to the overall length, width, height when loading, unloading and

shipping and conforming the regulations is necessary.shipping and conforming the regulations is necessary.

(d) Single transporting if necessary after disassembling the mast and (d) Single transporting if necessary after disassembling the mast and balance weight.balance weight.

(2) Load and unload the forklift truck(2) Load and unload the forklift truck
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(a) Use the plate (a) Use the plate with enough length, width and strength.with enough length, width and strength.

(b) Pull the parking brake and (b) Pull the parking brake and use jacks to stop the wheel.use jacks to stop the wheel.

(c) Fasten the plate on the center of the cabin, there must be no grease on the plate.(c) Fasten the plate on the center of the cabin, there must be no grease on the plate.

(d) The left and right height of the plate must be equal to make the loading and(d) The left and right height of the plate must be equal to make the loading and

unloading smooth.unloading smooth.

(e) Don’t change the direction on (e) Don’t change the direction on the plate to prevent the danger.the plate to prevent the danger.  
(f) Reverse the truck slowly when loading the f(f) Reverse the truck slowly when loading the forklift truck on the orklift truck on the freight car.freight car.

(3) Sling the (3) Sling the forklift truckforklift truck

(a) Only the specially trained personnel can sling (a) Only the specially trained personnel can sling the truck.the truck.

(b) Sling points should be always at the (b) Sling points should be always at the positions specified in sling nameplate.positions specified in sling nameplate.

(c) The slinging cable must be enough to hang the (c) The slinging cable must be enough to hang the forklift truck.forklift truck.

(d) Disassembled parts of forklift truck must be slung in (d) Disassembled parts of forklift truck must be slung in the appointed position.the appointed position.

Notice:Notice:

Dismantling and slinging the component shall not be performed without theDismantling and slinging the component shall not be performed without the

approval of our company. Under special circumstances, the appointed sling positionapproval of our company. Under special circumstances, the appointed sling position

should be used. The balance weight, fork and mast of the truck all have theirshould be used. The balance weight, fork and mast of the truck all have their

appointed sling position.appointed sling position.  

(4) Towing of forklift truck(4) Towing of forklift truck

(a) The draw bar (a) The draw bar is installed below the is installed below the counter weight. When operating the counter weight. When operating the draw bar,draw bar,

first extract it first extract it and fasten a steel wire, and fasten a steel wire, then install the draw bar.then install the draw bar.

(b) When towing the forklift truck, (b) When towing the forklift truck, release the parking device.release the parking device.

(c) The draw bar only used for (c) The draw bar only used for following situation,following situation, while the truck can’t movwhile the truck can’t move or whilee or while

transporting the truck.transporting the truck.

(d) Fasten the towing steel wire (d) Fasten the towing steel wire at the appointed position.at the appointed position.

(e(e) Don’t apply ) Don’t apply capacitycapacity abruptly when towing the truck.abruptly when towing the truck.

(5) Repair the broken-down truck(5) Repair the broken-down truck

If the truck broken-down suddenly during using, drag it away and repair in time toIf the truck broken-down suddenly during using, drag it away and repair in time to

avoid hindering other vehicles or workers.avoid hindering other vehicles or workers.

6. Information of safety operation6. Information of safety operation

(1) The forklift truck belongs to special equipment. Only trained and authorized(1) The forklift truck belongs to special equipment. Only trained and authorized

operator shall be permitted to operate operator shall be permitted to operate and service the truck.and service the truck.

(2) Wear the safety guards, such as clothing, shoes, helmet and gloves while(2) Wear the safety guards, such as clothing, shoes, helmet and gloves while

operating the truck.operating the truck.

(3) When operating the truck, observe and follow all nameplates stuck on the truck.(3) When operating the truck, observe and follow all nameplates stuck on the truck.

The nameplates must be replaced if lost The nameplates must be replaced if lost or damaged.or damaged.
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(4) Daily maintenance should be done before or after using the truck. Anytime you(4) Daily maintenance should be done before or after using the truck. Anytime you

find that the truck is not functioning normally, operation of the truck should be halted andfind that the truck is not functioning normally, operation of the truck should be halted and

check or repair at once.check or repair at once.

(5) When the distance between the gravity center of loads and the fork arms is(5) When the distance between the gravity center of loads and the fork arms is

500mm, the max. 500mm, the max. capacity is the rated capacitycapacity is the rated capacity. When . When the distance exceeds 500mm, thethe distance exceeds 500mm, the

capacity shall be reduced according to the load chart. Overloading is stricapacity shall be reduced according to the load chart. Overloading is strictly prohibited.ctly prohibited.
(6) Operate your forklift truck on a hard ground. Operate on other ground, the lift(6) Operate your forklift truck on a hard ground. Operate on other ground, the lift

capacity and travel speed must be decreased. Wipe off the oil capacity and travel speed must be decreased. Wipe off the oil and grease from the floor.and grease from the floor.

(7) If the (7) If the forklift truck is equipped with attachment, its usage sphere will be forklift truck is equipped with attachment, its usage sphere will be widerwider, but, but

its allowable load and stability is reduced. The attachment and special device is its allowable load and stability is reduced. The attachment and special device is not to benot to be

diverted to any other diverted to any other purpose. It’s very dangerous to rebuild the purpose. It’s very dangerous to rebuild the attachment. Please readattachment. Please read

the additional instruction we supplied and operate the truck fthe additional instruction we supplied and operate the truck following it strictlyollowing it strictly..

(8) Users select(8) Users select “Lengthening fork” in order to carry widening loads. Pay much“Lengthening fork” in order to carry widening loads. Pay much

attention not to overload and observe the allowable load and the capacity chart stuck onattention not to overload and observe the allowable load and the capacity chart stuck on

the truck. Careful driving should be taken when traveling the truck. Careful driving should be taken when traveling and turning.and turning.

(9) The unloaded forklift truck with attachment should be operated as a (9) The unloaded forklift truck with attachment should be operated as a loaded truck.loaded truck.

(10) Connect the power and turn on the key switch, select the position of direction(10) Connect the power and turn on the key switch, select the position of direction

switch, check the truck for normal operation by turning steering wheel, depress theswitch, check the truck for normal operation by turning steering wheel, depress the

accelerator pedal softly to accelerator pedal softly to keep proper acceleration.keep proper acceleration.

(11) During operation, pay attention to the performance and condition of the system(11) During operation, pay attention to the performance and condition of the system

of machinery, hydraulic, electric etc.of machinery, hydraulic, electric etc.

(12) When operate one lever, pay attention not to shift another lever. Don’t operate(12) When operate one lever, pay attention not to shift another lever. Don’t operate

the lever at any position out of the driver the lever at any position out of the driver ’s’s seat. seat.

(13) The shift distance of control valve lever can control the speed of the lifting or(13) The shift distance of control valve lever can control the speed of the lifting or

descending of the goods. When the goods are lifted or descended, the initial speeddescending of the goods. When the goods are lifted or descended, the initial speed

shouldn’t be too fast in shouldn’t be too fast in either case.either case.  

(14) When tilting the mast forward or backward to the limit or lifting the fork to the(14) When tilting the mast forward or backward to the limit or lifting the fork to the

maximum height, return the directional lever to neutral.maximum height, return the directional lever to neutral.

(15) The starting, turning, driving, braking and stopping of the truck should be done(15) The starting, turning, driving, braking and stopping of the truck should be done

smoothlysmoothly. When turning on the . When turning on the humid or slippery road, the truck humid or slippery road, the truck should be decelerated.should be decelerated.

(16) Because the forklift truck turns by the rear wheels, the end counterweight may(16) Because the forklift truck turns by the rear wheels, the end counterweight may

swing widely when turning. Use care in swing widely when turning. Use care in narrow aisles and other workplaces.narrow aisles and other workplaces.

(17) Operate the forklift truck(17) Operate the forklift truck smoothly, don’t jerksmoothly, don’t jerk the steering wheel. Avoid suddenthe steering wheel. Avoid sudden

stop, acceleration, stop or turn. stop, acceleration, stop or turn. In the case of In the case of improper operation, the truck will improper operation, the truck will turn over.turn over.
In case of this, the driver must keep calm, don’t jump off the truck. The driver must holdIn case of this, the driver must keep calm, don’t jump off the truck. The driver must hold
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tightly the control wheel with two hands; meanwhile, his body must incline in oppositetightly the control wheel with two hands; meanwhile, his body must incline in opposite

direction of direction of truck’s turning over.truck’s turning over.  

(18) Turning, lateral or deflective traveling shall not be taken on a slope. It could(18) Turning, lateral or deflective traveling shall not be taken on a slope. It could

cause overturning of the truck, it is very dangerous. On a slope, drive the truck with loadcause overturning of the truck, it is very dangerous. On a slope, drive the truck with load

forward to ascend and backward to descend. When the truck goes down on a slope, driveforward to ascend and backward to descend. When the truck goes down on a slope, drive

slowly with the brakes on. Make sure that the engine should not be shut down whenslowly with the brakes on. Make sure that the engine should not be shut down when
traveling on a slope.traveling on a slope.

(19) The stability of the truck is i(19) The stability of the truck is influenced by the wind-force during outside operation,nfluenced by the wind-force during outside operation,

you must notice specially.you must notice specially.

(20) Be careful and slow driving (20) Be careful and slow driving over a dock or over a dock or temporary paving slab.temporary paving slab.

(21)(21) Insert forks deeply under goods. Adjust fork’s distance according to theInsert forks deeply under goods. Adjust fork’s distance according to the

dimension of goods. Make the loads distribute on the forks evenly to dimension of goods. Make the loads distribute on the forks evenly to avoid tilt and slide ofavoid tilt and slide of

goods.goods.

(22)(22) Don’t pick the loads withDon’t pick the loads with single fork. Fork can not be used to pull out anysingle fork. Fork can not be used to pull out any

embedded goods, if necessaryembedded goods, if necessary, the , the pulling force should be pulling force should be estimated.estimated.

(23)(23) Don’t handle unfixed or loose goods. Be careful toDon’t handle unfixed or loose goods. Be careful to  handle bulky goods. To  handle bulky goods. To

prevent the collapse of stacked goods, tighten them. Forbid loading loose or little volumeprevent the collapse of stacked goods, tighten them. Forbid loading loose or little volume

goods without pallet.goods without pallet.

(24) When loading the goods, lower the forks to the floor. After the fork inserting(24) When loading the goods, lower the forks to the floor. After the fork inserting

stacked goods, the fork arms should be in contact with the goods. Drive the truck withstacked goods, the fork arms should be in contact with the goods. Drive the truck with

mast tilting back for stabilizing the load. Before traveling, raise the forks formast tilting back for stabilizing the load. Before traveling, raise the forks for

200mm-300mm from the 200mm-300mm from the floor.floor.

(25) When handling bulky loads which block your view, operate the forklift truck in(25) When handling bulky loads which block your view, operate the forklift truck in

reverse or have a guide.reverse or have a guide.

(26)(26) While mast’s lifting and lowering, anyone is absolutely prohibited from standingWhile mast’s lifting and lowering, anyone is absolutely prohibited from standing

under the lift bracket or under the lift bracket or being lifted with forks. Never permit being lifted with forks. Never permit anyone to stand or walk underanyone to stand or walk under

upraised forks.upraised forks.

(27) When lifting the load, according to the weight of the load, accelerate properly(27) When lifting the load, according to the weight of the load, accelerate properly

and then pull the lifting and then pull the lifting leverlever..

(28) The load descends for the gravity(28) The load descends for the gravity, at this , at this time, the engine must be in idltime, the engine must be in idle position,e position,

and the lever must be and the lever must be pulled slowly to prevent the load pulled slowly to prevent the load from sudden falling.from sudden falling.

(29) When loading and unloading goods, keep the mast vertical and the truck is in(29) When loading and unloading goods, keep the mast vertical and the truck is in

braking state.braking state.

(30) Load should cling to the load backrest. Do not handle the load which exceeds(30) Load should cling to the load backrest. Do not handle the load which exceeds
height of the backrest, or elseheight of the backrest, or else there is a there is a danger of load’s falling danger of load’s falling against operatoragainst operator..  
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(31) W(31) When travel with load, don’t tilt mast forward, don’t do handling. Don’t brakehen travel with load, don’t tilt mast forward, don’t do handling. Don’t brake

abruptly to prevent goods from slipping off the abruptly to prevent goods from slipping off the forks.forks.

(32)(32) It is necessary to brake before tilting the mast forward or backward. It’s alsoIt is necessary to brake before tilting the mast forward or backward. It’s also

necessary to decelerate and tilt forward slowly so as to prevent the goods from slipping offnecessary to decelerate and tilt forward slowly so as to prevent the goods from slipping off

the forks.the forks.

(33)(33) Don’t make a sudden braking when the truck Don’t make a sudden braking when the truck traveling with loads.traveling with loads.  
(34) Drive the forklift truck to the stacked goods at a low speed, at the same time, pay(34) Drive the forklift truck to the stacked goods at a low speed, at the same time, pay

much attention to sharp and hard objects near the goods, otherwise, the tyres will bemuch attention to sharp and hard objects near the goods, otherwise, the tyres will be

pricked.pricked.

(35) Pay attention to pedestrian, obstacle and bumpy road when driving. Pay(35) Pay attention to pedestrian, obstacle and bumpy road when driving. Pay

attention to the clearance over the forklift attention to the clearance over the forklift truck.truck.

(36) Keep your head, hands, arms, feet and legs within the confines of the cab.(36) Keep your head, hands, arms, feet and legs within the confines of the cab.

Never allow other persons on the fNever allow other persons on the forklift truck.orklift truck.

(37) Tilt the mast of the high lift forklift truck (37) Tilt the mast of the high lift forklift truck as backward as possible when operatingas backward as possible when operating

the truck. Use minimum forward and backward tilt when loading and unloading. It isthe truck. Use minimum forward and backward tilt when loading and unloading. It is

dangerous to travel or turn dangerous to travel or turn when lifting the goods at high when lifting the goods at high levels.levels.

(38) It is noted that the goods will fall down when the forks of the truck with lifting(38) It is noted that the goods will fall down when the forks of the truck with lifting

height more than height more than 3m lift, take the 3m lift, take the protection measures if necessaryprotection measures if necessary..

(39) Before the truck decelerating and stopping, d(39) Before the truck decelerating and stopping, don’ton’t change gear to reverse shift, change gear to reverse shift,

so as to ensure the so as to ensure the safe loading.safe loading.

(40) When the truck stops and the engine is on idle position, the mast must be tilted(40) When the truck stops and the engine is on idle position, the mast must be tilted

backward.backward. YYou shouldn’t leave the ou shouldn’t leave the truck with idling truck with idling engine or hanged goods engine or hanged goods unattended.unattended.  

(41) When adding fuel, make the driver leave the truck and the engine flameout.(41) When adding fuel, make the driver leave the truck and the engine flameout.

Don’Don’t ignite when checking the level of t ignite when checking the level of fuel tank.fuel tank.

(42)(42) Don’t open the radiator capDon’t open the radiator cap when the engine is very hot.when the engine is very hot.

(43) After one day’s working, the fuel tank should be added oil (43) After one day’s working, the fuel tank should be added oil to prevent thto prevent the humiditye humidity

in the fuel tank fin the fuel tank from becoming the blob and then interfusing the fluid.rom becoming the blob and then interfusing the fluid.

(44) When leaving, engage the parking brake, lower the forks on the ground and let(44) When leaving, engage the parking brake, lower the forks on the ground and let

the shift lever to neutral, make the engine flameout or cut down the electric supply. Ifthe shift lever to neutral, make the engine flameout or cut down the electric supply. If

parking on a slope with smaller gradient, apply the parking brake and block the wheels.parking on a slope with smaller gradient, apply the parking brake and block the wheels.

The truck is forbidden parking on a slope The truck is forbidden parking on a slope with bigger gradient.with bigger gradient.

(45)(45) Don’t adjust the control valve and relief valve at will to prevent the damage ofDon’t adjust the control valve and relief valve at will to prevent the damage of

hydraulic system and its hydraulic system and its components becaucomponents because of excessive pressure passing them.se of excessive pressure passing them.

(46) Tyres should be inflated according to the pressure value specified in the(46) Tyres should be inflated according to the pressure value specified in the
nameplate ofnameplate of ““TyreTyre Pressure”.Pressure”.  
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(47) Check the chains periodically to make sure that good lubrication condition exists(47) Check the chains periodically to make sure that good lubrication condition exists

between the chain elements, the degree of tightness between left and right chain isbetween the chain elements, the degree of tightness between left and right chain is

identical. If the variation value of the chain pitch exceeds 2% standard value, it indicatesidentical. If the variation value of the chain pitch exceeds 2% standard value, it indicates

that the that the chains have been chains have been worn excessivelyworn excessively, replace , replace it immediately.it immediately.

(48) The overhead guard is main part which i(48) The overhead guard is main part which is strong enough to meet safety standard,s strong enough to meet safety standard,

and protect the operator from fand protect the operator from falling materials. It’s very dangerous to dismantle or rebuildalling materials. It’s very dangerous to dismantle or rebuild
the overhead guard, because these conditions could lead to an accident.the overhead guard, because these conditions could lead to an accident.

(49) A load backrest shall be used as protection against back falling objects on the(49) A load backrest shall be used as protection against back falling objects on the

fork. It’s very dangerous to dismantle or rebuild the load backrest, because thesefork. It’s very dangerous to dismantle or rebuild the load backrest, because these

conditions could lead to an accident.conditions could lead to an accident.

(50)(50) You can’t change or add other working equipments on the truckYou can’t change or add other working equipments on the truck   without our  without our

company’company’s s permipermission, or the rated capacity and safety operation will ssion, or the rated capacity and safety operation will be affected.be affected.

(51) Keep safety when serving on high position.(51) Keep safety when serving on high position.

(52) The forklift truck must be operated under the following environment: below an(52) The forklift truck must be operated under the following environment: below an

elevation of 1000 meters and temperature between -20elevation of 1000 meters and temperature between -20℃℃and 40and 40℃℃, relative humidity is, relative humidity is

95%. Careful operation must 95%. Careful operation must observe under other adverse circumstances.observe under other adverse circumstances.

(53) Because of the danger for the people, the (53) Because of the danger for the people, the forklift is forbidden operating in airtightforklift is forbidden operating in airtight

space, or you may be space, or you may be choked by the tail choked by the tail gas. The tail gas’s exhausting standard shouldn’tgas. The tail gas’s exhausting standard shouldn’t

be lower than the no-load mechanical vehicle exhaust standard ruled by the nation thatbe lower than the no-load mechanical vehicle exhaust standard ruled by the nation that

users are in. If users are in. If in Europe nation, the adopted tail gas’s exhausting index should be appliedin Europe nation, the adopted tail gas’s exhausting index should be applied

Europe StageEurope StageⅢⅢ A s A standard.tandard.

(54) According to the Directive 2000/14/EC and based on EN12053 standard(54) According to the Directive 2000/14/EC and based on EN12053 standard，，thethe

noise pressure level at the operator’s position andnoise pressure level at the operator’s position and the measured sound power level and the measured sound power level and

the guaranteed sound power level is referred to the following table. But the noise of thethe guaranteed sound power level is referred to the following table. But the noise of the

forklift truck mayforklift truck may fluctuatefluctuate due to different operation and the influence of the externaldue to different operation and the influence of the external

environment.environment.

(55) The driver feels the vibration of (55) The driver feels the vibration of the forklift truck when operating and traveling thethe forklift truck when operating and traveling the

forklift truck.. According to ISO3691 and based forklift truck.. According to ISO3691 and based on EN13059 standard. The vibration of theon EN13059 standard. The vibration of the

forklift truck fluctuates according to environment condition. In normal working condition,forklift truck fluctuates according to environment condition. In normal working condition,

the vertical direction acceleration mean value from the seat to the operator by testing is inthe vertical direction acceleration mean value from the seat to the operator by testing is in

the following table. But the vibrationthe following table. But the vibration frequency frequency felt by the driver depends on the workingfelt by the driver depends on the working

condition (etc. road, operation method), so the actualcondition (etc. road, operation method), so the actual vibrationvibration frequency must befrequency must be

determined according to determined according to environment condition when necessaryenvironment condition when necessary..

(56) To prevent the fire, accident or other unpredictable event, prepare the fire(56) To prevent the fire, accident or other unpredictable event, prepare the fire
extinguishers in advance and operate them according to the instructions.extinguishers in advance and operate them according to the instructions.
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ModelModel

The noise pressureThe noise pressure

level at the operator’slevel at the operator’s

positionposition

The measured soundThe measured sound

power levelpower level

The guaranteedThe guaranteed

sound power levelsound power level

The verticalThe vertical

directiondirection

acceleration meanacceleration mean

value from the seatvalue from the seat

to the operatorto the operatorEN12053 EN12053 EN12053 EN12053 2000/14/EC2000/14/EC

CPCD20F CPCD20F 85 85 dB(A) dB(A) 105 105 dB(A) dB(A) 107 107 dB(A) dB(A) 0.76 0.76 (m/s(m/s
22
))

CPCD25F CPCD25F 86 86 dB(A) dB(A) 104 104 dB(A) dB(A) 107 107 dB(A) dB(A) 0.72 0.72 (m/s(m/s
22
))

CPQD20F CPQD20F 85 85 dB(A) dB(A) 103 103 dB(A) dB(A) 105 105 dB(A) dB(A) 0.86 0.86 (m/s(m/s22))

CPQD25F CPQD25F 85 85 dB(A) dB(A) 103 103 dB(A) dB(A) 105 105 dB(A) dB(A) 0.84 0.84 (m/s(m/s
22
))

CPCD30F CPCD30F 87 87 dB(A) dB(A) 105 105 dB(A) dB(A) 107 107 dB(A) dB(A) 0.91 0.91 (m/s(m/s
22
))

CPCD35F CPCD35F 86 86 dB(A) dB(A) 104 104 dB(A) dB(A) 107 107 dB(A) dB(A) 0.84 0.84 (m/s(m/s
22
))

CPQD30F CPQD30F 86 86 dB(A) dB(A) 103 103 dB(A) dB(A) 105 105 dB(A) dB(A) 0.85 0.85 (m/s(m/s
22
))

CPQD35F CPQD35F 87 87 dB(A) dB(A) 104 104 dB(A) dB(A) 105 105 dB(A) dB(A) 0.87 0.87 (m/s(m/s
22
))

7. Caution plate7. Caution plate

The caution plates stuck on the vehicle indicate the operating method andThe caution plates stuck on the vehicle indicate the operating method and

instructions. Before driving it, be sure to instructions. Before driving it, be sure to read them thoroughlyread them thoroughly. If . If the caution plate drops,the caution plate drops,

stick it again. When maintaining, check if the caution plate is stick it again. When maintaining, check if the caution plate is complete and the writing iscomplete and the writing is

legible, if legible, if necessarynecessary, please , please replace them.replace them.

(1) Safety mark(1) Safety mark (People are forbidden to stand on or down the fork.) (People are forbidden to stand on or down the fork.)

(2) General information when operating(2) General information when operating
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(3) Nameplate of forklift truck(3) Nameplate of forklift truck

(4) Lubrication system(4) Lubrication system

(5) Capacity chart(5) Capacity chart  

(6) Inspections before (6) Inspections before startingstarting

(7) Adjust parking brake(7) Adjust parking brake
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(8) Use parking brake(8) Use parking brake  

(9) Add hydraulic oil(9) Add hydraulic oil  

(10) Add fuel (gasoline)(10) Add fuel (gasoline)  

(11) Add fuel(11) Add fuel

(12) Add antifreeze(12) Add antifreeze  

(13) Tyre safety (charging tyre)(13) Tyre safety (charging tyre)
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(14) Tyre pressure decal (charging tyre)(14) Tyre pressure decal (charging tyre)

2-2.5t forklift truck2-2.5t forklift truck

3-3.5t forklift truck3-3.5t forklift truck

(15) Sling point indication(15) Sling point indication  

(16) Sling decal(16) Sling decal

(17) Forbid entering into the space behind the mast(17) Forbid entering into the space behind the mast
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(18) Forbid (18) Forbid conveying personconveying person

(19) Hand caution(19) Hand caution

(20) Fan hurting hand(20) Fan hurting hand

(21) Hood crushing hand(21) Hood crushing hand

(22) Belt pulley thumb hand decal(22) Belt pulley thumb hand decal

(23) Overturn caution(23) Overturn caution  
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. Periodic inspection and servicing. Periodic inspection and servicing

During operating the forklift truck, it is necessary to operate carefully, service andDuring operating the forklift truck, it is necessary to operate carefully, service and

maintain periodically to make the forklift truck keep in maintain periodically to make the forklift truck keep in good condition.good condition.

1. General rules on inspection and 1. General rules on inspection and maintenanmaintenancece

(1) Only use genuine parts when replacing critical parts.(1) Only use genuine parts when replacing critical parts.

(2) Only use genuine or recommended oil when (2) Only use genuine or recommended oil when replacing or adding.replacing or adding.

(3) Clean oil fillers (3) Clean oil fillers and grease fittings with a brush or and grease fittings with a brush or waste cloth before adding oil orwaste cloth before adding oil or

grease.grease.

(4) Checking oil level and adding oil (4) Checking oil level and adding oil should be made with the truck parked on a lshould be made with the truck parked on a levelevel

ground.ground.

(5) Preventive maintenance should be done in an (5) Preventive maintenance should be done in an orderly manner and due care takenorderly manner and due care taken

not to injure yourself.not to injure yourself.

．．Regular inspectionRegular inspection

(1) Check the seal and the (1) Check the seal and the reliability of the hydraulic system.reliability of the hydraulic system.

(2) Check the reliability of (2) Check the reliability of the steering and braking system.the steering and braking system.

(3) Check the reliability of mast, driving axle and steering axle connecting with the(3) Check the reliability of mast, driving axle and steering axle connecting with the

frame.frame.

(4) Check all wheels for (4) Check all wheels for tightness.tightness.

．．Irregular inspectionIrregular inspection

(1) Check the reliability of each welding joints of the mast, frame and so on.(1) Check the reliability of each welding joints of the mast, frame and so on.

(2) Check the reliability of (2) Check the reliability of connecting joints of steering cylinder, joint plate and gimbalconnecting joints of steering cylinder, joint plate and gimbal

etc.etc.

(3) Check all pipes and hoses for (3) Check all pipes and hoses for any leakage and breakage.any leakage and breakage.

(4) Check the performance of the (4) Check the performance of the traveling brake and the parking brake.traveling brake and the parking brake.

CautionCaution：：  

．．Only trained and authorized serviceman shall be permitted to service andOnly trained and authorized serviceman shall be permitted to service and

repair the truck.repair the truck.

．．   If any damage or fault is found, stop the truck and rIf any damage or fault is found, stop the truck and report the condition to theeport the condition to the

manager. Do not operate the truck until it has been repaired completely.manager. Do not operate the truck until it has been repaired completely.

．．When checking and maintaining the truck, do not use the mast or the loadWhen checking and maintaining the truck, do not use the mast or the load

backrest instead of a ladder, these actions will lead to a dangerous conditionbackrest instead of a ladder, these actions will lead to a dangerous condition

unexpectedly.unexpectedly.
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2. Inspection content2. Inspection content

Walk around inspectionWalk around inspection  

Vehicle uprightnessVehicle uprightness Does the vehicle lean to one side or the other? If it, check for aDoes the vehicle lean to one side or the other? If it, check for a

tyre puncture or a tyre puncture or a problem with the undercarriage.problem with the undercarriage.

Beneath the vehiclBeneath the vehiclee
Check for any oil or water leakage on the ground or floor whereCheck for any oil or water leakage on the ground or floor where

the vehicle was parked. Check for loose parts or damage.the vehicle was parked. Check for loose parts or damage.

If any unusual condition is found, have the If any unusual condition is found, have the vehicle inspection byvehicle inspection by

a professional a professional serviceman.serviceman.

TyTyre re inspectioinspection n TyTyre re inflatioinflation n pressurepressure

1. Use a tyre pressure gauge and measure the inflation1. Use a tyre pressure gauge and measure the inflation

pressure. Adpressure. Adjust it just it to the proper level.to the proper level.

The tyre pressure is The tyre pressure is referred to the corresponding section in thereferred to the corresponding section in the

manual or according to the decal of the vehicle.manual or according to the decal of the vehicle.

2. After the adjust2. After the adjustment, check if air is ment, check if air is not leaking from the valve.not leaking from the valve.

Damage, crack and wear of tyres and rimsDamage, crack and wear of tyres and rims

Check the tyres for damage and wear, and the rims for bending.Check the tyres for damage and wear, and the rims for bending.

If the tyres are damaged, or there is a marked difference in theIf the tyres are damaged, or there is a marked difference in the

wearing of tyres between the front and rear or between the leftwearing of tyres between the front and rear or between the left

and right is perceived, or bent rims and right is perceived, or bent rims are found, ask a are found, ask a professionalprofessional

serviceman for inspection.serviceman for inspection.

Hub nut Hub nut inspectioninspection Check the tightness of Check the tightness of the hub nuts.the hub nuts.

 Avoid uneven torque and tighten  Avoid uneven torque and tighten all of all of the nuts uniformlythe nuts uniformly. Refer. Refer

to the corresponding section for to the corresponding section for proper torque.proper torque.

Lamp inspectionLamp inspection  Are the filam Are the filaments intents intact? Is there act? Is there any lens damany lens damage?age?

 Always keep t Always keep the lenses cleahe lenses clean to insure pn to insure proper forwroper forward vision.ard vision.
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Engine compartment inspectionEngine compartment inspection  

Engine coolant level check andEngine coolant level check and

supplysupply

(1) Reservoir tank(1) Reservoir tank

Level check and supply of engine coolant shall be performedLevel check and supply of engine coolant shall be performed

while the coolant is cool.while the coolant is cool.

1. With the engine off, open the engine hood and check the1. With the engine off, open the engine hood and check the

engine coolant level in the reservoir tank.engine coolant level in the reservoir tank.

Note:Note:

The reservoir tank equipped to the radiator automaticallyThe reservoir tank equipped to the radiator automatically
supplies the engine coolant when the coolant quantity in thesupplies the engine coolant when the coolant quantity in the

radiator becomes radiator becomes insufficient.insufficient.

2. The coolant level is proper if it is between the upper and lower2. The coolant level is proper if it is between the upper and lower

limits. If the level is below the lower limit, supply coolant to thelimits. If the level is below the lower limit, supply coolant to the

upper limit.upper limit.

3. The concentration of the long life coolant (LLC) in the engine3. The concentration of the long life coolant (LLC) in the engine

coolant must be higher than 30% (or 50% in a frigid zone.)coolant must be higher than 30% (or 50% in a frigid zone.)

Note:Note:

If no engine coolant remains in the reservoir tank, be sure toIf no engine coolant remains in the reservoir tank, be sure to

check the coolant level check the coolant level in the in the radiatorradiator, too., too.

Checking the engine coolantChecking the engine coolant

level in radiatorlevel in radiator

(1) Radiator cover(1) Radiator cover

1. Remove the radiator cover.1. Remove the radiator cover.
2. Remove the cap and check the coolant level from the filler2. Remove the cap and check the coolant level from the filler

port.port.

3. If the engine coolant is not visible through the filler port, fill3. If the engine coolant is not visible through the filler port, fill

appropriateappropriately diluted coolant ly diluted coolant (LLC) to the port.(LLC) to the port.

Note:Note:

To close and tighten the radiator cap, match the pawl on theTo close and tighten the radiator cap, match the pawl on the

reverse side of the cap with the notch on the filler port and turnreverse side of the cap with the notch on the filler port and turn

the cap fully clockwise while applying a the cap fully clockwise while applying a downwdownward force.ard force.

Warning:Warning:

When the engine is hot, it is very dangerous to remove the cap.When the engine is hot, it is very dangerous to remove the cap.

Coolant level check must always be performed when the engineCoolant level check must always be performed when the engine

is cold.is cold.
Checking hydraulic oil levelChecking hydraulic oil level    Always stop the  Always stop the engine and lower the engine and lower the fork to fork to the ground beforethe ground before

checking the level of the hydraulic oil, while the vehicle is onchecking the level of the hydraulic oil, while the vehicle is on

level ground.level ground.

1. Open the engine hood and remove the hydraulic oil cap.1. Open the engine hood and remove the hydraulic oil cap.

2. Wipe the level gauge attached to the oil cap with clean cloth,2. Wipe the level gauge attached to the oil cap with clean cloth,

insert it again insert it again into the tank and screw into the tank and screw tightlytightly..

Note:Note:

Inspect the oil level by placing the Inspect the oil level by placing the level gauge on the opening oflevel gauge on the opening of

the oil supply inlet, without screwing the hydraulic the oil supply inlet, without screwing the hydraulic oil cap tightlyoil cap tightly..

3. Extract the level gauge gently and check if the hydraulic oil3. Extract the level gauge gently and check if the hydraulic oil

adhesion is up to the level adhesion is up to the level line.line.

4. If the hydraulic oil level is insufficient, add oil. Spilled and4. If the hydraulic oil level is insufficient, add oil. Spilled and
splashed oil must be wiped off thoroughly.splashed oil must be wiped off thoroughly.
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Engine oil inspectionEngine oil inspection 1. Park the vehicle on a flat ground. If the vehicle is 1. Park the vehicle on a flat ground. If the vehicle is inclined, theinclined, the

indicated level may be indicated level may be incorrect.incorrect.

2. The oil level 2. The oil level must be checked before starting the engine or atmust be checked before starting the engine or at

least 3 minutes after the engine is stopped.least 3 minutes after the engine is stopped.

3. Extract the oil level gauge and wipe it with clean cloth. Insert it3. Extract the oil level gauge and wipe it with clean cloth. Insert it

again and check if the oil again and check if the oil level is level is between the F and L levels.between the F and L levels.

4. If the oil level is below the L line, add oil to the F line.4. If the oil level is below the L line, add oil to the F line.

Adding engine oilAdding engine oil 1. To supply oil, remove the filler cap and pour oil through the1. To supply oil, remove the filler cap and pour oil through the

filler port. Never let the oil level exceed the F line.filler port. Never let the oil level exceed the F line.

2. The oil to be 2. The oil to be supplied must be appropriate for the season.supplied must be appropriate for the season.

SAE40 SAE40 Ambient Ambient temperature temperature higher higher than than 3030℃℃  

SAE30 SAE30 Ambient Ambient temperature temperature 00℃℃ to 30 to 30℃℃  

SAE20 SAE20 Ambient Ambient temperature temperature -10-10℃℃ to 0 to 0℃℃  

Caution:Caution:

 Always use th Always use the same brae same brand of oil if pnd of oil if possible.ossible.

Select the brand number of the engine oil according to theSelect the brand number of the engine oil according to the

request of the engine or the corresponding section of therequest of the engine or the corresponding section of the

manual.manual.

Leakage inspectionLeakage inspection Check the engine compartmenCheck the engine compartment for t for any oil or any oil or fuel leakage.fuel leakage.

Check the radiator if it is clogged and check if there are anyCheck the radiator if it is clogged and check if there are any

foreign objects, such as paper or other, onto the radiator grill.foreign objects, such as paper or other, onto the radiator grill.

On board vehicle inspectionOn board vehicle inspection  

Brake fluid inspectionBrake fluid inspection

(1) Reservoir tank(1) Reservoir tank

With the engine off, check the level of the brake fluid in theWith the engine off, check the level of the brake fluid in the
reservoir tank. If the level is below the lower limit, add brake fluidreservoir tank. If the level is below the lower limit, add brake fluid

up to the proper level. If up to the proper level. If the decrease in brake fluid is the decrease in brake fluid is excessive,excessive,

the brake system may be leaky. Ask a professional servicemanthe brake system may be leaky. Ask a professional serviceman

for inspection as early as for inspection as early as possible.possible.

Warning:Warning:

．．Never use any oil other than brake fluid.Never use any oil other than brake fluid.

．．Do not allow dirt to get into the reservoir tank. Even a smallDo not allow dirt to get into the reservoir tank. Even a small

amount of dirt in the brake fluid can amount of dirt in the brake fluid can prevent proper braking.prevent proper braking.

．．Check the small vent hole in the reservoir tank cap frequently toCheck the small vent hole in the reservoir tank cap frequently to

make sure that it is make sure that it is not clogged with dirt.not clogged with dirt.
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Brake pedal inspectionBrake pedal inspection

(1) Brake pedal(1) Brake pedal

(2) Brake pedal floor clearance(2) Brake pedal floor clearance

1. Depress the brake pedal fully, and check the floor clearance1. Depress the brake pedal fully, and check the floor clearance

(clearance between the pedal and floor is not fewer than(clearance between the pedal and floor is not fewer than

110mm)110mm)

2. Make sure that the pedal does not go any further when it is2. Make sure that the pedal does not go any further when it is

kept depressed.kept depressed.

3. Also check that no abnormality is observed with pedal3. Also check that no abnormality is observed with pedal

depression and return.depression and return.

4. Manually depress the brake pedal to check the play until a4. Manually depress the brake pedal to check the play until a
resistance is felt.resistance is felt.

The value of brake pedal play: 5 The value of brake pedal play: 5 mm tomm to８８mm.mm.

Warning:Warning:

 Ask  Ask a a professional professional serviceman serviceman inspection inspection if if the the play play isis

excessive, pedal movement is abnormal or brake performance isexcessive, pedal movement is abnormal or brake performance is

improper.improper.

Parking brake inspectionParking brake inspection

(1) Parking brake pedal(1) Parking brake pedal

(2) Parking brake release lever (2) Parking brake release lever   

1. Fully press down on the parking brake pedal and inspect that1. Fully press down on the parking brake pedal and inspect that

the brake is functioning normally.the brake is functioning normally.

2. After fully pressing the parking brake pedal, pull the parking2. After fully pressing the parking brake pedal, pull the parking

brake release lever toward you and confirm that the parkingbrake release lever toward you and confirm that the parking

brake is released.brake is released.

Warning:Warning:

 Ask a  Ask a professional serviceman for inspection professional serviceman for inspection if any if any abnormalityabnormality

is found.is found.

Inching and brake pedalInching and brake pedal

inspectioninspection

(1) Inching and brake pedal(1) Inching and brake pedal

1. Manually depress the inching and brake pedal to check the1. Manually depress the inching and brake pedal to check the

play until a resistance is felt.play until a resistance is felt.

The value of inching and brake pedal playThe value of inching and brake pedal play：：55～～8mm8mm

2. Depress the inching and brake pedal and check that there is2. Depress the inching and brake pedal and check that there is

no depression or no depression or abnormal resistance.abnormal resistance.

Caution:Caution:

 Ask  Ask a a professional professional serviceman serviceman for for inspection inspection when when anyany

abnormality is found.abnormality is found.

Instrument inspectionInstrument inspection Start the engine and see that they operate properly.Start the engine and see that they operate properly.

Fuel level check and supplyFuel level check and supply

(1) Fuel tank cap(1) Fuel tank cap

1. Observe the fuel meter to see if 1. Observe the fuel meter to see if the fuel is sufficient.the fuel is sufficient.

Note:Note:  After  After the the end end of of daily daily operation, operation, fill fill the the tank tank with with fuel fuel toto

prevent the moisture in the air in the tank from mixing into theprevent the moisture in the air in the tank from mixing into the

fuel.fuel.  

2. When supplying fuel, stop the engine, remove the fuel tank2. When supplying fuel, stop the engine, remove the fuel tank

cap by turning it cap by turning it counterclockwcounterclockwise, and pour fuel ise, and pour fuel through the fuelthrough the fuel

filler neck.filler neck.

3. After fueling, be sure to tighten the 3. After fueling, be sure to tighten the fuel tank cap.fuel tank cap.

Caution:Caution:

．． Always stop the engine and kee Always stop the engine and keep any fire source away beforep any fire source away before

and during the fueling operation.and during the fueling operation.
．．Carefully prevent entrance of water and dirt into the tank duringCarefully prevent entrance of water and dirt into the tank during

fueling.fueling.
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Engine inspectionEngine inspection Start the engine and warm it up sufficiently.Start the engine and warm it up sufficiently.

1. Check each meter and warning lamp to see there is no1. Check each meter and warning lamp to see there is no

abnormality.abnormality.

2. Check if the engine is generating abnormal sound or vibration.2. Check if the engine is generating abnormal sound or vibration.

3. Check the exhaust gas color to see 3. Check the exhaust gas color to see it is normal.it is normal.

Colorless or light blue exhaust indicates complete combustion;Colorless or light blue exhaust indicates complete combustion;

black exhaust, incomplete combustion; and white exhaust,black exhaust, incomplete combustion; and white exhaust,

burning oil as a burning oil as a result of oil getting into the cylinders.result of oil getting into the cylinders.

Warning:Warning:

．．The exhaust gas is harmful. If you must start the engine insideThe exhaust gas is harmful. If you must start the engine inside

a building or a building or enclosure, insure sufficient ventilation.enclosure, insure sufficient ventilation.

．．The gasoline engine carburetor is equipped with the automaticThe gasoline engine carburetor is equipped with the automatic

chock that keeps the engine running at a relatively high speed achock that keeps the engine running at a relatively high speed a

while. Do not be bothered, however, because the enginewhile. Do not be bothered, however, because the engine

resumes a normal speed upon warming enough.resumes a normal speed upon warming enough.

Loading handling systemLoading handling system 1. Check the fork installation state, for cracks and bending.1. Check the fork installation state, for cracks and bending.

2. Check for mast distortion, chain tension and oil leakage from2. Check for mast distortion, chain tension and oil leakage from

cylinders and piping.cylinders and piping.

3. Operate the lift and tilt levers 3. Operate the lift and tilt levers to check their operating state.to check their operating state.
If anything unusual is found, have the vehicle inspected by aIf anything unusual is found, have the vehicle inspected by a

professional serviceman.professional serviceman.

Steering wheel inspectionSteering wheel inspection   Perform the inspection after starting the Perform the inspection after starting the engine.engine.  

1. Check the steering wheel play with the rear wheel set in the1. Check the steering wheel play with the rear wheel set in the

straight traveling direction.straight traveling direction.

The standard play of steering wheel when idling: 20The standard play of steering wheel when idling: 20～～50mm50mm

2. Turn the steering wheel in the circumferential direction and2. Turn the steering wheel in the circumferential direction and

also move it up and down to also move it up and down to check there is no lcheck there is no looseness.ooseness.

3. Push the horn button to check if the horn sounds normally.3. Push the horn button to check if the horn sounds normally.

4. If any abnormality is found, ask a 4. If any abnormality is found, ask a professionaprofessional serviceman forl serviceman for

inspection.inspection.

While moving slowlyWhile moving slowly

Brake effectivenessBrake effectiveness   Inspect to see if there is Inspect to see if there is anything unusuaanything unusual when the brake pedall when the brake pedal

is pressed or if the brakes only work on the side.is pressed or if the brakes only work on the side.

Effect the parking brake and insure that the vehicle can beEffect the parking brake and insure that the vehicle can be

stopped and that a parked condition can be maintained.stopped and that a parked condition can be maintained.

Caution:Caution:

If anything feels even slightly unusual, stop vehicle operationIf anything feels even slightly unusual, stop vehicle operation

immediately and have the vehicle inspection by a professionalimmediately and have the vehicle inspection by a professional

serviceman.serviceman.

Steering inspectionSteering inspection While moving the vehicle slowly in a safe location, turn theWhile moving the vehicle slowly in a safe location, turn the
steering wheel to the left and right and check for any unusualsteering wheel to the left and right and check for any unusual
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Before garaging the vehicleBefore garaging the vehicle  

Remove dirt from all Remove dirt from all vehicle componentvehicle components and s and then perform the following.then perform the following.

1. Inspect for oil or 1. Inspect for oil or water leakage.water leakage.

2. Inspect each component for warping, scratches, dents or cracks.2. Inspect each component for warping, scratches, dents or cracks.

3. Clean the air filter 3. Clean the air filter element and lubricate partelement and lubricate parts as required.s as required.

4. Raise the forks all the way up and down to lubricate the inside of the lift cylinder.4. Raise the forks all the way up and down to lubricate the inside of the lift cylinder.

Caution:Caution:

Even a small malfunction can cause a serious accident.Even a small malfunction can cause a serious accident.

Do not operate the vehicle Do not operate the vehicle until repairs have been completed.until repairs have been completed.

If you sIf you sensed anything unusuaensed anything unusual during l during operationoperation, notify the , notify the supervisor.supervisor.

3.3. Periodic replacement tablePeriodic replacement table
Replacement period (Accumulate hours ofReplacement period (Accumulate hours of
operation or monthly periods of operation,operation or monthly periods of operation,
whichever comes sooner.)whichever comes sooner.)

Every 6 Every 6 Weeks Weeks 3 3 6 6 12 12 MonthsMonths

Every Every 250 250 500 500 1000 1000 2000 2000 HoursHours

Engine oilEngine oil ●●   ←←   ←←   ←←  

Engine oil filterEngine oil filter ●●   ●●   ←←   ←←  

Cooling waterCooling water
(except LLC, LLC is every 2 (except LLC, LLC is every 2 years)years) ●●   ←←   ←←  

 Air cleaner ele Air cleaner elementment ●●  

Fuel filterFuel filter ●●   ←←  

Torque converter oilTorque converter oil ●●   ←←  

Torque converter oil filterTorque converter oil filter ●●   ←←  

Manual transmission oilManual transmission oil ●●  

DifferentiaDifferential gear l gear oiloil ●●  

Hydraulic oilHydraulic oil ●●   ←←  

Hydraulic oil filterHydraulic oil filter ●●   ●●   ←←  

Wheel bearing greaseWheel bearing grease ●●  

Spark plugsSpark plugs ●●   ←←  

Master cylinder, wheel cylinder cap andMaster cylinder, wheel cylinder cap and ●●  

Brake fluidBrake fluid ●●   ←←  

Power steering hosePower steering hose Every 2 yearsEvery 2 years

Power steering rubber partsPower steering rubber parts Every 2 yearsEvery 2 years

Hydraulic hoseHydraulic hose Every 2 yearsEvery 2 years

Fuel hoseFuel hose Every 2 yearsEvery 2 years

Torque converter rubber hoseTorque converter rubber hose Every 2 yearsEvery 2 years

ChainChain Every 3 yearsEvery 3 years

Hydraulic oil pump sealHydraulic oil pump seal Every 3 years or Every 3 years or 6000 hours6000 hours

Note: In case of the hard operating condition, the service interval of 170 hours or 1Note: In case of the hard operating condition, the service interval of 170 hours or 1

month may be recommendable.month may be recommendable.
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4. Lubrication chart4. Lubrication chart

1. Chain1. Chain ⅠⅠ) ) Inspect Inspect every every 8 8 hours hours (daily)(daily)

2. 2. Differential Differential geargear ⅡⅡ) ) Inspect Inspect every every 40 40 hours hours (weekly)(weekly)

3. 3. Front Front wheel wheel bearingbearing ⅢⅢ) ) Inspect Inspect every every 250 250 hours hours (6 (6 weeks)weeks)

4. 4. Brake Brake fluid fluid cupcup ⅣⅣ) ) Inspect Inspect every every 1000 1000 hours hours (6 (6 months)months)

5. 5. Transmission Transmission casecase ⅤⅤ) ) Inspect Inspect every every 2000 2000 hours hours (annually)(annually)

6. 6. Rear Rear wheel wheel bearingbearing ○○: : Inspect Inspect and and serviceservice

7. 7. SteerSteering ing knuckle knuckle king king pinpin ●●: Replace: Replace

8. 8. Oil Oil tank tank A) A) MP MP greasegrease
9. 9. Engine Engine crankcase crankcase B) B) Engine Engine oiloil

10. 10. Pump Pump transmission transmission device device C) C) Hypoid Hypoid gear gear oiloil

111. 1. Foot Foot operating operating assy assy D) D) Hydraulic Hydraulic oiloil

12. 12. Direction Direction column column locking locking mechanism mechanism E) E) Hydraulic Hydraulic transmission transmission oiloil

13. 13. Mast Mast support support bushing bushing F) F) Brake Brake fluidfluid

14. 14. Tilt Tilt cylinder cylinder pinpin

15. 15. Propeller Propeller shaftshaft

16. 16. Tie Tie rod rod end end pinpin

17. 17. SteerSteering ing cylinder cylinder rear rear pinpin

Note: In case of the hard operating condition, the service interval of 170 hours or 1Note: In case of the hard operating condition, the service interval of 170 hours or 1

month may be recommendable.month may be recommendable.
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5.5. Weekly maintenanceWeekly maintenance

Inspect the items below in addition to the preoperation items. Please inspect theInspect the items below in addition to the preoperation items. Please inspect the

vehicles thoroughly every week to insure safety and pleasant working conditions.vehicles thoroughly every week to insure safety and pleasant working conditions.

Weekly (40-hour) inspection itemsWeekly (40-hour) inspection items

 Air cleaner  Air cleaner cleanclean

Fan Fan belt belt inspectinspect
TTorque orque converter converter oil oil level level checkcheck

Bolts Bolts and and nuts nuts retightenretighten

Mast Mast and and steering steering linkage linkage greasegrease

Chain Chain lubrication lubrication lubrication lubrication oiloil

Frame serial numberFrame serial number

(1) Frame serial number location(1) Frame serial number location

The frame serial number is stamped on the front cross plate.The frame serial number is stamped on the front cross plate.

Please refer to the frame serial number when makingPlease refer to the frame serial number when making

inquiries about your vehicle.inquiries about your vehicle.

Air filter cleaningAir filter cleaning   The The element element can can be be taken taken out out after after removing removing the the threethree

catches fixing the element.catches fixing the element.

Element cleaningElement cleaning  

(1) Element(1) Element

1. Tap the element filter paper lightly without causing any1. Tap the element filter paper lightly without causing any

damage or blow dust off with compressed air (7kg/cmdamage or blow dust off with compressed air (7kg/cm
22
   oror

less) from inside.less) from inside.

2. After element cleaning, remove any dust in the evacuator2. After element cleaning, remove any dust in the evacuator

valve (optional).valve (optional).

Note:Note:

．． Always  Always replace replace the the element element if if the the filter filter paper paper is is torn torn oror

damaged.damaged.

．．Wash the element if Wash the element if heavily contaminateheavily contaminated.d.

How to wash the elementHow to wash the element

(1) Evacuator valve(1) Evacuator valve  

1. Soak the element in water containing neutral detergent for1. Soak the element in water containing neutral detergent for

approximately 30 minutes and then wash. Use care not toapproximately 30 minutes and then wash. Use care not to

scratch the filter paper.scratch the filter paper.

2. After washing, rinse the element with clean water (water2. After washing, rinse the element with clean water (water

pressure less than 2.8 kg/cmpressure less than 2.8 kg/cm
22
).).

3. Allow to dry naturally or use a dryer (cold air). Never use3. Allow to dry naturally or use a dryer (cold air). Never use

compressed air or flame.compressed air or flame.

Note:Note:

The element should be replaced after washing six times orThe element should be replaced after washing six times or

after it is used for one year.after it is used for one year.
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Fan belt Fan belt inspectioninspection Inspect the fan belt for cracks, fraying and tension.Inspect the fan belt for cracks, fraying and tension.

If any abnormalities are found, have the belt replaced orIf any abnormalities are found, have the belt replaced or

adjusted by a adjusted by a professionaprofessional serviceman.l serviceman.

Torque converter oil inspectionTorque converter oil inspection

(1) Toe board(1) Toe board  

1. Park the vehicle at a safe and level ground, and stop the1. Park the vehicle at a safe and level ground, and stop the
engine.engine.

Caution:Caution:

Inspect with the parking brake pedal is effected and the forksInspect with the parking brake pedal is effected and the forks

are lowered to the are lowered to the ground.ground.

2. Open the engine hood and remove the toe board.2. Open the engine hood and remove the toe board.

3. Exhaust the level gauge and wipe it with clean c3. Exhaust the level gauge and wipe it with clean cloth.loth.

4. Insert the level gauge back to the hole from which it is4. Insert the level gauge back to the hole from which it is

removed, and extract it again to check if the oil level isremoved, and extract it again to check if the oil level is

among the gridding lines on the level gauge.among the gridding lines on the level gauge.

Retightening of bolts and nutsRetightening of bolts and nuts Retighten each bolt and nut on the chassis and Retighten each bolt and nut on the chassis and load handlingload handling

system.system.

Greasing mast and steeringGreasing mast and steering

linkagelinkage

Grease in accordance with the lGrease in accordance with the lubrication table.ubrication table.

Caution:Caution:

·Clean the grease fitting tips thoroughly prior to greasing.·Clean the grease fitting tips thoroughly prior to greasing.   

·After greasin·After greasing, wipe off excess grease.g, wipe off excess grease.

Fuel tank checkFuel tank check Check fuel tank, tank covering, fuel inlet, and drain plugCheck fuel tank, tank covering, fuel inlet, and drain plug

against possible fuel leak. Follow the steps below.against possible fuel leak. Follow the steps below.

1. Try to smell leak.1. Try to smell leak.

2. Look for leak.2. Look for leak.
3. Touch possible leak.3. Touch possible leak.

See the nearest Baoli dealer upon finding leak and haveSee the nearest Baoli dealer upon finding leak and have

them repair tank immediately.them repair tank immediately.

Caution:Caution:

Never perform do-it-yourself welding or other repair work forNever perform do-it-yourself welding or other repair work for

it might cause explosion or fire.it might cause explosion or fire.
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6. Self service6. Self service

Replacing or repairing tyreReplacing or repairing tyre Prepare tools and jack necessary for replacing or repairingPrepare tools and jack necessary for replacing or repairing

tyres.tyres.

1. Front wheel1. Front wheel

．．Stop the vehicle on a level, hard surface and shut down theStop the vehicle on a level, hard surface and shut down the

engine. All loads should be unloaded from the vehicle.engine. All loads should be unloaded from the vehicle.

．．Press the parking brake pedal and block the wheels. Put thePress the parking brake pedal and block the wheels. Put the

 jack under th jack under the vehicle frame vehicle frame.e.
．．Jack up the vehicle to the extent that the tyre still remains onJack up the vehicle to the extent that the tyre still remains on

the ground. Loosen the hub nuts. Do not remove them.the ground. Loosen the hub nuts. Do not remove them.

．． Again  Again jack jack up up the the truck truck until until the the tyre tyre leaves leaves off off the the ground.ground.

Remove the hub nuts, and detach the wheel.Remove the hub nuts, and detach the wheel.

．．The wheel should be reinstalled in the reverse order: the hubThe wheel should be reinstalled in the reverse order: the hub

nuts should be tightened in the diagonal order evenly.nuts should be tightened in the diagonal order evenly.

．． After  After reinstallation, reinstallation, check check the the tyre tyre for for pressure pressure and and make make itit

achieve standard value.achieve standard value.

2.Rear wheel2.Rear wheel

Use the same manner as with the front wheel tyre repair orUse the same manner as with the front wheel tyre repair or

replacement except for the position of the jack which goes replacement except for the position of the jack which goes underunder

the counterweight.the counterweight.

Adding antifreezeAdding antifreeze   If the vehicle is left in an area where the temperature is less thanIf the vehicle is left in an area where the temperature is less than
00℃℃, the cooling water will freeze and may damage the radiator, the cooling water will freeze and may damage the radiator

and/or cylinder block. In such cases, and/or cylinder block. In such cases, antifreeze coolant must beantifreeze coolant must be

used.used.

When long-life coolant (LLC) is used, it must be changed onceWhen long-life coolant (LLC) is used, it must be changed once

every two years.every two years.

Freezing temperature varies depending on the amount ofFreezing temperature varies depending on the amount of

antifreeze added.antifreeze added.

Freeze protection temperatureFreeze protection temperature

((℃℃))
-12 -15 -24 -35-12 -15 -24 -35

 Antifreeze (%)  Antifreeze (%) 25 25 30 30 40 40 5050

Caution:Caution:

The antifreeze fluid is flammable, so be particularly careful toThe antifreeze fluid is flammable, so be particularly careful to

avoid flame. Prior to adding antifreeze, inspect the radiator,avoid flame. Prior to adding antifreeze, inspect the radiator,
water pump, piping and cylinder block for leaks.water pump, piping and cylinder block for leaks.

The procedures for adding antifreeze are as The procedures for adding antifreeze are as follows.follows.

1. Remove the radiator cap. Loosen the drain cock on the1. Remove the radiator cap. Loosen the drain cock on the

radiator and cylinder block and radiator and cylinder block and drain the cooling water.drain the cooling water.

2. Flush out the radiator and cylinder block by adding clean2. Flush out the radiator and cylinder block by adding clean

water through the radiator inlet.water through the radiator inlet.

3. After the water has drained out of the radiator and cylinder3. After the water has drained out of the radiator and cylinder

block, tighten the radiator and cblock, tighten the radiator and cylinder block, tighten the ylinder block, tighten the radiatorradiator

and engine drain cocks.and engine drain cocks.

4. Add the proper amount of antifreeze to the radiator inlet and4. Add the proper amount of antifreeze to the radiator inlet and

fill up the remaining space with clean water.fill up the remaining space with clean water.

5. When warm weather arrives and there is no longer any5. When warm weather arrives and there is no longer any

danger of freezing, drain the cooling water containing thedanger of freezing, drain the cooling water containing the
antifreeze (except LLC, LLC is every 2 years in antifreeze (except LLC, LLC is every 2 years in replacemenreplacement).t).

Flush out the radiator and engine block and fill with clFlush out the radiator and engine block and fill with clean waterean water..
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Fuse replacementFuse replacement   If a lamp does not come on or an electrical device does notIf a lamp does not come on or an electrical device does not

function, the corresponding fuse may be function, the corresponding fuse may be blown. Check the fuseblown. Check the fuse

for each device. The lighting location on the fuse box is blownfor each device. The lighting location on the fuse box is blown

fuse when electrified. The fuse box is located in the front left asfuse when electrified. The fuse box is located in the front left as

seen from the opened engine hood.seen from the opened engine hood.

The fuse check and replacement procedures are as follows:The fuse check and replacement procedures are as follows:

1. Set the ignition switch to the OFF 1. Set the ignition switch to the OFF position.position.

2. Remove the fuse box cover and check the fuse.2. Remove the fuse box cover and check the fuse.

3. If the fuse is 3. If the fuse is blown, replace it with a spare fuse.blown, replace it with a spare fuse.

Caution:Caution:

Use the fuse having the same capacity as that of the installedUse the fuse having the same capacity as that of the installed

one.one.

Air purge of the fuel systemAir purge of the fuel system   When fuel has been completely depleted or when maintenanceWhen fuel has been completely depleted or when maintenance

has been performed on the fuel system, be sure to perform airhas been performed on the fuel system, be sure to perform air

purge in the purge in the following sequencfollowing sequence.e.

1. Open the engine hood.1. Open the engine hood.

2. Operate the priming pump up and down to perform air2. Operate the priming pump up and down to perform air

bleeding.bleeding.

Draining the sedimenter Draining the sedimenter   

(1) Priming pump(1) Priming pump

(2) Drain plug(2) Drain plug

(3) Drain hose(3) Drain hose

The sedimenter separates the water contained in the fuel. It isThe sedimenter separates the water contained in the fuel. It is

integrated with the fuel filter.integrated with the fuel filter.

If the sedimenter warning lamp comes on, immediately drainIf the sedimenter warning lamp comes on, immediately drain

water according to the following procedure because thewater according to the following procedure because the

accumulated water in the sedimenter is above the specifiedaccumulated water in the sedimenter is above the specified

level:level:

1. Place a water receiving container under the open end of the1. Place a water receiving container under the open end of the

drain hose under the fuse filter.drain hose under the fuse filter.

2. Turn around the drain cock a time or two to loose it and2. Turn around the drain cock a time or two to loose it and

operate the priming pump up and down to drain the water in theoperate the priming pump up and down to drain the water in the

sedimenter.sedimenter.

3. When fuel starts to flow out after the end of water draining,3. When fuel starts to flow out after the end of water draining,

firmly tighten the drain cock.firmly tighten the drain cock.

Caution:Caution:

Wipe the fuel clearly from the adjacent area.Wipe the fuel clearly from the adjacent area.

Cleaning the radiator finCleaning the radiator fin   Clean the radiator and radiator fin, if debris is trapped therein,Clean the radiator and radiator fin, if debris is trapped therein,

this may cause over-heating.this may cause over-heating.

Caution:Caution:

．． After  After stopping stopping the the engine, engine, confirm confirm that that the the engine engine hashas

sufficiently cooled down before cleaning. Taking inadequatesufficiently cooled down before cleaning. Taking inadequate

precautions may result in precautions may result in burns.burns.

．．When cleaning the radiator fin, take care not to cause it toWhen cleaning the radiator fin, take care not to cause it to

become deformed.become deformed.

．．When performing cleaning, always wear safety goggles andWhen performing cleaning, always wear safety goggles and
dust mask.dust mask.
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Maintaining the batteryMaintaining the battery  

(1) Grease(1) Grease

TerminalsTerminals：：  

1. A loose or corroding terminal causes failure in connection.1. A loose or corroding terminal causes failure in connection.

Eliminate white powder, if noticed on the terminal, by pouringEliminate white powder, if noticed on the terminal, by pouring

warm over it to disable and then grease the terminal.warm over it to disable and then grease the terminal.

2. Remove the terminal, if it is extremely corroded, from the2. Remove the terminal, if it is extremely corroded, from the

battery to brush off the corrosion using a wire brush orbattery to brush off the corrosion using a wire brush or

sandpaper. Then connect the terminal tightly to the battery andsandpaper. Then connect the terminal tightly to the battery and

grease the terminal.grease the terminal.

Note:Note:

Remove the negative terminal (-) first, then replace the otherRemove the negative terminal (-) first, then replace the other

terminals.terminals.

Caution:Caution:

．．Stop the engine when attempt to work on the battery andStop the engine when attempt to work on the battery and

terminals.terminals.

．．Be careful not permitting any foreign matter to come into theBe careful not permitting any foreign matter to come into the

battery by means of putting the lids tightly in battery by means of putting the lids tightly in place.place.

．．Be careful not causing a short circuit on the battery nor nearingBe careful not causing a short circuit on the battery nor nearing

fire, because the battery-emitted gas is fire, because the battery-emitted gas is inflammableinflammable..

．．Be cautions enough not to Be cautions enough not to contact the battery electrolyte.contact the battery electrolyte.

When it comes into contact with an eye or skin, wash it offWhen it comes into contact with an eye or skin, wash it off

immediately with plenty of water and then see a doctor.immediately with plenty of water and then see a doctor.

．．Charge the battery with the lids off in Charge the battery with the lids off in a well-ventilated area.a well-ventilated area.

．．When battery electrolyte is spilt, be certain to wash it off withWhen battery electrolyte is spilt, be certain to wash it off with

water thoroughly the spot and adjoining area.water thoroughly the spot and adjoining area.

When the battery is deadWhen the battery is dead

(1) Dead-battery vehicle(1) Dead-battery vehicle

(2) Engine hanger(2) Engine hanger

(3)To frame(3)To frame

(4) Booster cable(4) Booster cable

(5) Rescue battery(5) Rescue battery

When a booster cable is available, it is possible to start theWhen a booster cable is available, it is possible to start the

engine using the battery of engine using the battery of another vehicle.another vehicle.

Connect the booster cable following the sequence of theConnect the booster cable following the sequence of the

illustration.illustration.

Make sure of (+) and (Make sure of (+) and (－－ ) terminals of the cable when) terminals of the cable when

connecting.connecting.

Caution:Caution:

．．Connection (1): The (+) terminal of dead battery.Connection (1): The (+) terminal of dead battery.

．．Connection (4): Use a frame apart from the battery.Connection (4): Use a frame apart from the battery.

．．Do not directly connect batteries to avoid a danger ofDo not directly connect batteries to avoid a danger of

explosion. (An inflammable gas generated from batteries mayexplosion. (An inflammable gas generated from batteries may

catch fire.)catch fire.)

7. Recommended oil and grease for forklift truck7. Recommended oil and grease for forklift truck

The oil level listed in following table is approximation, the detailed value whenThe oil level listed in following table is approximation, the detailed value when

operating is inspected according to the meter or operating is inspected according to the meter or corresponding gauge.corresponding gauge.

 Adding  Adding oil, oil, grease grease and and coolant coolant should should follow follow relevant relevant automobile automobile standardstandard. . It It isis

necessary to wear a helmet, safety shoes and working clothes to avoid contacting withnecessary to wear a helmet, safety shoes and working clothes to avoid contacting with

body when adding. Once the greasy dirt adhered on the skin, wash ibody when adding. Once the greasy dirt adhered on the skin, wash it with clean water andt with clean water and

soap, it is forsoap, it is forbidden to wash with gasoline or kerosene.bidden to wash with gasoline or kerosene.

The waster of the truck must The waster of the truck must be reclaimed obeying the relevant laws and regulations.be reclaimed obeying the relevant laws and regulations.

Incorrect treatment will pollute water, soil and atmosphere etc.Incorrect treatment will pollute water, soil and atmosphere etc.
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BrandBrand
ProductProduct

General standardGeneral standard
RecommendedRecommended

temperaturetemperature
Viscosity Viscosity Domestic Domestic Caltex Caltex Mobil Mobil Shell Shell Esso Esso Oil Oil levellevel

Engine oilEngine oil

GasolinGasolin

ee

 API SG API SG

 API SJ API SJ

 Asses “Viscosity Grad Asses “Viscosity Grade”e”

according to according to environmentenvironment

temperaturetemperature

SFSF

RPM Delo 400 oilRPM Delo 400 oil

Shell Shell X100 X100 Esso Esso extra extra motor motor oiloil

SG SG Shell Shell HelixHelix

-10-10℃℃～～+30+30℃℃ SAE 5W-30SAE 5W-30
SJ SJ Mobil Mobil super super S S Esso Esso SuperfloSuperflo

CDCD
Shell Rimula CShell Rimula C

Diesel engine oilDiesel engine oil
Essolube XT IDEssolube XT ID

DieselDiesel
 API CF-4 API CF-4

 API CH-4 API CH-4

-25-25℃℃～～+30+30℃℃ SAE 10W-30SAE 10W-30

RPM Delo 400 oilRPM Delo 400 oil
CF-4CF-4

Mobil DelvacMobil Delvac

Super 1300Super 1300
Essolube XT2Essolube XT2

-20-20℃℃～～+40+40℃℃ SAE 15W-40SAE 15W-40
CH-4 CH-4 Mobil Mobil Delvac Delvac MXMX

Shell Rimula XShell Rimula X

Diesel engine oilDiesel engine oil
Essolube XT5Essolube XT5

Hydraulic fluidHydraulic fluid

ISO 6743/4 L-HMISO 6743/4 L-HM

DIN 51524DIN 51524ⅡⅡ

≥≥-10-10℃℃ ISO VG32ISO VG32  Antiwear hydraul Antiwear hydraulic fluidic fluid
L-HM32L-HM32

Rando oil 32Rando oil 32

Mobil Mobil DTE24 DTE24 Shell Shell tellus tellus oil oil 32 32 Nuto Nuto H32H32

45L45L

≥0≥0℃℃ ISO VG46ISO VG46
 Antiwear hydraul Antiwear hydraulic fluidic fluid

L-HM46L-HM46
Shell Shell tellus tellus oil oil 46 46 Nuto Nuto H H 4646

ISO 6743/4 L-HVISO 6743/4 L-HV ≥≥-20-20℃℃   

Low temperatureLow temperature

antiwearantiwear

hydraulic fluid L-HV32hydraulic fluid L-HV32 Rando HDZ 32Rando HDZ 32

Shell Shell tellus tellus oil oil 32 32 Univis Univis N32N32

ISO 6743/4 L-HSISO 6743/4 L-HS ≥≥-40-40℃℃   
Low pour point antiwearLow pour point antiwear

hydraulic fluid L-HS32hydraulic fluid L-HS32
Mobil Mobil DTE DTE 13M 13M Shell Shell tellus tellus T32T32

 Automatic Automatic

transmission fluidtransmission fluid
GM DexronGM DexronⅢⅢ    8# 8# Transmission Transmission fluid fluid Texamatic Texamatic fluid fluid 1888 1888 Mobile Mobile ATF ATF Shell Shell ATFATFⅢⅢ Esso Esso ATF ATF 20L20L

Brake Brake fluid fluid FMVSS FMVSS 116-DOT3 116-DOT3 JG-3JG-3
Mobil super heavyMobil super heavy

duty brake fluidduty brake fluid
Shell donax BShell donax B

Esso brake fluidEsso brake fluid

(DOT-4)(DOT-4)
0.6L0.6L

GreaseGrease

-20-20℃℃～～+120+120℃℃   
3# General lithium3# General lithium

greasegrease
Marfak all purpose 2,3Marfak all purpose 2,3

Marfak multipurposeMarfak multipurpose

2,3 Multifak EP 22,3 Multifak EP 2

Mobil greaseMobil grease
Shell retinaxShell retinax

greasegrease

Esso multipurposeEsso multipurpose

grease Hgrease H

MP -20MP -20℃℃～～+120+120℃℃    MoSMoS22 EP lithium grease EP lithium grease
Mobil greaseMobil grease

XHP 222 specialXHP 222 special

Shell alvania HDX2Shell alvania HDX2

greasegrease

Coolant Coolant fluid fluid LLCLLC

≥≥-25-25℃℃
≥≥-35-35℃℃
≥≥-40-40℃℃

  

FD-FD-ⅡⅡ

FD-2AFD-2A

FD-FD-ⅢⅢ

   Mobil Mobil coolant Shell coolant Shell freeze freeze guard guard Esso Esso coolant coolant FilledFilled

 Automotive Automotive

gear oilgear oil

 API GL-5 or API GL-5 or

MIL-L-2105DMIL-L-2105D

-15-15℃℃～～+49+49℃℃ SAE85W/90SAE85W/90 Heavy duty automotiveHeavy duty automotive

gear oil gear oil 85W/90GL-585W/90GL-5

Thuban EPThuban EP

(80W-90,90)(80W-90,90)

Mobil HDMobil HD

85W/90GL-585W/90GL-5

Shell spirax A gearShell spirax A gear

oiloil

Esso gear oil GxEsso gear oil Gx

85W/90GL-585W/90GL-5

18L18L

-25-25℃℃～～+49+49℃℃ SAE80W/90SAE80W/90

  

. . ConstructionConstruction, principle, adjustment and maintenance of, principle, adjustment and maintenance of

forklift truckforklift truck  

In order to keep good condition of your truck, you must have an intimateIn order to keep good condition of your truck, you must have an intimate

understanding of the construction, principle, adjustment and maintenance of the forkliftunderstanding of the construction, principle, adjustment and maintenance of the forklift

truck. When finding damage or fault with the truck, stop operating the truck and inform atruck. When finding damage or fault with the truck, stop operating the truck and inform a

professional serviceman. Use genuine parts of our company for professional serviceman. Use genuine parts of our company for replacement.replacement.

1. Power system1. Power system

1.1 General 1.1 General descriptiondescription

Power system consists of the engine, fuel Power system consists of the engine, fuel system, intake system, cooling system andsystem, intake system, cooling system and

exhaust system. The engine is connected with the frame by rubber cushion to avoidexhaust system. The engine is connected with the frame by rubber cushion to avoid

vibration. The engine, torque converter, transmission case, drive shaft and drive axle arevibration. The engine, torque converter, transmission case, drive shaft and drive axle are

assembled into a single unit.assembled into a single unit.

For the construction and adjustment of engine, please refer to the operation andFor the construction and adjustment of engine, please refer to the operation and

maintenance manual of engine.maintenance manual of engine.

1.2 Engine parameter and appropriate truck model1.2 Engine parameter and appropriate truck model
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Engine modelEngine model

RatedRated

output /Speedoutput /Speed

Kw / r.p.mKw / r.p.m

RatedRated

torque / Speedtorque / Speed

N.m / r.p.mN.m / r.p.m

Cylinder numberCylinder number

--Bore×StrokeBore×Stroke

mmmm

TotalTotal

displacementdisplacement

LL

WeightWeight

KgKg

 Appropriate Appropriate

truck modeltruck model
RemarkRemark

   D   D
   i   i  e  e
  s  s
  e  e
   l   l
  e  e
  n  n
  g  g
   i   i  n  n
  e  e

BPG490 BPG490 37/2650 37/2650 148/1900 148/1900 4-4-90×10090×100   2.54 2.54 260260
CPCDCPCD

20/25/30F-X120/25/30F-X1

XinchangXinchangBPG495 BPG495 42/2650 174/1800-2000 42/2650 174/1800-2000 4-4-98×10598×105   2.98 2.98 260260
CPCDCPCD

30/35F-X230/35F-X2

BPG498 BPG498 45/2500 191/1600-1800 45/2500 191/1600-1800 4-4-98×10598×105   3.168 3.168 260260
CPCDCPCD

30/35F-X330/35F-X3

CA498 CA498 45/2500 45/2500 190/1800 190/1800 4-4-98×10598×105   3.168 3.168 245245
CPCDCPCD

25/30/35F-D125/30/35F-D1
DachaiDachai

C240 C240 34.5/2500 139/18034.5/2500 139/1800 0 4-4-86×10286×102   2.369 2.369 252252
CPCDCPCD

20/25/30F-W120/25/30F-W1
ISUZUISUZU

4JG2PE 4JG2PE 44.9/2450 44.9/2450 186.3/1600-1186.3/1600-1800 800 4-4-95.4×10795.4×107   3.059 3.059 252252
CPCDCPCD

25/30/35F-W225/30/35F-W2

4TNE92 32.8/24504TNE92 32.8/2450
135.4-149.4/135.4-149.4/

1600(±100)1600(±100)  
4-4-92×10092×100   2.659 2.659 220220

CPCDCPCD

20/25F-Y120/25F-Y1
YanmarYanmar

4TNE98 44.3/23004TNE98 44.3/2300 186-206/186-206/
1700(±100)1700(±100)  

4-4-98×11098×110   3.319 3.319 225225 CPCDCPCD
30/35F-Y230/35F-Y2

   G   G
  a  a
  s  s
  o  o
   l   l   i   i  n  n
  e  e

  e  e
  n  n

   i   i  n  n
  e  e

4G644G64

-31ZG-31ZG
37/2500 161/1600 4-37/2500 161/1600 4-86.5×10086.5×100   2.350 2.350 154154

CPQ(Y)DCPQ(Y)D

20/25/30F-H120/25/30F-H1
MitsubishiMitsubishi

K21K21
27.8-31.2/27.8-31.2/

22502250

133.9-143.7/133.9-143.7/

16001600
4-4-89×8389×83  2.065  2.065

CPQ(Y)DCPQ(Y)D

15/20/25F-H215/20/25F-H2
NissanNissan

K25K25
34.2-37.4/34.2-37.4/

23002300

164.8-176.5/164.8-176.5/

16001600
4-4-89×10089×100  2.488  2.488

CPQ(Y)DCPQ(Y)D

20/25/30/35F-H320/25/30/35F-H3

  

Parallel table for engine and forklift model which is coincidence and stuck with CEParallel table for engine and forklift model which is coincidence and stuck with CE

label:label:

Engine modelEngine model

The guaranteedThe guaranteed
Sound powerSound power
level LwA(dB)level LwA(dB)
2000/14/EC2000/14/EC

ExhaustingExhausting
2004/26/EC2004/26/EC

CE CONFORMITYCE CONFORMITY
2006/42/EC2006/42/EC

Truck modelTruck model

   D   D
   i   i  e  e
  s  s
  e  e
   l   l
  e  e
  n  n
  g  g
   i   i  n  n
  e  e ISUZU ISUZU C240PKJ C240PKJ 106 106 StageStageⅢⅢ A  A yesyes

CPCDFCPCDF
20/25/30-W120/25/30-W1

YanmarYanmar

4TNE92 4TNE92 107 107 StageStageⅢⅢ A  A yesyes
CPCDFCPCDF

20/25-Y120/25-Y1

4TNE98 4TNE98 107 107 StageStageⅢⅢ A  A yesyes
CPCDFCPCDF

25/30/35-Y225/30/35-Y2

   G   G
  a  a
  s  s
  o  o
   l   l   i   i  n  n
  e  e
  e  e
  n  n
  g  g
   i   i  n  n
  e  e

MitsubishiMitsubishi
4G644G64
-31ZG-31ZG

105 yes105 yes
CPQDFCPQDF

20/25/30-H120/25/30-H1

NissanNissan

K21 K21 105 105 yesyes CPQDFCPQDF
20/25-H220/25-H2

K25 K25 105 105 yesyes
CPQDFCPQDF

20/25/30/35-H320/25/30/35-H3

Note:Note:  The  The soundsound powerpower level Llevel LWAWA according to 2000/14/EC standard, the exhaustingaccording to 2000/14/EC standard, the exhausting

according to 2004/26/EC standard. The forklift with gasoline engine is not referred inaccording to 2004/26/EC standard. The forklift with gasoline engine is not referred in

2004/26/EC standard presently.2004/26/EC standard presently.
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1.3 Inspection and adjustment of engine1.3 Inspection and adjustment of engine

In order to keep good condition of your truck, you must carry out periodic inspectionIn order to keep good condition of your truck, you must carry out periodic inspection

and adjustment of power system.and adjustment of power system.

(1) Regularly clear the dust of (1) Regularly clear the dust of air cleaner.air cleaner.

(2) Regularly replace oil filter (2) Regularly replace oil filter and fuel filter.and fuel filter.

(3) Check and (3) Check and apply the coolant periodically.apply the coolant periodically.

(4) Periodic inspection of throttle valve and (4) Periodic inspection of throttle valve and injection pump.injection pump.

(5) Check fan belt for tension and all fasteners.(5) Check fan belt for tension and all fasteners.

Note:Note:

 Always check the exhau Always check the exhaust gas of the engine during using the forklift truck. Especiallyst gas of the engine during using the forklift truck. Especially

after maintainafter maintaining the engine, it’s necessary to verify the dischargeing the engine, it’s necessary to verify the discharge indicator ensure thatindicator ensure that

discharge value is fit for the national standard, so as to minimum damage to the persondischarge value is fit for the national standard, so as to minimum damage to the person

and environment.and environment.

1.4 Precautions of cooling system1.4 Precautions of cooling system

(1) During using the forklift truck, if the temperature of the radiator or coolant is too(1) During using the forklift truck, if the temperature of the radiator or coolant is too

high, don’t open the cap of the radiator immediately. To find the reason for boiling, uhigh, don’t open the cap of the radiator immediately. To find the reason for boiling, u sese

extreme care when removing the cap, the sudden release of pressure can cause a steamextreme care when removing the cap, the sudden release of pressure can cause a steam

flash which would cause a flash which would cause a serious personal injuryserious personal injury. Lower the . Lower the running speed of the enginerunning speed of the engine

  

to moderate speed, after the cooling system cooled then turn to idle speed, loosen capto moderate speed, after the cooling system cooled then turn to idle speed, loosen cap

slowly to allow steam to slowly to allow steam to escape, the cap can be removed. After that, make sure the cap isescape, the cap can be removed. After that, make sure the cap is

tightened securely.tightened securely.

(2) Check the radiator coolant reservoir (2) Check the radiator coolant reservoir fluid level. It fluid level. It should between FULL and LOshould between FULL and LOWW

mark. mark. Add the saAdd the same type coome type coolant to speclant to specified level if necified level if necessaryessary. The coo. The coolant can belant can be

used all the year round.used all the year round.

(3) Put the coolant on a safe place and mark(3) Put the coolant on a safe place and mark “Dangerous Matter” for its“Dangerous Matter” for its toxicity. Iftoxicity. If

swallowed by accident, take the swallowed by accident, take the emergency first aid and emergency first aid and consult a physician immediately.consult a physician immediately.

(4) According to variety working condition, periodic wiping away the dirt adhering to(4) According to variety working condition, periodic wiping away the dirt adhering to

the surface of the radiator with detergent, compressed air or high pressure waterthe surface of the radiator with detergent, compressed air or high pressure water

(pressure less than 4kg/cm(pressure less than 4kg/cm
22
) is necessary.) is necessary.

2. Hydraulic drive unit2. Hydraulic drive unit

Torque converterTorque converter

Type Type Three Three elements, elements, single single stage, stage, two two phasesphases

TTorque orque ratio ratio 33
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Set Set pressure pressure 0.50.5～～0.68 MPa0.68 MPa

Charging pumpCharging pump
Type Type Inner-mInner-mesh esh gear gear pumppump

Flow Flow rate rate 27 27 L/min(2000rpm,1.5MPL/min(2000rpm,1.5MPa)a)

HydraulicHydraulic
transmissiontransmission

Type Type Power Power shiftedshifted
Speed rationSpeed ration 1.35/1.351.35/1.35

HydraulicHydraulic

clutchclutch

Friction piece:Friction piece: φφ125×125×φφ8080×2.7×2.7 (mm) (mm)

Friction Friction area area 71cm71cm
22
  

Set Set pressure pressure 1.11.1～～1.4 MPa1.4 MPa

Weight 165kgWeight 165kg

Oil Oil amount amount 7 7 LL

Oil Oil type type 6# 6# or or 8# 8# TTorque orque converteconverter r oiloil

2.1 General 2.1 General descriptiondescription

Hydraulic transmission type forklift trucks are provided with a drive unit including aHydraulic transmission type forklift trucks are provided with a drive unit including a

torque converter and an electron gear-shifting transmission case (See Fig2.1). Theytorque converter and an electron gear-shifting transmission case (See Fig2.1). They

feature the following:feature the following:

(1) With an inching valve, the inching operation can be done under the condition that(1) With an inching valve, the inching operation can be done under the condition that

the engine runs at both the engine runs at both high and low speed.high and low speed.

(2) Each of two hydraulic clutches is provided with three pairs of steel plates and high(2) Each of two hydraulic clutches is provided with three pairs of steel plates and high

quality friction pieces specially-treated, so as to improve the quality friction pieces specially-treated, so as to improve the durability of friction surface.durability of friction surface.

  

(3) One-way clutches in the torque converter are used to increase the efficiency for(3) One-way clutches in the torque converter are used to increase the efficiency for

power transmission.power transmission.

(4) High quality oil fi(4) High quality oil filters is helpful to ilters is helpful to increase the life of the torque ncrease the life of the torque converterconverter..
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Fig2.1 Hydraulic drive unitFig2.1 Hydraulic drive unit

1. 1. Forward Forward clutch clutch 18. 18. Safety Safety valve valve cover cover 35. 35. Output Output geargear

2. 2. Oil Oil filter filter 19. 19. Inner-hexaInner-hexagon gon plug plug 36. 36. Idler Idler shaftshaft

3. 3. Backward Backward clutch clutch 20. 20. Plug Plug 37. 37. Single-row Single-row radial radial ball ball bearingbearing

4. 4. Single-rSingle-row ow radial radial ball ball bearing 21. bearing 21. Spring Spring pin pin 38. 38. Bearing Bearing nutnut

5. 5. Seal Seal ring ring 22. 22. Shift Shift arm arm 39. 39. Single-rSingle-row ow tapered tapered roller roller bearingbearing

6. 6. O-ring O-ring 23. 23. TranTransmission smission case case cover cover 40. 40. O-ringO-ring

7. 7. Charging Charging pump pump 24. 24. Shift Shift shaft shaft 41. 41. Oil Oil sealseal

8. 8. Oil Oil seal seal 25. 25. O-ring O-ring 42. 42. Single-row Single-row tapered tapered roller roller bearingbearing

9. 9. Impeller Impeller 26. 26. Haft-round Haft-round key key 43. 43. Output Output shaftshaft

10. 10. Guide Guide wheel wheel 27. 27. Clip Clip ring ring for for hole hole 44. 44. Supporting Supporting piecepiece

11. 11. Turbine Turbine 28. 28. Single-rSingle-row ow radial radial ball ball bearing bearing 45. 45. Single-rSingle-row ow radial radial ball ball bearingbearing

12. 12. Spring Spring plate plate 29. 29. Single-rSingle-row ow radial radial ball ball bearing bearing 46. 46. Inner-hexagoInner-hexagon n plugplug

13. 13. Inching Inching valve valve 30. 30. O-ring O-ring 47. 47. CoverCover

14. 14. Control Control valve valve 31. 31. Snap Snap ring ring 48. 48. BoltBolt

15. 15. Piston Piston 32. 32. O-ring O-ring 49. 49. Switch, Switch, reverse reverse lamplamp

16. 16. Spring Spring 33. 33. Idler Idler 50. 50. Drain Drain plugplug

17. 17. Oil Oil inlet inlet cover cover 34. 34. Oil Oil filterfilter

  

2.2 Reducer and differential (Fig2.2)2.2 Reducer and differential (Fig2.2)

The reducer located in the front of the transmission is used to reduce the speed andThe reducer located in the front of the transmission is used to reduce the speed and

increase the torque from the output shaft of the transmission and transfer them to theincrease the torque from the output shaft of the transmission and transfer them to the

differential. It consists primarily of a small spiral bevel gear differential. It consists primarily of a small spiral bevel gear assembled on the output shaftassembled on the output shaft

and a pinion shaft splinted with a big spiral bevel gear. Both ends of the pinion shaft areand a pinion shaft splinted with a big spiral bevel gear. Both ends of the pinion shaft are

supported by tapered roller bearing. Several shims are installed between the case andsupported by tapered roller bearing. Several shims are installed between the case and

bearing covers to adjust the clearances between them.bearing covers to adjust the clearances between them.

The differential is housed in the front portion of the differential the front end of whichThe differential is housed in the front portion of the differential the front end of which

is connected with the axle housing. The differential case is bilateral symmetry. Theis connected with the axle housing. The differential case is bilateral symmetry. The

differential includes two halfshaft gears and four planet gears. The thrust washers aredifferential includes two halfshaft gears and four planet gears. The thrust washers are

installed between the differential case and each gear, which make the clearance amonginstalled between the differential case and each gear, which make the clearance among

gear pairs is proper. The planet gears are supported by gear shaftgear pairs is proper. The planet gears are supported by gear shaftⅠⅠandandⅡⅡ. The gear. The gear

shaftshaftⅠⅠand gear ring 1 are fixed to the differential case respectively with column pin andand gear ring 1 are fixed to the differential case respectively with column pin and

hinged bolt.hinged bolt.

Th f th t i i i t itt d th h th d tiTh f th t i i i t itt d th h th d ti
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The power from the transmission is transmitted through the reduction gear,The power from the transmission is transmitted through the reduction gear,

differential, halfshaft gear and halfshaft to driving wheels.differential, halfshaft gear and halfshaft to driving wheels.

Fig 2.2 Reducer and differentialFig 2.2 Reducer and differential

1. 1. Gear Gear ringring

2. Pin2. Pin
3. 3. Ball Ball bearingbearing

4. 4. Side Side geargear

5. Shim5. Shim

6. O-ring6. O-ring

7. 7. Bearing Bearing covercover

8. 8. TTapered apered roller roller bearingbearing

9. 9. Adjusting Adjusting shimshim

10. Gear10. Gear

11. Spacer11. Spacer

12. 12. Pinion Pinion shaftshaft

13. Pin13. Pin

14. 14. Planet Planet geargear

15. Shim15. Shim

16. 16. Gear Gear shaftshaft

  

2.3 Torque converter (Fig2.3)2.3 Torque converter (Fig2.3)

The torque converter mainly consists of The torque converter mainly consists of an impeller, a turbine and an impeller, a turbine and an idler an idler pulleypulley..

The liquid, from the impeller driven by an input shaft, is jetted along its leaves toThe liquid, from the impeller driven by an input shaft, is jetted along its leaves to

leaves of the turbine to transmit the torque to the output shaft (Mechanical energy isleaves of the turbine to transmit the torque to the output shaft (Mechanical energy is

changed into kinetic one). And the flowing direction of the liquid from the turbine wheel ischanged into kinetic one). And the flowing direction of the liquid from the turbine wheel is

changed by the idler pulley to cause partial liquid return the impeller at an angle andchanged by the idler pulley to cause partial liquid return the impeller at an angle and

produce so large reaction torque driving the idler pulley that the value of output torque isproduce so large reaction torque driving the idler pulley that the value of output torque is

more than that of input torque by the value of the more than that of input torque by the value of the reaction torque. When the turbine speedreaction torque. When the turbine speed

keeps on increasing up to speed of the impeller, the change rate of the flow angle slowskeeps on increasing up to speed of the impeller, the change rate of the flow angle slows

down and the value of the output down and the value of the output torque keeps on decreasing until the liquid flows into thetorque keeps on decreasing until the liquid flows into the

leaves of the idler pulley in opposite direction. When original reaction torque acts in theleaves of the idler pulley in opposite direction. When original reaction torque acts in the

opposite direction, the torque value of the output shaft is less than that of the input shaft.opposite direction, the torque value of the output shaft is less than that of the input shaft.

TTo prevent this, a one-way clutch o prevent this, a one-way clutch is fitted in is fitted in the idler pulley, causing the idler pulley freelythe idler pulley, causing the idler pulley freely

rotate on this case. The way of torque-converting can be used to ensure efficient androtate on this case. The way of torque-converting can be used to ensure efficient and

smooth work ofsmooth work of the torque converter.the torque converter.
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smooth work of smooth work of the torque converter.the torque converter.

The torque converter, filled up with the torque converter oil, in the drive unit is drivenThe torque converter, filled up with the torque converter oil, in the drive unit is driven

by an engine through a spring plate and flywheel on the engine. A charging pump isby an engine through a spring plate and flywheel on the engine. A charging pump is

driven by a driving gear which is supplied by the pump. The power is transmitted to thedriven by a driving gear which is supplied by the pump. The power is transmitted to the

transmission through a turbine shaft spliced to the turbine.transmission through a turbine shaft spliced to the turbine.

Fig 2.3 Torque converter Fig 2.3 Torque converter   

1. Spring1. Spring

2. Turbine2. Turbine

3. Impeller3. Impeller

4. 4. Idler Idler pulleypulley

5. 5. One-way One-way clutchclutch

  

2.4 Hydraulic circuit (Fig 2.4)2.4 Hydraulic circuit (Fig 2.4)

 After  After the the engine is engine is started, the started, the charging pump charging pump inhales the inhales the oil oil from from the the oil oil tank. Thetank. The

pressure oil from pressure oil from the pump serves two parts the pump serves two parts for hydraulic clutches and for hydraulic clutches and torque convertertorque converter..

The oil necessary to operate the hydraulic clutches is divided into The oil necessary to operate the hydraulic clutches is divided into two circuits throughtwo circuits through

the pressure valve (set pressure of 1.1-1.4MPa): one circuit flowing to the torquethe pressure valve (set pressure of 1.1-1.4MPa): one circuit flowing to the torque

converter via. a relief valve (set pressure of 0.5-0.7MPa) and another to the inching valveconverter via. a relief valve (set pressure of 0.5-0.7MPa) and another to the inching valve

and the slide valve. The oil out of the torque converter is cooled by an oil radiator andand the slide valve. The oil out of the torque converter is cooled by an oil radiator and

used to lubricate the hydraulic clutches and finally returns used to lubricate the hydraulic clutches and finally returns to the oil tank.to the oil tank.

In the neutral, the circuit from the slide valve to the clutches is intermitted, and theIn the neutral, the circuit from the slide valve to the clutches is intermitted, and the

pressure valve is opened to let the oil only flow into the torque converter. When the slidepressure valve is opened to let the oil only flow into the torque converter. When the slide

valve lies at its forward or backward position, the circuit form the slide valve to either thevalve lies at its forward or backward position, the circuit form the slide valve to either the
forward clutch or the backward clutch is closed accordingly, thus causing correspondingforward clutch or the backward clutch is closed accordingly, thus causing corresponding

clutch come to work. When a clutch iclutch come to work. When a clutch is at work, another must s at work, another must stop working, i.e. its spacersstop working, i.e. its spacers

and friction pieces must be disengaged each other and be lubricated and cooled. Whenand friction pieces must be disengaged each other and be lubricated and cooled. When

the inching valve is operated through stressing the inching pedal, apart or most of the oilthe inching valve is operated through stressing the inching pedal, apart or most of the oil

in the clutches flows into the oil tank through the inching valve rod. The oil circulation forin the clutches flows into the oil tank through the inching valve rod. The oil circulation for

the torque converter then is the same as that in the neutralthe torque converter then is the same as that in the neutral
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the torque converter then is the same as that in the neutral.the torque converter then is the same as that in the neutral.

Fig 2.4 Hydraulic circuitFig 2.4 Hydraulic circuit

2.5 Towing disabled truck2.5 Towing disabled truck

The following should be done when the torque converter type truck to be repaired isThe following should be done when the torque converter type truck to be repaired is

towed by other truck:towed by other truck:

(1) Remove the half-shaft from the f(1) Remove the half-shaft from the front wheel.ront wheel.

(2) Electron shift should be placed in the (2) Electron shift should be placed in the neutral.neutral.

1. 1. Charging Charging pumppump

2. 2. Oil Oil filterfilter

3. 3. Relief Relief valvevalve

4. 4. Oil Oil filterfilter

5. 5. Pressure Pressure valvevalve

6. 6. Oil Oil radiatorradiator

7. 7. TTorque orque converterconverter

8. 8. Adjusting Adjusting valvevalve

9. 9. Slide Slide valvevalve

10. 10. Inching Inching valvevalve

11. Switch11. Switch

12. 12. Backward Backward clutchclutch

13. 13. Forward Forward clutchclutch

  

2.6 Troubleshoot2.6 Troubleshoot

(1) Insufficient power(1) Insufficient power

Parts Parts Problem Problem Possible Possible cause cause and and remedyremedy

TorqueTorque

converterconverter

 A. T A. Too low oil pressureoo low oil pressure

1. 1. Lower Lower oil oil level level Check Check oil oil level level and and add add oiloil

2. Air entering in resulting from loose2. Air entering in resulting from loose

connectionsconnections

Check connection or oil pipe.Check connection or oil pipe.

Retighten each connection orRetighten each connection or

3. 3. Blocked Blocked oil oil filter filter Check, Check, clean clean or or replace.replace.

4. 4. Oil Oil can can not not be be pumped pumped out out Check Check and and replacereplace

5. 5. Deformed Deformed spring spring of of relief relief valve valve Check Check tension tension of of springspring

6. 6. Seal Seal ring ring or or O-ring O-ring seal seal damaged damaged Check Check and and replacereplace

B. B. Fly Fly wheel wheel damaged damaged Check Check oil, oil, if if have have dirt, dirt, replace replace it.it.

 A .Uns A .Unsuitable oil or air bubble in oil uitable oil or air bubble in oil Check oilCheck oil

1. Air entering in resulting from loose1. Air entering in resulting from loose

connectionsconnections

Check connection or oil pipe.Check connection or oil pipe.

RetightenRetighten

2. Too low oil pressure or air bubble in2. Too low oil pressure or air bubble in Measure and adjust pressureMeasure and adjust pressure

B. Slipped clutchB. Slipped clutch
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GearGear

BoxBox

1. 1. Oil Oil pressure pressure lower lower Measure Measure and and adjust adjust pressurepressure

2. 2. Seal Seal ring ring damaged damaged Check Check and and replacereplace

3. 3. Piston Piston ring ring of of the the clutch clutch damaged damaged Check Check and and replacereplace

4. Worn friction piece or deformed4. Worn friction piece or deformed

steel piecesteel piece ReplaceReplace

C. Incorrect position between inchingC. Incorrect position between inching

rod and shift rodrod and shift rod
Check and adjustCheck and adjust

Engine Engine Insufficient Insufficient engine engine power power Adjust Adjust or or repair repair engineengine

(2) Higher oil temperature(2) Higher oil temperature

Parts Parts Problem Problem Possible Possible cause cause and and remedyremedy

TorqueTorque

converterconverter

1. 1. Lower Lower oil oil level level Check Check oil oil level level and and add add oiloil

2. 2. Blocked Blocked oil oil filter filter Check, Check, clean clean or or replace.replace.

3. Fly 3. Fly wheel bwheel bump ump against against other pother parts arts Check Check oil, if oil, if have have dirt, replace dirt, replace it.it.

4. 4. Air Air entering entering in in resulting resulting from from loose loose Check Check connection connection or or oil oil pipe. pipe. RetightenRetighten

5. 5. Water Water mixed mixed into into oil oil Check Check and and replace replace oiloil

6. 6. Lower Lower oil oil flow flow Check Check pipe pipe and and replacereplace

7. 7. Worn Worn bearing bearing Check Check and and replacereplace

Gear boxGear box
1. 1. Slipped Slipped clutch clutch Replace Replace friction friction piece piece of of clutchclutch

2. 2. Worn Worn bearing bearing Check Check and and replacereplace

  

(3) Noisy gear box(3) Noisy gear box

Parts Parts Problem Problem Possible Possible cause cause and and remedyremedy

TorqueTorque

converterconverter

1. 1. Elasticity Elasticity plate plate is is broken broken Check Check noise noise and and replace replace elasticity elasticity plate.plate.

2. 2. Damaged Damaged or or worn worn bearing bearing Check Check or or replacereplace

3. 3. Gear Gear is is broken broken Check Check or or replacereplace

4. 4. Spline Spline is is worn worn Check Check or or replacereplace

5. 5. Noisy Noisy main main pump pump Check Check or or replacereplace

6. 6. Loosen Loosen bolt bolt Check, Check, tighten tighten or or replace.replace.

Gear boxGear box

1. 1. Bearing Bearing is is worn worn Check Check or or replacereplace

2. 2. Gear Gear is is broken broken Check Check or or replacereplace

3. 3. Spline Spline is is worn worn Check Check or or replacereplace
4. 4. Loosen Loosen bolt bolt Check, Check, tighten tighten or or replace.replace.

(4) Too low transmission efficiency(4) Too low transmission efficiency

Parts Parts Problem Problem Possible Possible cause cause and and remedyremedy

1. 1. Elasticity Elasticity plate plate is is broken broken Check Check noise noise and and replacereplace

2.2. LowerLower oiloil amountamount CheckCheck oiloil levellevel andand addadd oiloil
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TorqueTorque

converterconverter

2. 2. Lower Lower oil oil amount amount Check Check oil oil level level and and add add oiloil

3. Ineffective driving system of oil3. Ineffective driving system of oil Check and replaceCheck and replace

4. 4. Shaft Shaft is is broken broken Check Check and and replacereplace

5. 5. TToo oo low low oil oil pressure pressure Check Check oil oil pump pump for for suction suction pipepipe

Gear boxGear box

1. 1. Lower Lower oil oil amount amount Check Check oil oil level level and and add add oiloil

2. 2. Seal Seal ring ring is is worn worn Check Check and and replacereplace

3. 3. Slipped Slipped clutch clutch Check Check oil oil pressure pressure of of the the clutchclutch

4. 4. Shaft Shaft is is broken broken Check Check and and replacereplace

5. 5. Clutch Clutch cap cap is is broken broken Check Check and and replacereplace

6. Retainer ring of clutch cap is6. Retainer ring of clutch cap is Check and replaceCheck and replace

7. 7. Foreign Foreign matter matter mixed mixed in in oil oil tank tank Check, Check, clean clean or or replace.replace.

8. 8. Spline Spline of of shaft shaft is is worn worn Check Check and and replacereplace

(5) Oil leakage(5) Oil leakage

Parts Parts Problem Problem Possible Possible cause cause and and remedyremedy

TorqueTorque

converterconverter

or gearor gear

boxbox

1. 1. Worn Worn seal seal ring ring Check Check and and replace replace seal seal ringring

2. 2. Incorrect Incorrect connection connection of of case case Check, Check, tighten tighten or or replace.replace.

3. 3. Loose Loose connector connector and and oil oil pipe pipe Check, Check, tighten tighten or or replace.replace.

4. 4. Loose Loose drain drain plug plug Check, Check, tighten tighten or or replace.replace.

5. Oil spray from vent hole5. Oil spray from vent hole Check connector, air hole or replaceCheck connector, air hole or replace

6. 6. Much Much oil oil Check Check oil oil level level and and drain drain surplus surplus oiloil

  

3. Drive system3. Drive system

TyType pe Front Front wheel wheel drive, drive, axle axle body body and and frame frame fastened fastened togethertogether, , fully fully floating floating typetype

ForkliftForklift
trucktruck

2t, 2t, 2.5t 2.5t 3t 3t 3.5t3.5t

Single Single tyre tyre (2) (2) Double Double tyres tyres (4)(4)

Tyre Tyre size size 7.00-127.00-12-12PR-12PR 28×928×9-15-12PR-15-12PR 28×928×9-15-14PR-15-14PR

Rim Rim size size 5.00S-12D 5.00S-12D 7.00WFB-157.00WFB-15

TyreTyre
pressurepressure

0.84MPa 0.80MPa0.84MPa 0.80MPa

Notice: For the difference of manufacturersNotice: For the difference of manufacturers’ standard,’ standard, please charge the tyreplease charge the tyre

according to the pressure specification of actual tyres.according to the pressure specification of actual tyres.

3.1 General 3.1 General descriptiondescription

The drive axle mainly consists of the housing, the wheel hub, the half shaft and theThe drive axle mainly consists of the housing, the wheel hub, the half shaft and the
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brake unit. (See Fig3.1) The housing is an integral casting body. The tyre with the rim isbrake unit. (See Fig3.1) The housing is an integral casting body. The tyre with the rim is

fixed to the hub with fixed to the hub with studs and nuts. The power is transmitted to the studs and nuts. The power is transmitted to the half shaft through thehalf shaft through the

differential and drives the front wheels through the hubs. Each hub is fixed on the axledifferential and drives the front wheels through the hubs. Each hub is fixed on the axle

housing with two tapered roller bearings, so that the half shafts bear only torquehousing with two tapered roller bearings, so that the half shafts bear only torque

transmitted to the hubs. There are oil seals to prevent water and dust from entering andtransmitted to the hubs. There are oil seals to prevent water and dust from entering and

oil leakage inside the hub.oil leakage inside the hub.

3.2 Assembly of wheel hub3.2 Assembly of wheel hub  

(1) Fill the chamber of wheel hub with lithium base grease about 100 cc, then fit the(1) Fill the chamber of wheel hub with lithium base grease about 100 cc, then fit the

hub on the shaft. (Fig3.2)hub on the shaft. (Fig3.2)

(2) Screw down the adjusting nut with a torque for about 1kg.m and then loosen it for(2) Screw down the adjusting nut with a torque for about 1kg.m and then loosen it for

1/2 turn.1/2 turn.

(3) Put the spring (3) Put the spring balance up on the bolt to balance up on the bolt to measure the hubs’ starting torque. Whenmeasure the hubs’ starting torque. When

the starting torque arrives to the specified the starting torque arrives to the specified value, lock the nuts slowlyvalue, lock the nuts slowly..

Starting torqueStarting torque：：5 to 15 kg.m (Fig3.3)5 to 15 kg.m (Fig3.3)

(4) Install the lock plates and lock nuts, after that pull the lock plates up to lock the(4) Install the lock plates and lock nuts, after that pull the lock plates up to lock the

bolts.bolts.

(5) Wheel assembly (Fig3.4)(5) Wheel assembly (Fig3.4)

  

Install the inner rim and gasket inside the outer rim and assemble the outer rim andInstall the inner rim and gasket inside the outer rim and assemble the outer rim and

inner rim. Pay attention inner rim. Pay attention to the following points:to the following points:

(a) Put the air valve rod in the notch of the rim and make it face outside.(a) Put the air valve rod in the notch of the rim and make it face outside.

(b) Make the tops of (b) Make the tops of the rim mounting bolts face outside.the rim mounting bolts face outside.

(c) Don’t stand near the t(c) Don’t stand near the tyre when inflating yre when inflating air.air.

(d) When the tyre pressure reaches 98KPa (1kgf/cm(d) When the tyre pressure reaches 98KPa (1kgf/cm
22
), knock the tyre l), knock the tyre lightly to makeightly to make

the inner tyre and gasket into the rim.the inner tyre and gasket into the rim.
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Fig3.1 Drive axleFig3.1 Drive axle

1. 1. Housing Housing 6. 6. TTapered apered roller roller bearing bearing 11. 11. RimRim
2. 2. Half-shaft Half-shaft 7. 7. Wheel Wheel hub hub 12. 12. Adjusting Adjusting nutnut

3. 3. Wheel Wheel brake brake 8. 8. TTapered apered roller roller bearing bearing 13. 13. Lock Lock nutnut

4. 4. Brake Brake drum drum 9. 9. Oil Oil sealseal

5. 5. Oil Oil seal seal 10. 10. TyTyrere

  

Fig3.2 Fig3.2 Add Add grease grease Fig3.3 Fig3.3 Measure Measure starting starting torquetorque
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Structure of rim boltStructure of rim bolt

Fig3.4 Wheel Fig3.4 Wheel assemblyassembly

1. 1. Tyre Tyre 4. 4. Inner Inner rim rim 7. 7. Spring Spring washerwasher

2. 2. Air Air valve valve 5. 5. Outer Outer rim rim 8. 8. Nut, Nut, rimrim

3. 3. Bushing Bushing 6. 6. Rim Rim boltbolt

  

3.3 Troubleshoot3.3 Troubleshoot

Problem Problem Probable Probable cause cause RemedyRemedy

Oil leaks fromOil leaks from

the reducerthe reducer

casecase

Connecting bolt of reducer is loose Connecting bolt of reducer is loose or wornor worn

shimshim
Tighten or replaceTighten or replace

Blocked Blocked air air hole hole Clean Clean or or replacereplace

Worn Worn or or damaged damaged oil oil seal seal ReplaceReplace

NoisyNoisy

differentialdifferential

Worn Worn or or damaged damaged gear gear ReplaceReplace

Worn Worn or or damaged damaged bearing bearing ReplaceReplace

Misadjusted Misadjusted gear gear clearance clearance AdjustAdjust

Interference fit of spline connecting withInterference fit of spline connecting with
Replace partsReplace parts
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half shaft gear and half shafthalf shaft gear and half shaft
Replace partsReplace parts

Insufficient Insufficient gear gear oil oil Add Add oiloil

  

4. Brake system4. Brake system

Type of brake systemType of brake system
Front two-wheel braking, Front two-wheel braking, internal expansion,internal expansion,

hydraulic typehydraulic type

Pedal Pedal ratio ratio 5.665.66

Master Master cylinder cylinder bore bore 19.05mm19.05mm

Wheel Wheel brake brake 2t, 2t, 2.5t 2.5t 3t, 3t, 3.5t3.5t

TyType pe Duo-servo Duo-servo type type with with parking parking brakebrake

Operating Operating cylinder cylinder bore bore 28.58mm28.58mm

Size, friction piecesSize, friction pieces (L×W×T)(L×W×T)   324×60×7mm324×60×7mm   348×76×8mm348×76×8mm  

 Area, friction pieces  Area, friction pieces 194.4cm194.4cm
22
×4×4  264cm  264cm

22
×4×4  

Inner Inner diameter diameter of of brake brake drum drum 310mm 310mm 314mm314mm

Parking brakeParking brake
Front two-wheel braking, Front two-wheel braking, internal expansion,internal expansion,

hydraulic typehydraulic type

4 1 General4 1 General descriptiondescription
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4.1 General 4.1 General descriptiondescription

The brake system is the fThe brake system is the front two-wheel braking type consisting of ront two-wheel braking type consisting of a master cylinder,a master cylinder,

wheel brakes and brake wheel brakes and brake pedal mechanism.pedal mechanism.

4.2 Master cylinder4.2 Master cylinder

The cylinder contains valve seat, check valve, return spring, primary cup, piston andThe cylinder contains valve seat, check valve, return spring, primary cup, piston and

secondary cup, which are all kept in place with a stop washer and a stop wire. Thesecondary cup, which are all kept in place with a stop washer and a stop wire. The

exterior of the exterior of the cylinder is protected from dust cylinder is protected from dust by means of a rubber by means of a rubber dust coverdust cover. The piston. The piston

is actuated through the push rod by operation of the brake pedal. As the brake pedal isis actuated through the push rod by operation of the brake pedal. As the brake pedal is

pressed, the push rod pushes the piston downward. The brake fluid in the cylinder flowspressed, the push rod pushes the piston downward. The brake fluid in the cylinder flows

back to the reserve tank through the return port until primary cup blocks up the back to the reserve tank through the return port until primary cup blocks up the return port.return port.

 After the primary cup passes through the return port, the brake fl After the primary cup passes through the return port, the brake fluid in the luid in the lower cavity ofower cavity of

the cylinder is pressurized and opens the the cylinder is pressurized and opens the check valve, flowing through the brake check valve, flowing through the brake pipelinepipeline
to the operating cylinder. Thus, each operating cylinder piston is forced outwards. Thisto the operating cylinder. Thus, each operating cylinder piston is forced outwards. This

brings the friction pieces on the brake shoes come into contact with the brake drum andbrings the friction pieces on the brake shoes come into contact with the brake drum and

slows or stops the truck. Meanwhile, the cavity behind the piston is filled with brake fluidslows or stops the truck. Meanwhile, the cavity behind the piston is filled with brake fluid

led through the return port and inlet port. When the brake pedal is released, the piston isled through the return port and inlet port. When the brake pedal is released, the piston is

forced back by the return spring. At the same time, the brake fluid in each operatingforced back by the return spring. At the same time, the brake fluid in each operating

  

cylinder is pressurized by the return spring, cylinder is pressurized by the return spring, returning into the master cylinder through thereturning into the master cylinder through the
check valve. With the piston in its original position, the brake fluid in the master cylindercheck valve. With the piston in its original position, the brake fluid in the master cylinder

flows into the reserve tank through the return port. The brake fluid in the brake pipelinesflows into the reserve tank through the return port. The brake fluid in the brake pipelines

and operating master has a residual pressure proportioned to the set pressure of theand operating master has a residual pressure proportioned to the set pressure of the

check valve, which makes each operating cylinder piston cup securely seated to preventcheck valve, which makes each operating cylinder piston cup securely seated to prevent

oil leakage and eliminates a possibility of air locking when the oil leakage and eliminates a possibility of air locking when the truck is sharply braked. Seetruck is sharply braked. See

Fig4.1.Fig4.1.
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Fig4.1 Master cylinderFig4.1 Master cylinder

1. 1. Link Link rod rod 6. 6. PistonPiston

2. 2. Push Push rod rod 7. 7. Primary Primary cupcup

3. 3. Dust Dust cover cover 8. S8. Springpring

4. 4. Snap Snap ring ring 9. 9. Check Check valvevalve

5. 5. Secondary Secondary cupcup

4.3 Wheel brake4.3 Wheel brake

The wheel brake is the internal expansion hydraulic type consisting of brake shoes,The wheel brake is the internal expansion hydraulic type consisting of brake shoes,

spring, operating cylinder, adjuster and backing plates. Two wheel brakes spring, operating cylinder, adjuster and backing plates. Two wheel brakes are provided onare provided on

each end of the front axle. The brake shoe, one end of it being connected to the anchoreach end of the front axle. The brake shoe, one end of it being connected to the anchor

pin and the other to pin and the other to the adjuster, is stressed on the backing plate by the spring and the adjuster, is stressed on the backing plate by the spring and springspring

pull rod. The primary brake shoe is provided with the pull rod. The primary brake shoe is provided with the parking pull rod while the secondaryparking pull rod while the secondary

brake shoe with the adjusting lever of the clearance self-adjuster. The structure of wheelbrake shoe with the adjusting lever of the clearance self-adjuster. The structure of wheel

brake refers to Fig4.2.brake refers to Fig4.2.

  

Fig4.2 Wheel brakeFig4.2 Wheel brake
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1. 1. Spring Spring 8. 8. Return Return spring spring 15. 15. SprSpring ing pull pull rodrod

2. 2. Cup Cup 9. 9. Adjusting Adjusting lever lever 16. 16. Parking Parking pull pull rodrod

3. 3. Piston Piston 10. Second10. Secondary ary brake brake shoe shoe 17. 17. Parking Parking push push rodrod

4. 4. Cylinder Cylinder body body 111. 1. Clearance Clearance adjuster adjuster 18. 18. Operating Operating cylindercylinder

5. 5. Push Push rod, rod, piston piston 12. 12. Spring Spring 19. 19. Return Return springspring

6. 6. Return Return spring spring 13. 13. Parking Parking cable cable assy assy 20. 20. Primary Primary brake brake unitunit

7. 7. Push Push rod rod 14. 14. Spring Spring covercover

▲Clearance self ▲Clearance self -adjuster-adjuster

The clearance self-adjuster keeps suitable clearance automatically between frictionThe clearance self-adjuster keeps suitable clearance automatically between friction

pieces and brake drum, it actuates only when the truck in reverse travel is braked. Thepieces and brake drum, it actuates only when the truck in reverse travel is braked. The

secondary brake shoe comes into contact with the brake drum secondary brake shoe comes into contact with the brake drum and rotates togetherand rotates together. As a. As a

result of this, the parking pull rod turns right around the point A so that the point B of theresult of this, the parking pull rod turns right around the point A so that the point B of the

rod raises. After release the brake pedal, the parking pull rod turns left with the springrod raises. After release the brake pedal, the parking pull rod turns left with the spring

force so that the point B of the rod lowers. (Fig4.3)force so that the point B of the rod lowers. (Fig4.3)

 As  As the the clearance clearance between between the the friction friction pieces pieces and and the the brake brake drum drum increases, increases, thethe

rotating vertical distance of the pawl by point B increases, too. When the clearance isrotating vertical distance of the pawl by point B increases, too. When the clearance is

more than 0.4mm, the adjuster is dialed a tooth and the adjusting lever becomes longer,more than 0.4mm, the adjuster is dialed a tooth and the adjusting lever becomes longer,

so that the clearance decreases.so that the clearance decreases.

Clearance adjusting range: Within 0.4 to 0.45mm.Clearance adjusting range: Within 0.4 to 0.45mm.

  

Fig4.3 Clearance self-adjusterFig4.3 Clearance self-adjuster

4.4 Operating device of 4.4 Operating device of parking brakeparking brake

The parking brake is of a lever type. Open the second cap on the right of the meterThe parking brake is of a lever type. Open the second cap on the right of the meter

bracket covering, the brake force can be adjusted with the bracket covering, the brake force can be adjusted with the parallel-driverparallel-driver..

Brake force adjustment:Brake force adjustment:https://www.besttruckmanuals.com/
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When you turn the adjuster clockwise, the fWhen you turn the adjuster clockwise, the force increases, otherwise, when you turnorce increases, otherwise, when you turn

the adjuster counterclockwise, the force the adjuster counterclockwise, the force decreases.decreases.

Press force: 50kgPress force: 50kg

Operating method: Turn off the key, press the parking brake pedal with Operating method: Turn off the key, press the parking brake pedal with left foot, untilleft foot, until

hearing a sound, then release it. When release the parking brake, pull the blue leverhearing a sound, then release it. When release the parking brake, pull the blue lever

(release switch) under the combination lamp to the release position, then the parking(release switch) under the combination lamp to the release position, then the parking

brake can be released.brake can be released.

The structure of parking brake refers to Fig4.4.The structure of parking brake refers to Fig4.4.

Fig4.4 Parking brakeFig4.4 Parking brake

  

4.5 Inspection of wheel brake4.5 Inspection of wheel brake
Inspect all parts to make sure if there’re any worn or damaged parts. If necessary,Inspect all parts to make sure if there’re any worn or damaged parts. If necessary,

repair or replace with new one.repair or replace with new one.

(1(1) Check the operating cylinder body’s inner surface and the piston periphery) Check the operating cylinder body’s inner surface and the piston periphery

surface for rusting. Then, measure the clearance between the piston and cylinder body:surface for rusting. Then, measure the clearance between the piston and cylinder body:

SpeSpecified clearance: 0.03 to cified clearance: 0.03 to 0.10 mm0.10 mm

Maximum clearance: 0.15mmMaximum clearance: 0.15mm

(2) Visually check the piston cup of the operating cylinder for damage or deformation.(2) Visually check the piston cup of the operating cylinder for damage or deformation.

If necessaryIf necessary, replace , replace it.it.

(3) Check the operating cylinder spring for f(3) Check the operating cylinder spring for free length. If necessaryree length. If necessary, replace it., replace it.

(4) Check the friction (4) Check the friction piece for thickness to piece for thickness to see if it see if it is excessively worn. If necessary,is excessively worn. If necessary,

replace it.replace it.

Unit: mmUnit: mm

2,2.5t 3t,3.5t2,2.5t 3t,3.5thttps://www.besttruckmanuals.com/
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Standard Standard thickness thickness 7.2 7.2 88

Max. Max. thickness thickness 5.0 5.0 66

(5) Check the inner surface of (5) Check the inner surface of brake drum for damage and excessively worn. Ifbrake drum for damage and excessively worn. If

necessarynecessary, repair , repair or replace ior replace it.t.

Unit: mmUnit: mm

2,2.5t 3t,3.5t2,2.5t 3t,3.5t

Standard Standard dimension dimension 310 310 314314

Max. Max. dimension dimension 312 312 316316

(6) Measure the free length and (6) Measure the free length and the load of the the load of the brake shoe return spring.brake shoe return spring.

(7) Check the adjuster for damage, check the (7) Check the adjuster for damage, check the operation, and the contact pointoperation, and the contact point

between the lever and gear for between the lever and gear for defect. Replace it if necessarydefect. Replace it if necessary..

  

4.6 Troubleshoot4.6 Troubleshoot

Problem Problem Probable Probable cause cause RemedyRemedy

PoorPoor

brakingbraking

1.Fluid 1.Fluid leaks leaks from from brake brake system system RepairRepair

2.Maladjustment 2.Maladjustment of of brake brake shoe shoe clearance clearance Adjust Adjust the the adjusteradjuster

3.Brake 3.Brake overheating overheating Check Check for for draggingdragging

4.Poor contact between brake drum and friction4.Poor contact between brake drum and friction ReadjustReadjust

5.Foreign 5.Foreign matter matter adhered adhered on on friction friction piece piece Repair Repair or or replacereplace

6.Foreign 6.Foreign matter matter mixed mixed in in brake brake fluid fluid Check Check brake brake fluidfluid

7.Maladjustment 7.Maladjustment of of brake brake pedal pedal (inching (inching valve) valve) AdjustAdjust

NoisyNoisy

1.Hardened friction piece surface or foreign matter1.Hardened friction piece surface or foreign matter

adhered on itadhered on it
Repair or replaceRepair or replace

2.Deformed 2.Deformed backing backing plate plate or or loose loose bolts bolts Repair Repair or or replacereplace
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NoisyNoisy

brakebrake

gg pp pp pp

3.Deformed 3.Deformed shoe shoe or or incorrect incorrect installation installation Repair Repair or or replacereplace

4.Worn 4.Worn friction friction piece piece ReplaceReplace

5.Loose 5.Loose wheel wheel bearing bearing RepairRepair

UnevenUneven

brakingbraking

1.Oil-contaminated 1.Oil-contaminated friction friction piece piece Repair Repair or or replacereplace

2.Maladjustment 2.Maladjustment of of brake brake shoe shoe clearance clearance Adjust Adjust the the adjusteradjuster

3.Malfunction 3.Malfunction operating operating cylinder cylinder Repair Repair or or replacereplace

4.Return 4.Return spring spring of of brake brake shoe shoe deteriorated deteriorated ReplaceReplace

5.Deflected 5.Deflected drum drum Repair Repair or or replacereplace

SoftSoft

brakingbraking

1.Brake 1.Brake fluid fluid leaks leaks from from system system Repair Repair or or replacereplace

2.Maladjustment 2.Maladjustment of of brake brake shoe shoe clearance clearance Adjust Adjust the the adjusteradjuster

3.Air 3.Air mixed mixed in in brake brake system system Bleed Bleed airair

4.Maladjustment 4.Maladjustment of of brake brake pedal pedal ReadjustReadjust

  

5. Steering system5. Steering system
2t, 2t, 2.5t 2.5t 3t 3t 3.5t3.5t

Steering systemSteering system Rear wheel powered steeringRear wheel powered steering

Type of steering unitType of steering unit Cycloid gear type powered steering unitCycloid gear type powered steering unit

Model of steering unitModel of steering unit BZZ1-100 (sealed by taper ring)BZZ1-100 (sealed by taper ring)

SteeringSteering

cylindercylinder

TyType pe Double-action Double-action piston piston typetype

Cylinder Cylinder bore bore mmmm φφ7070

Diameter Diameter of of piston piston rod rod mmmm φφ5050

Stroke Stroke mm mm 160160

Rated pressureRated pressure Mpa Mpa 7 7 9 9 10.510.5
Diameter of handwheelDiameter of handwheel mmmm φφ290290

Pressure of steering wheelPressure of steering wheel Mpa Mpa 0.84 0.84 0.760.76

The steering system principally consists of hand wheel, steering shaft and steeringThe steering system principally consists of hand wheel, steering shaft and steering

unit. The steering shaft is connected with the steering unit. The steering column can beunit. The steering shaft is connected with the steering unit. The steering column can be
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unit. The steering shaft is connected with the steering unit. The steering column can beunit. The steering shaft is connected with the steering unit. The steering column can be

tilted forward or backward to suitilted forward or backward to suitable position. (See Fig5.1)table position. (See Fig5.1)

Fig5.1 Steering operation deviceFig5.1 Steering operation device

  

5.1 Hand wheel5.1 Hand wheel
Hand wheel is operated in normal way, that is to say,Hand wheel is operated in normal way, that is to say,

when turning the hand wheel right, the truck will turn right.when turning the hand wheel right, the truck will turn right.

When turning the hand wheel left, the truck will turn left. TheWhen turning the hand wheel left, the truck will turn left. The

rear wheels of the forklift truck are steering wheels, whichrear wheels of the forklift truck are steering wheels, which

make the tail section of the truck swing out when turning. Themake the tail section of the truck swing out when turning. The

turning method can be mastered easily through practice.turning method can be mastered easily through practice.

5.2 Cycloid gear type powered steering unit5.2 Cycloid gear type powered steering unit

The powered steering unit (Fig5.2) can transmit the pressure oil from the flow dividerThe powered steering unit (Fig5.2) can transmit the pressure oil from the flow divider

by pipes to the steering cylinder in terms of the rotating angle of the handwheel. Theby pipes to the steering cylinder in terms of the rotating angle of the handwheel. The

engine stops running, the oil pump will not work, in this case a man-powered steeringengine stops running, the oil pump will not work, in this case a man-powered steering

should be adopted.should be adopted.
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Fig5.2 Cycloid gear type powered steering unitFig5.2 Cycloid gear type powered steering unit

1. Spac1. Spacing ing sleeve sleeve 4. Interlock 4. Interlock shaft shaft 7. Rotor7. Rotor

2. 2. VaValve lve body body 5. 5. Spring Spring piece piece 8. 8. StatorStator

3. 3. VaValve lve core core 6. 6. Joint Joint sleeve sleeve 9. 9. Valve Valve sleevesleeve

  

5.3 Inspection after reassembling the steering system5.3 Inspection after reassembling the steering system
(1) Check the force when turning(1) Check the force when turning the steering handwheel to right and left until it can’tthe steering handwheel to right and left until it can’t

be turned any more to see if they are identical each other and check the operation if thebe turned any more to see if they are identical each other and check the operation if the

steering handwheel for smoothness during above operation.steering handwheel for smoothness during above operation.

(2) Check the arrangement of the hydraulic pipeline and the turning direction for(2) Check the arrangement of the hydraulic pipeline and the turning direction for

correctness.correctness.

(3) Lift up the rear wheels and slowly turn the handwheel over several times to(3) Lift up the rear wheels and slowly turn the handwheel over several times to

exhaust the air in the exhaust the air in the hydraulic pipelines and the cylinder.hydraulic pipelines and the cylinder.

5.4 Troublesho5.4 Troubleshooting of oting of steering systemsteering system

Problem Problem Analysis Analysis of of trouble trouble RemedyRemedy

Fail to turnFail to turn

Oil Oil pump pump damaged damaged ReplaceReplace
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Fail to turnFail to turn

handwheelhandwheel
Flow-divider Flow-divider blocked blocked or or damaged damaged Clean Clean or or replacereplace

Hose Hose or or joint joint damaged damaged or or pipeline pipeline blocked blocked Clean Clean or or replacereplace

Difficult toDifficult to

turnturn

handwheelhandwheel

TToo oo low low oil oil pressure pressure from from flow-divider flow-divider Adjust Adjust pressurepressure

 Air in steering oil circuit  Air in steering oil circuit Exhaust airExhaust air

Steering unit fail to reposition due to springSteering unit fail to reposition due to spring

piece damaged or insufficient elasticitypiece damaged or insufficient elasticity

Replace springReplace spring

piecepiece

Excessive Excessive inner-leakage inner-leakage in in steering steering cylinder cylinder Check Check piston piston sealsseals

Truck’s nakingTruck’s naking  

or moving withor moving with

oscillationoscillation

Excessive flow rate for steeringExcessive flow rate for steering
 Adjust flow divider Adjust flow divider

for flow ratefor flow rate

Spring Spring damaged damaged or or elasticity elasticity insufficient insufficient ReplaceReplace

ExcessiveExcessive

noisenoise

TToo oo low low oil oil level level in in oil oil tank tank Refill Refill oiloil

Suction Suction pipeline pipeline or or oil oil filter filter blocked blocked Clean Clean or or replacereplace

Oil leakageOil leakage
Seals of guide sleeve, pipeline or jointSeals of guide sleeve, pipeline or joint

damageddamaged
ReplaceReplace

  

5.5 Steering axle5.5 Steering axle
The steering axle is of section-boxed welded construction type (Fig5.3). It includesThe steering axle is of section-boxed welded construction type (Fig5.3). It includes

axle body, steering cylinder, tie rod, steering knuckles and steering wheels. The steeringaxle body, steering cylinder, tie rod, steering knuckles and steering wheels. The steering

axle is of cranks and slider mechanism. The cylinder piston rod pushes the knuckleaxle is of cranks and slider mechanism. The cylinder piston rod pushes the knuckle

steering through tie steering through tie rod, causing wheel’s deflection and truck’s steering.rod, causing wheel’s deflection and truck’s steering. The steering axleThe steering axle

is bolted to the is bolted to the rear frame by the buffer.rear frame by the buffer.
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Fig5.3 Steering axleFig5.3 Steering axle

1. 1. Axle Axle body body 9. 9. TyTyre re 17. 17. Oil Oil sealseal

2. 2. Tie Tie rod rod 10. 10. Oil Oil seal seal 18. 18. O-ringO-ring

3. 3. Steering Steering cylinder cylinder 111. 1. TTapered apered roller roller bearing 19bearing 19. . BushingBushing
4. 4. DamperDamper, , steering steering axle axle 12. 12. TTapered apered roller roller bearing bearing 20. 20. Dust Dust sleevesleeve

5. 5. Knuckle Knuckle assy, assy, R.H. R.H. 13. 13. Hub Hub cover cover 21. 21. Knuckle Knuckle assy, assy, L.H.L.H.

6. 6. Thrust Thrust bearing bearing 14. 14. HubHub

7. 7. Needle Needle bearing bearing 15. 15. Hub Hub boltbolt

8. 8. King King pin pin 16. 16. Hub Hub nutnut

  

5.5.1 Steering cylinder5.5.1 Steering cylinder
The steering cylinder is of double-action piston type. The seal unit consists of theThe steering cylinder is of double-action piston type. The seal unit consists of the

supporting ring and O-ring, Yx-ring seal is adopted between the cylinder cover and thesupporting ring and O-ring, Yx-ring seal is adopted between the cylinder cover and the

piston rod. The cylinder is fitted piston rod. The cylinder is fitted on the steering axle through two sides cylinder covers.on the steering axle through two sides cylinder covers.
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Fig5.4 Steering cylinderFig5.4 Steering cylinder

1. 1. Piston Piston rod rod assy assy 4. 4. Yx-ring Yx-ring 7. 7. Supporting Supporting ringring

2. 2. Cylinder Cylinder cover cover 5. 5. O-ring O-ring 8. 8. Cylinder Cylinder bodybody

3. 3. Dust Dust ring ring 6. 6. O-ringO-ring

5.5.2 Rear wheel bearing pre-load adjustment5.5.2 Rear wheel bearing pre-load adjustment

(1) As shown in Fig5.5, f(1) As shown in Fig5.5, fill up the chamber formed by wheel ill up the chamber formed by wheel hubs, wheel hub bearinghubs, wheel hub bearing

and wheel hub covers with lubricating grease. Coat the lips of and wheel hub covers with lubricating grease. Coat the lips of the oil seals with lubricatingthe oil seals with lubricating

grease.grease.

(2) Press the hub bearing into (2) Press the hub bearing into the hub and fit the the hub and fit the hub on the knuckle shaft.hub on the knuckle shaft.

(3) Fit a flat (3) Fit a flat washer and tighten a castle nut with torque of 206washer and tighten a castle nut with torque of 206～～235N.m and loosen it235N.m and loosen it

and then tighten it again with torque of 9.8N.m.and then tighten it again with torque of 9.8N.m.

(4) To ensure firm installation of the hub, slightly knock at it with a wooden hammer(4) To ensure firm installation of the hub, slightly knock at it with a wooden hammer

and in the meantime, rotate the hub for 3and in the meantime, rotate the hub for 3～～4 turns.4 turns.

(5) Tighten the castle nut and align one of its notches with a hole drilled in the(5) Tighten the castle nut and align one of its notches with a hole drilled in the

steering knuckle.steering knuckle.

(6) Again slightly knock at the hub with a wooden hammer and in this time, rotate(6) Again slightly knock at the hub with a wooden hammer and in this time, rotate

  

manually the hub for 3manually the hub for 3
～～

4 turns to ensure its smooth rotation with a specified torque of4 turns to ensure its smooth rotation with a specified torque of
2.942.94～～7.8N.m.7.8N.m.

(7) If the torque value necessary to rotate the hub is more than the specified one(7) If the torque value necessary to rotate the hub is more than the specified one

above-mentioned, screw out the castle nut for 1/6 turn and measure the torque valueabove-mentioned, screw out the castle nut for 1/6 turn and measure the torque value

then.then.

(8) When the torque value measured is up to the specified one, lock the castle nut(8) When the torque value measured is up to the specified one, lock the castle nut

with a cotter pin.with a cotter pin.
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Fig5.5 Pre-load adjustmentFig5.5 Pre-load adjustment  

  

6. Hydraulic system6. Hydraulic system
HydraulicHydraulic

oil pumpoil pump

Type Type Gear Gear pumppump

Displacement Displacement 32 32 ml/rml/r

ControlControl

valvevalve

TyType pe Two-pTwo-pool ool type type with with relief relief valve, valve, flow flow divider divider and and tilt tilt valvevalve

SettingSetting

pressurepressure
17.5MPa17.5MPa

DividingDividing

pressurepressure
7 MPa (2,2.5t) / 9 MPa (3t) / 10.5 Mpa (3.5t)7 MPa (2,2.5t) / 9 MPa (3t) / 10.5 Mpa (3.5t)

Flow Flow rate rate 111L/min 1L/min (2-2.5t) (2-2.5t) 13L/min 13L/min (3-3.5t)(3-3.5t)

LiftLift

cylindercylinder

TyType pe Single-action Single-action piston piston type, type, with with cut-off cut-off valvevalve

Bore Dia.Bore Dia.
φφ

50 (2,2.5t)50 (2,2.5t)
φφ

56 (3,3.5t)56 (3,3.5t)
Stroke Stroke 1495mm 1495mm (Only (Only for for 3m 3m lift lift height)height)

TiltTilt

cylindercylinder

Type Type Double-aDouble-action ction piston piston typetype

Bore Dia.Bore Dia. φφ80×80×φφ35 (mm)35 (mm)

Stroke 127.5mmStroke 127.5mm

Hydraulic Hydraulic oil oil amount amount 42L42Lhttps://www.besttruckmanuals.com/
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6.1 General 6.1 General descriptiondescription

The hydraulic system consists of hydraulic pump, control valve, lift cylinder, tiltThe hydraulic system consists of hydraulic pump, control valve, lift cylinder, tilt

cylindercylinder, and oil pipe-lines etc. The oi, and oil pipe-lines etc. The oil tank is installed on the ril tank is installed on the right side of the truck.ght side of the truck.

6.2 Hydraulic oil pump (Fig6.1)6.2 Hydraulic oil pump (Fig6.1)

The hydraulic oil pump is a gear pump. It is drived directly by the power takeoffThe hydraulic oil pump is a gear pump. It is drived directly by the power takeoff

device of the engine. The oil of the oil tank flows to the control valve through the maindevice of the engine. The oil of the oil tank flows to the control valve through the main

pump.pump.

The hydraulic oil pump consists of pump body, a pair of gears, lining plate and snapThe hydraulic oil pump consists of pump body, a pair of gears, lining plate and snap

rings. The pressure-balance method makerings. The pressure-balance method makes the lining plate press on s the lining plate press on the side face of gearthe side face of gear

owing to outleting oil between the lining plate and pump body. This pump usesowing to outleting oil between the lining plate and pump body. This pump uses

pressure-balance type bearings and a special lubrication method so as to minimum thepressure-balance type bearings and a special lubrication method so as to minimum the

gear clearance.gear clearance.

6.3 Control valve & flow divider (Fig6.2)6.3 Control valve & flow divider (Fig6.2)

The control valve (2 spool type) consists of four valve housing, two spool valves, oneThe control valve (2 spool type) consists of four valve housing, two spool valves, one

relief valve and one flow relief valve and one flow dividerdivider. The four valve housing is . The four valve housing is assembled together with threeassembled together with three

stud bolts and nuts. The tilt spool valve consists of a tilstud bolts and nuts. The tilt spool valve consists of a tilt lock valve.t lock valve.

  

1. 1. Pump Pump bodybody

2. 2. Driving Driving geargear

3. 3. Driven Driven geargear

4. 4. Front Front covercover

5. 5. Rear Rear covercover

6. 6. Lining Lining plateplate

7. 7. Seal Seal ringring

8. Ring8. Ring

9. 9. Oil Oil sealseal

10. 10. Snap Snap ringring
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Fig6.1 Hydraulic pumpFig6.1 Hydraulic pump  

Fig6.2 Control valveFig6.2 Control valve  

  

6.3.1 Relief valve and flow 6.3.1 Relief valve and flow divider (see Fig6.3)divider (see Fig6.3)
The relief valve consists of main valve A and proceeding valve B. When the spool ofThe relief valve consists of main valve A and proceeding valve B. When the spool of

the control valve is operated, chamber Q linked with the operating cylinder is filled withthe control valve is operated, chamber Q linked with the operating cylinder is filled with

high pressure oil. The high pressure oil high pressure oil. The high pressure oil affects proceedaffects proceeding valve B through throttle ing valve B through throttle hole Dhole D

and E. If the system pressure is higher than the setting pressure, the proceeding valve Band E. If the system pressure is higher than the setting pressure, the proceeding valve B

will be opened to make the pressure in F chamber lower and thus causes the main valvewill be opened to make the pressure in F chamber lower and thus causes the main valve

 A to  A to move rimove right, then ght, then the oithe oil il in n chamber Q chamber Q may may directly flow directly flow to lto low-pressure passage ow-pressure passage GG

and reduce chamber Q pressure. In this way, the system pressure may keep unvaried.and reduce chamber Q pressure. In this way, the system pressure may keep unvaried.

The setting pressure may be adjusted by the adjusting screw H.The setting pressure may be adjusted by the adjusting screw H.

The construction of the flow divider is quite simple. It is of direct overflow type, andThe construction of the flow divider is quite simple. It is of direct overflow type, and

ensures the constant pressure of the power steering system by ensures the constant pressure of the power steering system by balancing the oil pressurebalancing the oil pressure

with fixed spring force. When turning, chamber M gets through with the high pressurewith fixed spring force. When turning, chamber M gets through with the high pressure

passage. If the oil pressure is higher than the spring force, the valve core N moves right,passage. If the oil pressure is higher than the spring force, the valve core N moves right,

causing the high pressure oil to flow causing the high pressure oil to flow directly to the low-pressure passage via. Chamber Tdirectly to the low-pressure passage via. Chamber T

and keeping the pressure of the power steering system unvaried. The setting pressure isand keeping the pressure of the power steering system unvaried. The setting pressure is
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adjusted by adjusting the screw K.adjusted by adjusting the screw K.

VValve L is a balance spool valve, and alve L is a balance spool valve, and may move right or may move right or left according to the varietyleft according to the variety

of the oil flof the oil flow and pressure passing through it to change the opening of chamber R and Sow and pressure passing through it to change the opening of chamber R and S

and ensures the oil flow to working chamber Q and to power steering port PS keeps inand ensures the oil flow to working chamber Q and to power steering port PS keeps in

balance condition and is smoothly divided in certain proportion. Hole a is a fixed throttlebalance condition and is smoothly divided in certain proportion. Hole a is a fixed throttle

hole.hole.

Fig6.3 Relief valve and flow dividerFig6.3 Relief valve and flow divider

  

6.3.2 Setting pressure of the relief valve6.3.2 Setting pressure of the relief valve  
The pressure oThe pressure of the relief valve has been set before delivery. Don’t adjust thef the relief valve has been set before delivery. Don’t adjust the

pressure at will, for it will pressure at will, for it will bring danger for system and safetybring danger for system and safety. If the oil pressure i. If the oil pressure is differents different

with standard value, according to with standard value, according to the measure method specified the measure method specified in JB/T3300, specializedin JB/T3300, specialized

servicemen adjust the pressure as follows:servicemen adjust the pressure as follows:

(a) Screw out the measured hole plug from the inlet port of control valve and install(a) Screw out the measured hole plug from the inlet port of control valve and install

the oil-pressure gauge (20MPa) on it.the oil-pressure gauge (20MPa) on it.

(b) Operate the tilt (b) Operate the tilt leverlever, measure the pressure when the stroke is , measure the pressure when the stroke is to the bottom.to the bottom.

(c) When the oil pressure mismatches with the lift capacity of the forklift truck, loosen(c) When the oil pressure mismatches with the lift capacity of the forklift truck, loosen

the lock nut of the overflow valve, screw the adjusting screw left and right to achieve thethe lock nut of the overflow valve, screw the adjusting screw left and right to achieve the

specified value. Turn the screw left when pressure is high, and turn right specified value. Turn the screw left when pressure is high, and turn right when it is lwhen it is lowow..

(d) After having adjusted, tighten up the lock nut.(d) After having adjusted, tighten up the lock nut.
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Fig. 6.4 Setting pressure of the relief valveFig. 6.4 Setting pressure of the relief valve

  

6.4 Hydraulic oil circuit (Fig6.5)6.4 Hydraulic oil circuit (Fig6.5)
The oil from the hydraulic pump comes to the control valve first and there is dividedThe oil from the hydraulic pump comes to the control valve first and there is divided

by the flow divider into by the flow divider into two parts, one being sent to lift cylinder or two parts, one being sent to lift cylinder or tilt cylinder, and anothertilt cylinder, and another

to the power steering unit in constant flow rate to operate the steering cylinder. With theto the power steering unit in constant flow rate to operate the steering cylinder. With the

spools of the lift and tilt spool valves in neutral position, the oil from the pump directlyspools of the lift and tilt spool valves in neutral position, the oil from the pump directly

returns to the tank through the passage in the control valve. When the lift spool is pulled,returns to the tank through the passage in the control valve. When the lift spool is pulled,

the oil from the oil from the pump flows through the flthe pump flows through the flow regulator valve and reaches the lower part ofow regulator valve and reaches the lower part of

the lift cylinder to push the piston up. When push the lift spool, the circuit between thethe lift cylinder to push the piston up. When push the lift spool, the circuit between the

lower part of the lift cylinder and the oil tank is connected and the piston begins tolower part of the lift cylinder and the oil tank is connected and the piston begins to

descend due to the weight of the load and all of lifting parts. In this case, the oil flowdescend due to the weight of the load and all of lifting parts. In this case, the oil flow

returning to the control valve is regulated returning to the control valve is regulated by the flow regulator valve and the fork descentby the flow regulator valve and the fork descent

speed is controlled. When the tilt lever is speed is controlled. When the tilt lever is operated, the high pressure oil reaches the frontoperated, the high pressure oil reaches the front

or rear chamber of the cylinder and pushes the piston forward or backward. The oilor rear chamber of the cylinder and pushes the piston forward or backward. The oil

pushed out by the piston returns to the oil tank through the control valve and the mastpushed out by the piston returns to the oil tank through the control valve and the mast

then tilts forward or backward.then tilts forward or backward.
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circuitcircuit

Fig6.5 Hydraulic oilFig6.5 Hydraulic oil

Ton Ton t t 2-3 2-3 3.53.5

Flow,controlFlow,control

valve Q1valve Q1
L/min 65 65L/min 65 65

Flow,steeringFlow,steering

unit Q2unit Q2
L/min 13 13L/min 13 13

PrimaryPrimary

pressure,pressure,

hydraulichydraulic

system P1system P1

Mpa 17.5 19Mpa 17.5 19

SteeringSteering

pressure P2pressure P2
Mpa Mpa 9 9 10.510.5

  

6.5 Lift cylinder (Fig6.6)6.5 Lift cylinder (Fig6.6)
The lift cylinder is of The lift cylinder is of single-action piston type. It consists of cylinder body, piston rod,single-action piston type. It consists of cylinder body, piston rod,

piston and cylinder head etc. The bottom of the cylinder is connected with the cylinderpiston and cylinder head etc. The bottom of the cylinder is connected with the cylinder

supporter of the outer mast by bolts and pins, while its top (i.e. piston rod head) issupporter of the outer mast by bolts and pins, while its top (i.e. piston rod head) is

connected with the upper beam of the outer connected with the upper beam of the outer mast.mast.

The piston, fastened to the piston rod with spring wire is fitted with oil seals andThe piston, fastened to the piston rod with spring wire is fitted with oil seals and

wearing on wearing on its outer periphery.its outer periphery.

 At  At the the bottom bottom of of the the lift lift cylinder cylinder there there is is a a cut-off cut-off valve, valve, which which operates operates when when thethe

high-pressure hose bursts for any reason to prevent the load fhigh-pressure hose bursts for any reason to prevent the load form dropping from abruptly.orm dropping from abruptly.

Bushing and oil seal assembled on the cylinder head, are used for support the piBushing and oil seal assembled on the cylinder head, are used for support the pistonston

and prevent dirt from entering.and prevent dirt from entering.

1. 1. Upper Upper beambeam  

2. Shim2. Shim  

3. 3. Dust Dust ringring  

4. 4. Oil Oil sealseal  https://www.besttruckmanuals.com/
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Fig6.6 Lift cylinder Fig6.6 Lift cylinder   

5. 5. Guide Guide sleevesleeve  

6. O-ring6. O-ring

7. 7. Cylinder Cylinder headhead  

8. Bushing8. Bushing  

9. 9. Cylinder Cylinder bodybody  
10. 10. Piston Piston rodrod  

11. Piston11. Piston  

12. 12. Oil Oil seal, seal, pistonpiston  

13. 13. Oil Oil sealseal  

14. Ring14. Ring  

15. 15. Snap Snap ringring  

16. 16. Cut-off Cut-off valvevalve  

17. 17. Spring Spring lock lock ringring  

18. 18. Cotter Cotter pinpin  

19. 19. Nut, Nut, locklock  

20. 20. Adjust Adjust nutnut

21. Joint21. Joint  

22. Chain22. Chain  

23. Sheave23. Sheave  

  

6.6 Flow 6.6 Flow regulator valveregulator valve
The flow regulator valve, located in the lift cylinder circuit to limiting the descendingThe flow regulator valve, located in the lift cylinder circuit to limiting the descending

speed of loaded forks, has the construction as shown in Fig6.7. When the lift spool valvespeed of loaded forks, has the construction as shown in Fig6.7. When the lift spool valve

is placed in theis placed in the “lift” position, the oil from the control v“lift” position, the oil from the control valve flows through the oil chambersalve flows through the oil chambers

 A  A and and B, B, oil oil holes holes C, C, D, D, E E and and FF, , and and the the chamber chamber G G to to the the lift lift cylinder cylinder without without anyany

regulation. When the lift spool valve is placed in theregulation. When the lift spool valve is placed in the “down” position, the oil flows in the“down” position, the oil flows in the

reverse position. When the oil passes the throttle plate(5) and a pressure differencereverse position. When the oil passes the throttle plate(5) and a pressure difference

overcomes the force of the spring(2) and moves the valve core (7) right, thus the oil flowovercomes the force of the spring(2) and moves the valve core (7) right, thus the oil flow

being decreased by narrowing of the hole D and C, and reduces the oil flow passingbeing decreased by narrowing of the hole D and C, and reduces the oil flow passing

through the throttle plate(5).through the throttle plate(5).

The flow regulator valve The flow regulator valve controls the goods descending speed and serves as a controls the goods descending speed and serves as a safetysafety

device, prevent the danger for suddenly descending if the rubber hose ruptures betweendevice, prevent the danger for suddenly descending if the rubber hose ruptures between

the control valve and the lift the control valve and the lift cylindercylinder..
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Fig6.7 Flow regulator valveFig6.7 Flow regulator valve

1. 1. Joint Joint 5. 5. Throttle Throttle plate plate 9. 9. SpringSpring

2. 2. Spring Spring 6. 6. Valve Valve sleeve sleeve 10. 10. Valve Valve bodybody

3. 3. O-ring O-ring 7. 7. VValve alve corecore

4. 4. Snap Snap ring ring 8. 8. BallBall

  

6.7 Tilt cylinder (Fig 6.8)6.7 Tilt cylinder (Fig 6.8)
The tilt cylinder is of double-acting type. Each truck has two cylinders which areThe tilt cylinder is of double-acting type. Each truck has two cylinders which are

installed on two sides of the mast, their cylinder base are connected with frame with pinsinstalled on two sides of the mast, their cylinder base are connected with frame with pins

while their piston rod while their piston rod ends are connected with the outer mast channels.ends are connected with the outer mast channels.

The tilt cylinder assembly consists of piston, The tilt cylinder assembly consists of piston, piston rod, cylinder body, cylinder base,piston rod, cylinder body, cylinder base,

guide sleeve and seals. The piston, welded to the piston rod, is fitted with two Yx-ringsguide sleeve and seals. The piston, welded to the piston rod, is fitted with two Yx-rings

and one wear ring on its circumference. A bushing press-fitted to the inner side of theand one wear ring on its circumference. A bushing press-fitted to the inner side of the

guide sleeve supports the piston rod .The guide sleeve is fitted with dust seal, snap ring,guide sleeve supports the piston rod .The guide sleeve is fitted with dust seal, snap ring,

Yx-ring and O-ring to prevent oil leakage and keep dust off. Fitted with them, the guideYx-ring and O-ring to prevent oil leakage and keep dust off. Fitted with them, the guide

sleeve is screwed into sleeve is screwed into the cylinder bodythe cylinder body..
When the tilt lever is pushed forward, the high-pressure oil enters into the cylinderWhen the tilt lever is pushed forward, the high-pressure oil enters into the cylinder

body from the cylinder tail, moving the piston forward and causing the mast to tilt forwardbody from the cylinder tail, moving the piston forward and causing the mast to tilt forward

until 6 degree. When the tilt lever is pulled backward, high-pressure oil enters into theuntil 6 degree. When the tilt lever is pulled backward, high-pressure oil enters into the

cylinder body from the guide sleeve and moves the piston backward, tilting the mastcylinder body from the guide sleeve and moves the piston backward, tilting the mast

backward until 11 degreesbackward until 11 degrees
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backward until 11 degrees.backward until 11 degrees.

Fig 6.8 Tilt cylinderFig 6.8 Tilt cylinder

1. 1. Joint Joint 6. 6. Guide Guide sleeve sleeve 111. 1. Yx-ringYx-ring

2. 2. Dust Dust ring ring 7. 7. Bearing Bearing 12. 12. Wear Wear ringring

3. 3. Snap Snap ring ring 8. 8. O-ring O-ring 13. 13. PistonPiston

4. 4. Yx-ring Yx-ring 9. 9. Piston Piston rod rod 14. 14. Yx-ringYx-ring

5. 5. O-ring O-ring 10. 10. Cylinder Cylinder bodybody

  

6.8 Troubleshoot6.8 Troubleshoot
If the hydraulic system occurs trouble, find out the possible cause according to theIf the hydraulic system occurs trouble, find out the possible cause according to the

following tables and repair it.following tables and repair it.

(1) Control valve(1) Control valve

Problem Problem Possible Possible cause cause RemedyRemedy

Lower oil pressure andLower oil pressure and

lower oil amount of thelower oil amount of the

steering oil circuitsteering oil circuit

Spool is held upSpool is held up
Disassembly and clean,Disassembly and clean,

renew oilrenew oil

Slide Slide surface surface broke broke down down Replace Replace spoolspool

Spring Spring is is broken broken Replace Replace springspring

Oil Oil hole hole is is blocked blocked Disassembly Disassembly and and cleanclean

Misadjusted Misadjusted relief relief valve valve Adjust Adjust relief relief valvevalve

Lower oil pressure of theLower oil pressure of the

lifti il i itlifti il i it

Spool Spool is is held held up up Disassembly Disassembly and and cleancleanhttps://www.besttruckmanuals.com/
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lifting oil circuitlifting oil circuit
Oil Oil hole hole is is blocked blocked Disassembly Disassembly and and cleanclean

Vibrate and the oilVibrate and the oil

pressure rises slowlypressure rises slowly

Spool Spool is is held held up up Disassembly Disassembly and and cleanclean

Exhaust Exhaust is is inadequate inadequate Exhaust Exhaust fullyfully

The oil pressure of theThe oil pressure of the

steering oil circuit is moresteering oil circuit is more

than the specified valuethan the specified value

Spool Spool is is held held up up Disassembly Disassembly and and cleanclean

Oil Oil hole hole is is blocked blocked Disassembly Disassembly and and cleanclean

Lower Lower oil oil amount amount Misadjusted Misadjusted relief relief valve valve AdjustAdjust

Noisy control valveNoisy control valve

Misadjusted Misadjusted relief relief valve valve AdjustAdjust

Slide Slide surface surface worn worn Replace Replace relief relief valvevalve

Oil Oil leakage leakage (outside) (outside) O-ring O-ring seal seal broken broken down down Replace Replace O-ring O-ring sealseal

 Adjusting pressure low Adjusting pressure lowerer

Spring Spring is is worsen worsen Replace Replace springspring

Valve seat surface isValve seat surface is
worsenworsen

 Adjust or replace relief Adjust or replace relief
valvevalve

Oil leakage (inside)Oil leakage (inside)
Valve seat surface isValve seat surface is
worsenworsen

Correct valve seat surfaceCorrect valve seat surface

 Adjusting pressure h Adjusting pressure higher igher VValve is held up alve is held up Disassembly and cDisassembly and cleanlean

  

(2) Hydraulic oil pump(2) Hydraulic oil pump

Problem Problem Possible Possible cause cause RemedyRemedy

Oil can not beOil can not be

pumped outpumped out

Lower Lower oil oil level level in in oil oil tank tank Add Add oil oil up up to to specified specified oil oil levellevel

Blocked Blocked pipe-line pipe-line or or oil oil filter filter Clean Clean or or replace replace oil oil if if necessarynecessary

Oil pump can notOil pump can not

be pressurizedbe pressurized

Lining plate broken downLining plate broken down

ReplaceReplace
Wearing broken downWearing broken down

Seal ring, bushing or snap ringSeal ring, bushing or snap ring

broken downbroken down

Misadjusted relief valveMisadjusted relief valve
 Adjust pressure to speci Adjust pressure to specifiedfied

valuevalue

Retighten loose connections forRetighten loose connections for
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 Air entering into the pump Air entering into the pump

suction pipesuction pipe

 Add oil into oil tank Add oil into oil tank

Replace oil sealReplace oil seal

Noisy oil pumpNoisy oil pump

Worn suction pipe or Worn suction pipe or blockedblocked

oil filteroil filter
Correct pipe or repair filterCorrect pipe or repair filter

 Air entering in resulting from Air entering in resulting from

loose suction connectionsloose suction connections
Retighten the connectionRetighten the connection

TToo oo high high oil oil stickiness stickiness Use Use oil oil with with proper proper stickinessstickiness

 Air bubble in oil  Air bubble in oil Find out cause and correcFind out cause and correct themt them

Oil leakageOil leakage

Oil seal or seal ring in pumpOil seal or seal ring in pump

broken downbroken down ReplaceReplace

Pump Pump broken broken down down ReplaceReplace

  

7. Lifting system7. Lifting system
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Fig7.1 MastFig7.1 Mast

1. 1. Outer Outer mast mast 4. 4. Tilt Tilt cylinder cylinder 7. 7. Lift Lift bracketbracket

2. 2. Inner Inner mast mast 5. 5. Load Load backrest backrest 8. 8. ForkFork

3. 3. Lift Lift cylinder cylinder 6. Lift 6. Lift chainchain

7.1 General 7.1 General descriptiondescription

The lifting system is the type of lifting and descending vertically with the two-stageThe lifting system is the type of lifting and descending vertically with the two-stage

rollers. It consists of the inner mast, the outer mast and the lift bracket.rollers. It consists of the inner mast, the outer mast and the lift bracket.

  

7.1.1 Inner and outer mast7.1.1 Inner and outer mast
The inner and outer masts are welded parts. The bottom of outer mast is connectedThe inner and outer masts are welded parts. The bottom of outer mast is connected

with the drive axle with the drive axle through supporting. At the outside middle of outer mast, through supporting. At the outside middle of outer mast, it is connectedit is connected

with the frame by with the frame by the tilt cylinder. The mast can be tilt the tilt cylinder. The mast can be tilt forward and backward by operatingforward and backward by operating

the tilt cylinder. The outer mast is made of C-shaped channel and main rollers and sidethe tilt cylinder. The outer mast is made of C-shaped channel and main rollers and side

rollers are assembled on the upper part of irollers are assembled on the upper part of it. The inner mast is mt. The inner mast is made of J-shaped channelade of J-shaped channel

and there are main rollers and side rollers at the bottom of it.and there are main rollers and side rollers at the bottom of it.

Notice:Notice: Please pay more regard to safety when maintaining the main rollers Please pay more regard to safety when maintaining the main rollers and sideand side

rollers on the upper of outer mast.rollers on the upper of outer mast.

7.1.2 Lift bracket7.1.2 Lift bracket

The lift bracket moves up and down smoothly along the channel of the The lift bracket moves up and down smoothly along the channel of the inner mast byinner mast by

the main rollers. The main rollers mounted on the main roller shafts and blocked by snapthe main rollers. The main rollers mounted on the main roller shafts and blocked by snap

rings. The main roller shafts are welded on the lift bracket. The side rollers fitted on the lifrings. The main roller shafts are welded on the lift bracket. The side rollers fitted on the liftt
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bracket with bolts. They roll along the flank plate of the inner mast and rolling clearancebracket with bolts. They roll along the flank plate of the inner mast and rolling clearance

can be adjusted with shims. The main rollers sustain the longitudinal loads and the sidecan be adjusted with shims. The main rollers sustain the longitudinal loads and the side

rollers sustain the trrollers sustain the transverse loads.ansverse loads.

7.1.3 Fork7.1.3 Fork

The fork is fastened on the lift bracket upper beam groove with pins, the forkThe fork is fastened on the lift bracket upper beam groove with pins, the fork

clearance can be adjusted with hands. The forks and lift brackets are manufacturedclearance can be adjusted with hands. The forks and lift brackets are manufactured

according to the iaccording to the international standard.nternational standard.

The fork pin fastens the fork on the definite position. When adjusting the clThe fork pin fastens the fork on the definite position. When adjusting the clearance ofearance of

the fork, pull the fork pin turn 1/4 circle, the fork clearance must be adjusted according tothe fork, pull the fork pin turn 1/4 circle, the fork clearance must be adjusted according to

the loaded goods.the loaded goods.

7.1.4 Roller position (Fig7.2)7.1.4 Roller position (Fig7.2)
There are two kinds of rollers, main roller and side roller. They are separatelyThere are two kinds of rollers, main roller and side roller. They are separately

mounted on the outer mast, inner mounted on the outer mast, inner mast and lift bracket. The main mast and lift bracket. The main rollers sustain the loadsrollers sustain the loads

from front and rear direction and the side rollers sustain the side loads, this will make thefrom front and rear direction and the side rollers sustain the side loads, this will make the

inner mast and inner mast and lift bracket move freely.lift bracket move freely.

  

Fig7.2 Roller positionFig7.2 Roller position  

Notice:Notice:
(a) Adjust the side roller clearance for 0.5mm.(a) Adjust the side roller clearance for 0.5mm.

(b) Apply lubricating grease on the surface of main roller and interface of (b) Apply lubricating grease on the surface of main roller and interface of mast.mast.

7.2 Maintenance and adjustment7.2 Maintenance and adjustment

7 2 1 Adjustment of lift cylinder (Fig7 3)7 2 1 Adjustment of lift cylinder (Fig7 3)
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7.2.1 Adjustment of lift cylinder (Fig7.3)7.2.1 Adjustment of lift cylinder (Fig7.3)

When replace the lift cylinder, inner mast or outer mast, we shall readjust the strokeWhen replace the lift cylinder, inner mast or outer mast, we shall readjust the stroke

of the lift cylinder as following:of the lift cylinder as following:

(1) Install the piston rod in the upper beam of the inner mast without shims.(1) Install the piston rod in the upper beam of the inner mast without shims.

(2) Lift the mast (2) Lift the mast slowly to the max. stroke of slowly to the max. stroke of the cylinder and check the two cylindersthe cylinder and check the two cylinders

synchronize or not.synchronize or not.

(3) Install shims between the top of the piston rod of the cylinder which stop first and(3) Install shims between the top of the piston rod of the cylinder which stop first and

the upper beam of the the upper beam of the inner mast. The thickness of the shim is inner mast. The thickness of the shim is 0.2mm or 0.5mm.0.2mm or 0.5mm.

(4) Adjust the tightness of lift chains.(4) Adjust the tightness of lift chains.

Notice: Please pay more regard to safety when adjusting the lift cylinder at anNotice: Please pay more regard to safety when adjusting the lift cylinder at an

elevated height.elevated height.

Fig7.3 Adjustment of lift cylinderFig7.3 Adjustment of lift cylinder

  

7.2.2 Adjustment of lift bracket7.2.2 Adjustment of lift bracket
(1) Let the truck (1) Let the truck parking on the horizontal ground and make the mast vertical.parking on the horizontal ground and make the mast vertical.

(2) Lower the forks on (2) Lower the forks on the ground, adjust the nut for the ground, adjust the nut for the end nipple of the upper chainthe end nipple of the upper chain

and make a and make a distance distance A between the main roller A between the main roller and the lift and the lift bracket.bracket.

Capacity Capacity A A mmmm

2t~2.5t 20~252t~2.5t 20~25

3t~3.5t 45~503t~3.5t 45~50

Fig 7.4Fig 7.4
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(3) Make the fork down to the ground and tilt backward fully. Adjust the adjusting nut(3) Make the fork down to the ground and tilt backward fully. Adjust the adjusting nut

for the end nipple of for the end nipple of the upper chain and make the two chain’s tightness equal.the upper chain and make the two chain’s tightness equal.  

7.2.3 Replace rollers of the lift bracket7.2.3 Replace rollers of the lift bracket

(1) Place a pallet on the (1) Place a pallet on the forks and let the truck parking on forks and let the truck parking on the horizontal ground.the horizontal ground.

(2) Make the forks and (2) Make the forks and the pallet down to the ground.the pallet down to the ground.

(3) Disassemble the end nipple of the upper chain and take the chain down from the(3) Disassemble the end nipple of the upper chain and take the chain down from the

sheave.sheave.

(4) Lift the inner mast (See Fig 7.5(4) Lift the inner mast (See Fig 7.5①①).).

(5) Make the truck back-up if the lift bracket is fully separated from the outer mast.(5) Make the truck back-up if the lift bracket is fully separated from the outer mast.

(See Fig. 7.5(See Fig. 7.5②②))

(6) Replace the main rollers(6) Replace the main rollers
··Disassemble all the snap rings and take out the main rollers with a drawing toolDisassemble all the snap rings and take out the main rollers with a drawing tool

except the adjusting shims.except the adjusting shims.

··Ensure the new rollers have the same types as the replaced rollers. Install the newEnsure the new rollers have the same types as the replaced rollers. Install the new

rollers inside the lift bracket and rollers inside the lift bracket and fasten them with snap rings.fasten them with snap rings.

  

7.2.4 Replace rollers (Fig7.6)7.2.4 Replace rollers (Fig7.6)
(1) Use the same way as (1) Use the same way as 7.2.3 to disassemble the lift bracket f7.2.3 to disassemble the lift bracket from the inner mast.rom the inner mast.

(2) Let the truck parking on the horizontal ground and wedge up the front wheels for(2) Let the truck parking on the horizontal ground and wedge up the front wheels for

250mm to 300mm.250mm to 300mm.

(3) Apply the parking brake and wedge up the rear wheels.(3) Apply the parking brake and wedge up the rear wheels.

(4) Disassemble the bolts which fasten the lift cylinder and the inner mast. Hang up(4) Disassemble the bolts which fasten the lift cylinder and the inner mast. Hang up

the inner mast not to loose the shims of the piston rod heads.the inner mast not to loose the shims of the piston rod heads.

(5) Disassemble the connecting bolts for the lift cylinder and the bottom of the outer(5) Disassemble the connecting bolts for the lift cylinder and the bottom of the outer

mast. Disassemble the lift cylinders and the oil pipes between the two cylinders withoutmast. Disassemble the lift cylinders and the oil pipes between the two cylinders without

loosen the oil pipe joints.loosen the oil pipe joints.

(6) Main rollers on the upper outer mast will be showed on the top of the inner mast(6) Main rollers on the upper outer mast will be showed on the top of the inner mast

as soon as main rollers were taken apart from bottom of the inner mast after laying downas soon as main rollers were taken apart from bottom of the inner mast after laying down

the inner mast.the inner mast.

(7) Replace the main rollers.(7) Replace the main rollers.
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( ) p( ) p

·Disassemble the upper main rollers with a drawing tool, don’t ·Disassemble the upper main rollers with a drawing tool, don’t loose the adjust shims.loose the adjust shims.  

··Install the new rollers and the shims Install the new rollers and the shims disassembled before.disassembled before.

(8) Hang up the inner mast to let all the rollers in the mast.(8) Hang up the inner mast to let all the rollers in the mast.

(9) Reassemble the lift cylinder and the (9) Reassemble the lift cylinder and the lift bracket.lift bracket.

Fig Fig 7.5 7.5 Fig Fig 7.67.6

  

8. Electric system8. Electric system
8.1 General 8.1 General descriptiondescription

The electric system for this forklift truck is single wire system with minus earth. ItThe electric system for this forklift truck is single wire system with minus earth. It

mainly consists of the mainly consists of the following systems:following systems:

(1) Charge system(1) Charge system

This system contains generator, battery, charging indictor, etc. It supplies current forThis system contains generator, battery, charging indictor, etc. It supplies current for

all the electric appliances.all the electric appliances.

Voltage: 12VVoltage: 12V

(2) Starting system(2) Starting system

This system mainly consists of automatic pre-heating unit (only diesel engine), keyThis system mainly consists of automatic pre-heating unit (only diesel engine), key

switch, starting protection circuit, starting motor, etc. The function of switch, starting protection circuit, starting motor, etc. The function of this system is startingthis system is starting

the engine.the engine. https://www.besttruckmanuals.com/
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(3) Instrument(3) Instrument

The numeric combination meter (Fig8.1) for internal combustion forklift truck adoptsThe numeric combination meter (Fig8.1) for internal combustion forklift truck adopts

advanced electron technology, the input signal can be dealed with high-precision digitaladvanced electron technology, the input signal can be dealed with high-precision digital

processing. The meter consists of a pointing meter drived by two imported step motorsprocessing. The meter consists of a pointing meter drived by two imported step motors

and an hour meter with a and an hour meter with a LCD screen. The step motor meter has high reliability, accuracyLCD screen. The step motor meter has high reliability, accuracy

and visibility, can display important parameters of vehicle. The LCD can display theand visibility, can display important parameters of vehicle. The LCD can display the

working hours and working state of vehicle clearly. This kind of meter resolves theworking hours and working state of vehicle clearly. This kind of meter resolves the

disadvantages of traditional meter as follows: inferior precision, low stability, parameterdisadvantages of traditional meter as follows: inferior precision, low stability, parameter

hard to modify and extend, more heat-productivity, more electricity-wasting, easier to behard to modify and extend, more heat-productivity, more electricity-wasting, easier to be

damaged and inferior damaged and inferior exploitabilityexploitability, etc., etc.

(4) Lighting and signal device(4) Lighting and signal device

They include all kinds of They include all kinds of lightings, signal lamps, horns and buzzers, etc.lightings, signal lamps, horns and buzzers, etc.

HeadlightHeadlight：：55W55W

Front combination lamp(turning/signal)Front combination lamp(turning/signal)：：21W/5W21W/5W

Rear combination Rear combination lamp (turning/brake/signal/backing):lamp (turning/brake/signal/backing):

21W (yellow)/21W (red)/5W (red)/10W (white)21W (yellow)/21W (red)/5W (red)/10W (white)

Warning lamp (optional)Warning lamp (optional)：：21W21W

  

8.2 Brief explanation for 8.2 Brief explanation for operationoperation
(1) Starting(1) Starting

There is a starting protection circuit in the control box fThere is a starting protection circuit in the control box for the safety of or the safety of the forklift truck.the forklift truck.

You must shift the direction switch at the neutral position before starting the engine.You must shift the direction switch at the neutral position before starting the engine.

Otherwise, you can not start the engine.Otherwise, you can not start the engine.

Turn the key switch clockwise to theTurn the key switch clockwise to the ⅠⅠ(ON) position (power position), the instrument(ON) position (power position), the instrument

circuit and the firing circuit is ready for work. For diesel engine, the automatic pre-heatercircuit and the firing circuit is ready for work. For diesel engine, the automatic pre-heater

begins to work and the pre-heating indicator lights. The pre-heater controlled by a timebegins to work and the pre-heating indicator lights. The pre-heater controlled by a time

relay automatically stops working after 13.5 seconds, then the pre-heating indicatorrelay automatically stops working after 13.5 seconds, then the pre-heating indicator

automatically goes out.automatically goes out.
Turn the key switch clockwise to theTurn the key switch clockwise to the ⅡⅡ(ON) position (starting position), the engine is(ON) position (starting position), the engine is

started.started.

 After  After engine engine starting, starting, push push the the direction direction switch switch forward forward (that (that is is forward forward shift), shift), thenthen

pedal the accelerator, the forklift truck will travel or work quickly. When pull the directionpedal the accelerator, the forklift truck will travel or work quickly. When pull the direction

switch backward (that is in reverse shift) the backing lamps light and the back buzzersswitch backward (that is in reverse shift) the backing lamps light and the back buzzers
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switch backward (that is in reverse shift), the backing lamps light and the back buzzersswitch backward (that is in reverse shift), the backing lamps light and the back buzzers

sound.sound.

(2) Turning handle switch(2) Turning handle switch

Pull the turning handle switch to thePull the turning handle switch to the ⅠⅠ(ON) position, the front and rear combination(ON) position, the front and rear combination

lamps (clearance & tail) light. Pull the turning handle switch to thelamps (clearance & tail) light. Pull the turning handle switch to the ⅡⅡ(ON) position, the(ON) position, the

head lamps light, at this timhead lamps light, at this time the clearance and tail lamps light.e the clearance and tail lamps light.

(3) Turning signal(3) Turning signal

Pull the turning switch backward, the left fPull the turning switch backward, the left front and rear turning lamps flash. Push theront and rear turning lamps flash. Push the

turning switch forward, the right fturning switch forward, the right front and rear turning lamps flash.ront and rear turning lamps flash.

(4) Brake signal(4) Brake signal

When parking the truck, the brake lamps (red) in When parking the truck, the brake lamps (red) in the rear combination lamps light.the rear combination lamps light.

((5) Backing signal5) Backing signal

When reversing the forklift truck, pull the direction switch backward and the shift gearWhen reversing the forklift truck, pull the direction switch backward and the shift gear

is at the reversing is at the reversing position. Then the backing lamps (white) in the rear position. Then the backing lamps (white) in the rear combination lampcombination lampss

light and the buzzer sounds.light and the buzzer sounds.

(6) Charging signal(6) Charging signal  

Before starting the engine, put the key switch to theBefore starting the engine, put the key switch to theⅠⅠ(ON) position and the charging(ON) position and the charging

lamp is on. After engine starting, the charging lamp is automatically off. If the charginglamp is on. After engine starting, the charging lamp is automatically off. If the charging

lamp lights while the engine is working, it means something is wrong with the charginglamp lights while the engine is working, it means something is wrong with the charging

circuit and you must stop working circuit and you must stop working and check as soon as possible.and check as soon as possible.

  

(7) Oil pressure signal(7) Oil pressure signal
Before starting the engine, put the key switch to theBefore starting the engine, put the key switch to theⅠⅠ(ON) position and the oil(ON) position and the oil

pressure warning lamp lights. After engine starting, the oil pressure warning lamp ispressure warning lamp lights. After engine starting, the oil pressure warning lamp is

automatically off. If this lamp lights while the engine is working, it indicates low engine oilautomatically off. If this lamp lights while the engine is working, it indicates low engine oil

pressure and you must stop working and check as soon as possible.pressure and you must stop working and check as soon as possible.

(8) Water separator signal(8) Water separator signal

Before starting the engine, put the key switch to theBefore starting the engine, put the key switch to the ⅠⅠ(ON) position, the meter will(ON) position, the meter will

check automatically and the water separator warning lamp is on. After 1-2s, the lamp is check automatically and the water separator warning lamp is on. After 1-2s, the lamp is offoff

automatically. If this lamp becomes on while the engine is working, it means too muchautomatically. If this lamp becomes on while the engine is working, it means too much

water has been accumulated in the water water has been accumulated in the water separatorseparator. After pushing the handle of the . After pushing the handle of the waterwater
separator to get rid of separator to get rid of the water, this lamp will become off.the water, this lamp will become off.

(9) Fuel meter(9) Fuel meter

It indicates how much fuel is left in the fuel tank. If the indicating needle nears EIt indicates how much fuel is left in the fuel tank. If the indicating needle nears E

position, it means there is less fuel in the fuel tank. You should replenish the fuel tank asposition, it means there is less fuel in the fuel tank. You should replenish the fuel tank as

soon as possiblesoon as possible
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soon as possible.soon as possible.

(10) Water temperature meter(10) Water temperature meter

It indicates the temperature of It indicates the temperature of the coolant for the engine.the coolant for the engine.

(11) Hour meter(11) Hour meter

It records the working hours of It records the working hours of the engine.the engine.

8.3 Instructions of meter 8.3 Instructions of meter panelpanel

Fig8.1 Numeric combination meter Fig8.1 Numeric combination meter   

  

Explanation for meter:Explanation for meter:
(1) After connecting the power for 2 seconds, the meter will carry out self-check(1) After connecting the power for 2 seconds, the meter will carry out self-check

automatically, the indicating lamps will light, the hand will replace to primary positionautomatically, the indicating lamps will light, the hand will replace to primary position

immediately and then run to corresponding working position.immediately and then run to corresponding working position.

(2) When the meter (2) When the meter is during self-check, the LCD displays Baoli welcome.is during self-check, the LCD displays Baoli welcome.

When running normallyWhen running normally, the , the LCD displays running well.LCD displays running well.

When there is error, the LCD displays Running error.When there is error, the LCD displays Running error.

(1) (1) IndicatorIndicator,,

neutral shiftneutral shift

When the shift switch is on neutral position, theWhen the shift switch is on neutral position, the

indicator lights, then the truck can indicator lights, then the truck can be started.be started.

(2) (2) IndicatorIndicator,,

slow speedslow speed

When the slow speed button iWhen the slow speed button is pressed, the slows pressed, the slow

speed indicator lights, at this time the enginespeed indicator lights, at this time the engine

runs with slow speed.runs with slow speed.

The function applies to the electric-control typeThe function applies to the electric-control type

engine.engine.

When the ignition switch is turned on the lampWhen the ignition switch is turned on the lamp
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(3) (3) IndicatorIndicator,,

preheatingpreheating

When the ignition switch is turned on, the lampWhen the ignition switch is turned on, the lamp

lights and preheating starts. The lamp goes outlights and preheating starts. The lamp goes out

automatically when preheating is over. Theautomatically when preheating is over. The

engine will engine will start easilystart easily..

Caution:Caution:

If the indicator does not go out or it lights duringIf the indicator does not go out or it lights during
engine running, the preheating intake heater engine running, the preheating intake heater maymay

be defective. Please ask a Baoli dealer forbe defective. Please ask a Baoli dealer for

inspection or repair.inspection or repair.

(4) (4) IndicatorIndicator,,

seat safety (option)seat safety (option)

The switch of seat safety can be operated onlyThe switch of seat safety can be operated only

when correctly seated.when correctly seated.

(5) Warning lamp,(5) Warning lamp,

low brake fluid levellow brake fluid level

(option)(option)

If the brake fluid is not enough, the warning lampIf the brake fluid is not enough, the warning lamp

will light to remind the operator and the buzzerwill light to remind the operator and the buzzer

sounds.sounds.

If the warning lamp iIf the warning lamp is still on after complementings still on after complementing

the brake fluid, please contact with Baoli dealerthe brake fluid, please contact with Baoli dealer

for inspection.for inspection.

(6) Warning lamp,(6) Warning lamp,

parking brakeparking brake

(option)(option)

The warning lamp will light when the parkingThe warning lamp will light when the parking

brake unit is engaged. Check if the brake unit is engaged. Check if the warning lampwarning lamp

is failed when releasing the brake unit andis failed when releasing the brake unit and

running the truck.running the truck.

  

(7) Fuel gauge(7) Fuel gauge

a. Indicate the remaining fuel in the tank, totala. Indicate the remaining fuel in the tank, total
with 6 scales.with 6 scales.

b. Switch on the meter, the fuel indicating needleb. Switch on the meter, the fuel indicating needle

will return to E position, then it will run towill return to E position, then it will run to

corresponding position with fuel capacity, andcorresponding position with fuel capacity, and

stop turning until cutting off the stop turning until cutting off the powerpower..

Caution:Caution:

 After  After adding adding oil oil or or turning on turning on the the ignition ignition switch,switch,

the indicating needle will stop turning after athe indicating needle will stop turning after a

moment.moment.

Caution:Caution:

．．If the road is not level, attention must be paidIf the road is not level, attention must be paid

because the correct level may not be indicated.because the correct level may not be indicated.  

．．Especially of diesel engine, be sure to refuel itEspecially of diesel engine, be sure to refuel it

before it stops running, once the engine cuttingbefore it stops running, once the engine cutting
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out, it is necessary to bleed air from the fuelout, it is necessary to bleed air from the fuel

system.system.

(8) Timing area(8) Timing area

 After connecting  After connecting the ignition the ignition switch, the meter switch, the meter willwill

indicate the working hours. It will begin to timeindicate the working hours. It will begin to time

after starting the engine.after starting the engine.

The unit of the The unit of the number on the right is number on the right is 1/10 hour.1/10 hour.

Master the periodic maintenance hours with theMaster the periodic maintenance hours with the

time meter, and record the time meter, and record the working hours.working hours.

(9) Water temperature(9) Water temperature
gaugegauge

a. Indicate the temperature of engine coolinga. Indicate the temperature of engine cooling

water.water.

b. When the needle points to C, the waterb. When the needle points to C, the water

temperature is less than or equal 60temperature is less than or equal 60℃℃. If the. If the

water temperature is higher than or equal 110water temperature is higher than or equal 110℃℃  

(red frame position), the buzzer will sound to(red frame position), the buzzer will sound to

remind the remind the operatoroperator..

c. The water leakage, less engine refrigerant,c. The water leakage, less engine refrigerant,

loose fan belt, dirty radiator belt or otherloose fan belt, dirty radiator belt or other

abnormities in cooling system may leadabnormities in cooling system may lead

temporary over-heating. Check the coolingtemporary over-heating. Check the cooling

system.system.

  

(10) Indicator, charge(10) Indicator, charge

a. Lighting lamp indicates an abnormality of thea. Lighting lamp indicates an abnormality of the
charging system while the engine is running.charging system while the engine is running.

b. If normal, the lamp lights when the ignitionb. If normal, the lamp lights when the ignition

switch is turned on and goes out when theswitch is turned on and goes out when the

engine starts.engine starts.

c. If the lamp lights while the engine is running,c. If the lamp lights while the engine is running,

stop the operation immediately, inspect the fanstop the operation immediately, inspect the fan

belt for fracture or loosening, after adjust it thenbelt for fracture or loosening, after adjust it then

restart the engine.restart the engine.

If lamp does not go out, the generation systemIf lamp does not go out, the generation system

may be faulty. Please ask a Baoli dealermay be faulty. Please ask a Baoli dealer

immediately for inspection and immediately for inspection and repairrepair..

(11) Warning lamp,(11) Warning lamp,

temperature of torquetemperature of torque

Switch on the meter, the initial condition of torqueSwitch on the meter, the initial condition of torque

converter oil temperature (begin from 65converter oil temperature (begin from 65℃℃) will) will

f f Cf f C
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p qp q

converter oil (option)converter oil (option)
be displayed in the upper left of LCD.be displayed in the upper left of LCD.

(12) Warning lamp,(12) Warning lamp,

water separatorwater separator

Before starting the engine, put the key switch toBefore starting the engine, put the key switch to

thetheⅠⅠ（（ONON））position, the meter will position, the meter will do the checkdo the check

automatically and the water separator warningautomatically and the water separator warning

lamp is on. After 1-2s, the lamp is automaticallylamp is on. After 1-2s, the lamp is automatically

off. If this lamp becomes on while the engine isoff. If this lamp becomes on while the engine is

working, it means too much water has beenworking, it means too much water has been

accumulated in the water separator. Afteraccumulated in the water separator. After

pushing the handle of the water separator to getpushing the handle of the water separator to get

rid of the rid of the waterwater, this lamp wil, this lamp will become off.l become off.

(13) Trouble light(13) Trouble light

(option)(option)

When the meter is switched on, the indicator willWhen the meter is switched on, the indicator will

light, after starting the engine, the indicator willlight, after starting the engine, the indicator will

go out.go out.

If the controller measures abnormal condition,If the controller measures abnormal condition,

the trouble light will flashes regularly, the errorthe trouble light will flashes regularly, the error

code can be checked out according to thecode can be checked out according to the

flashing.flashing.

The function applies to the electric-control typeThe function applies to the electric-control type

engine.engine.

  

(14) Warning lamp,(14) Warning lamp,

air cleaner (option)air cleaner (option)

a. This lamp lights when the air cleaner elementa. This lamp lights when the air cleaner element
gets clogged during engine running.gets clogged during engine running.

b. If normal, the lamp lights when the ignitionb. If normal, the lamp lights when the ignition

switch is turned on and goes out when theswitch is turned on and goes out when the

engine starts.engine starts.

c. If the lamp lights while the engine is running,c. If the lamp lights while the engine is running,

stop the engine and clean the element and duststop the engine and clean the element and dust

guard. For the cleaning method, refer to theguard. For the cleaning method, refer to the

Weekly Maintenance Section.Weekly Maintenance Section.

Lighting lamp indicates low engine pressureLighting lamp indicates low engine pressure

while the engine is running.while the engine is running.

a. If normal, the lamp lights when the ignitiona. If normal, the lamp lights when the ignition

switch is turned on and goes out when theswitch is turned on and goes out when the

engine starts.engine starts.
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(15) Warning lamp,(15) Warning lamp,

engine oil pressureengine oil pressure

b. If the lamp lights while the engine is running,b. If the lamp lights while the engine is running,

maybe the engine oil is insufficient or themaybe the engine oil is insufficient or the

lubrication system is faulty. Stop the operationlubrication system is faulty. Stop the operation

immediately and ask a Baoli dealer for inspectionimmediately and ask a Baoli dealer for inspection

and repair.and repair.

Note:Note:

TheThe ““warning lamp ofwarning lamp of engine oil pressure” doesengine oil pressure” does

not indicate the oil level. Check the oil not indicate the oil level. Check the oil level usinglevel using

the oil level gauge before starting work.the oil level gauge before starting work.

(16) (16) IndicatorIndicator,,

running staterunning state

Indicate the condition of the meter’s self Indicate the condition of the meter’s self -check-check

and monitor the running state of the and monitor the running state of the truck.truck.

(17) (17) IndicatorIndicator,,

temperature of torquetemperature of torque

converter oil (option)converter oil (option)

Indicate realtime temperature of torque Indicate realtime temperature of torque converterconverter

oil.oil.

8.3.1 Working 8.3.1 Working circumstancircumstancece  

(1) Elevation is lower than 1200 m(1) Elevation is lower than 1200 meters.eters.

(2) Working temperature is between -25(2) Working temperature is between -25℃℃ and +40 and +40℃℃..

(3) Relative humidity is not larger than 95%.(3) Relative humidity is not larger than 95%.

  

8.3.2 Cautions8.3.2 Cautions

(1) Forbid wetting the meter. When washing the truck, don’t let water into (1) Forbid wetting the meter. When washing the truck, don’t let water into the meterthe meter, if, if

it happens, clean it with dry cloth.it happens, clean it with dry cloth.

(2) Don’t pull the plug of the meter and harness(2) Don’t pull the plug of the meter and harness regularly to avoid poor contact.regularly to avoid poor contact.

(3) Forbid impacting or (3) Forbid impacting or scratching the meter strongly.scratching the meter strongly.

(4) When the (4) When the meter works abnormally, contact with our company for maintenance.meter works abnormally, contact with our company for maintenance.

8.4 Principle diagram of electrical system8.4 Principle diagram of electrical system

Fig8.2-1 Principle diagram of electrical system (4JG2/Dachai 498 engine)Fig8.2-1 Principle diagram of electrical system (4JG2/Dachai 498 engine)

Fig8.2-2 Principle diagram of electrical system (Xinchai 498 engine)Fig8.2-2 Principle diagram of electrical system (Xinchai 498 engine)

Fig8.2-3 Principle diagram of Fig8.2-3 Principle diagram of electrical system (Mitsubishi gasoline engine)electrical system (Mitsubishi gasoline engine)

8.5 Diagram of 8.5 Diagram of harnessharness

Fig8 3 1 Diagram of harness (4JG2 engine)Fig8 3 1 Diagram of harness (4JG2 engine)
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Fig8.3-1 Diagram of harness (4JG2 engine)Fig8.3-1 Diagram of harness (4JG2 engine)

Fig8.3-2 Diagram of harness (Dachai 498 engine)Fig8.3-2 Diagram of harness (Dachai 498 engine)

Fig8.3-3 Diagram of harness (Xinchai 498 engine)Fig8.3-3 Diagram of harness (Xinchai 498 engine)

Fig8.3-4 Diagram of Fig8.3-4 Diagram of harness (Yharness (Yanmar 4TNE98 engine)anmar 4TNE98 engine)

  

Central control boxCentral control box

00 Power(-)00 Power(-)

01 01 Power, Power, hornhorn

02 02 Power, Power, lamplamp

03 03 Power, Power, metermeter

04 04 Power, Power, switchswitch

05 05 Switch, Switch, turning turning lamplamp

0606 Power, ignitionPower, ignition

07 07 Switch, Switch, lightlight

08 08 Switch, Switch, startstart

09 09 Power, Power, headlampheadlamp
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Fig8.2-1 Principle diagram of Fig8.2-1 Principle diagram of electrical system (4JG2/Dachai498 engine)electrical system (4JG2/Dachai498 engine)  

1010 PreheatingPreheating

12 12 Main Main powerpower

13 13 Preheating Preheating fusefuse

14 Starter14 Starter
15 15 Optional Optional power power 11

16 16 Optional Optional power power 22

17 17 Indicating, Indicating, neutralneutral

18 18 Generator Generator NN

19 19 Generator Generator FF

20 20 Charging Charging indicatingindicating

21 21 Switch, Switch, forwardforward

22 22 Switch, Switch, reversereverse

23 23 Lamp, Lamp, reversereverse

  

Central control boxCentral control box

00 Power(-)00 Power(-)

01 01 Power, Power, hornhorn

02 02 Power, Power, lamplamp

03 03 Power, Power, metermeter

04 04 Power, Power, switchswitch

05 05 Switch, Switch, turning turning lamplamp

06 06 Power, Power, ignition ignition switchswitch

07 07 Switch, Switch, lightlight

08 08 Switch, Switch, startstarthttps://www.besttruckmanuals.com/
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Fig8.2-2 Principle diagram of electrical system (Xinchai 498 engine)Fig8.2-2 Principle diagram of electrical system (Xinchai 498 engine)

09 09 Power, Power, headlampheadlamp

10 10 Preheating Preheating indicatingindicating

12 12 Main Main powerpower

13 13 Preheating Preheating fusefuse

14 Starter14 Starter

15 15 Optional Optional power power 11

16 16 Optional Optional power power 22

17 17 Indicating, Indicating, neutralneutral

18 18 Generator Generator NN

19 19 Generator Generator FF

20 20 Charging Charging indicatingindicating

21 21 Switch, Switch, forwardforward
22 22 Switch, Switch, reversereverse

23 23 Lamp, Lamp, reversereverse

  

Central control boxCentral control box

00 Power(-)00 Power(-)

01 01 Power, Power, hornhorn

02 02 Power, Power, lamplamp

03 03 Power, Power, metermeter

04 04 Power, Power, switchswitch

05 05 Switch, Switch, turning turning lamplamp

06 06 PowerPower, , ignition ignition switchswitch

07 07 Switch, Switch, lightlight

08 08 Switch, Switch, startstart

09 09 Power, Power, headlampheadlamp
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Fig8.2-3 Principle diagram of Fig8.2-3 Principle diagram of electrical system (Mitsubishi gasoline engine)electrical system (Mitsubishi gasoline engine)  

10 10 Preheating Preheating indicatingindicating

12 12 Main Main powerpower

13 13 Preheating Preheating fusefuse

14 Starter14 Starter

15 15 Optional Optional power power 11

16 16 Optional Optional power power 22

17 17 Indicating, Indicating, neutralneutral

18 18 Generator Generator NN

19 19 Generator Generator FF

20 20 Charging Charging indicatingindicating

21 21 Switch, Switch, forwardforward

22 22 Switch, Switch, reversereverse

23 23 Lamp, Lamp, reversereverse
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Fig8.3-1 Diagram of harness (4JG2 engine)Fig8.3-1 Diagram of harness (4JG2 engine)  
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Fig8.3-2 Diagram of harness (Dachai 498 engine)Fig8.3-2 Diagram of harness (Dachai 498 engine)
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Fig8.3-3 Diagram of Fig8.3-3 Diagram of harness (Xinchai 498engine)harness (Xinchai 498engine)  
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Fig8.3-4 Diagram of Fig8.3-4 Diagram of harness (Yharness (Yanmar 4TNE98 engine)anmar 4TNE98 engine)  

  

NOTENOTE
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KION Baoli (Jiangsu) KION Baoli (Jiangsu) Forklift Co., Ltd.Forklift Co., Ltd.
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Service HotlineService Hotline: 400-828-2789: 400-828-2789

Tel: +86 523 8461 6148Tel: +86 523 8461 6148

Fax: +86 523 8461 6126Fax: +86 523 8461 6126

PP.C.: .C.: 214500214500

 Add: No. 8 Xinzhou Road Add: No. 8 Xinzhou Road··Economic Development ZoneEconomic Development Zone··JingjiangJingjiang··JiangsuJiangsu··ChinaChina

www.baoli-mh.comwww.baoli-mh.com

* We reserve the right to make any * We reserve the right to make any changes or modifications of pictures and specifications in thischanges or modifications of pictures and specifications in this

manual without giving previous notice and without manual without giving previous notice and without incurring any obligation.incurring any obligation.
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